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ABSTRACT
The stability of offshore slopes is a major consideration in thc development of both
offshore and nearshore areas. The consequences of such slope failures can include the
destruction of adjacent facilities, as wcll as thc production of dangerous tsunamis. This
phenomenon poses a unique and cvidcnt threat to human populations as well as valuable
infrastructurc. Most of these types of failures have occurred in prehistoric times and for
the most part the initiation mechanisms behind them rcmain unobserved. One such
triggering mechanism of these failures is seismic movemcnt or in more common temlS.
an earthquake.
This thesis presents a researeh program into the physical cell\rifuge modelling of the
seismic initiation of submarine slope failures. The efTttts of impermeable layer presence.
eanhquake magnitude. and a phenomenon known as "s..::ismic strengthening·' arc
investigated. Properly sealed centrifuge modelling has been proven to bea useful tool in
observing geotechnical engineering situations that would other wise be costly or
impractical to investigate due to financial and time constraints
A series of five centrifuge tests were performed on idealized slope geometries at a scale
of I:70. These tests were designed for case of comparison with finite element analyses.
with some associated compromises compared to field conditions. Generally. the test
geometries consisted ofa 2:1 slope constructed using Fraser River sand in a strongbox
with a rectangular inner plan area. Models wcre cilhcr tested with the presence ofa
buried and draped silt layer, an inelined silt layer featuring an approxim:lle 5.5:1 profile.
or with no silt layer present at all. Much of the equipment and procedures required for
this testing at the C-CORE Centrifuge Centre were developed by the author based on the
experiences fromothercemrifuge centres. Models were airpluviated to obtain atargcl
relativc density of 40% and then saturated with a viscous pore fluid to achicve similitude
of both static and dynamie scaling laws. Following construction procedure. models were
tested in the Earthquake Simulator that is situated upon the C-CORE centrifuge and spun
to a test level of 70 g. The response of thc models to various earthquake loadings was
observed with a high-speed data acquisition system. These responses primarily consistcd
of short-tenn and 10ng~lCrm data collected from installed accelerometers and pore
pressure transducers, as \\'ell as other instruments used to observe the vertical and
horizontal displacements of the model.
Analysis consisted of examining the test data. as well as comparing analogous model
tests to determine lhe cfTects mentionedalJ.ove. The presence ofa relatively impemleablc
silt layer in an appropriate orientation was found to increase the possibility of instability.
A dilative response, characterized by observed upslope acceleration spikes coupled with
negmivespikes in porcpressure was observed in models that featured asilt layer as well
as in the model that did not feature a silt layer. Seismic strengthening. through the
process of densification due to the applicalion of small seismic movements. was also
observed to occur. Increased dilative response also occurred with increased e3rthquake
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magnitude, bm the increase in failure rcsist:lI1cc caused by this dilative response was
overcome by the delayed dissipation of generated excess pore pressure underneath the
relatively impermeable silt layer. Slope failure was characterized by long-lcnn hori.wntal
and vertical slope movements Ihat continued. and sometimes recommenced. after the
cessation of earthquake shaking, short-term slope face surface hcavc,and the cvidcllcc of
silt l:lycrlllovcmcnt in pOSI-lcSIobscrvations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Submarine landslides arc a major factor considering the current state ofoffshorc and
nearshorcdcvelopmcnt. Most of these landslides have occurred in prehistorictimeslmd
arc for the most part unobserved. The consequences of such uniqlle landslides range
from the possible destruction of offshore facilities, the production of dangerous tsunamis
to those that have retrogressed back onshore. Submarine landslides continue to be a
potenlial hazard to human poplLiations and infrastructuTC both offshoTC and nearshore.
There are several possible triggering mechanisms for these submarine landslides,
including: wave loading, gas hydrate presence, and sedimentation: earthquakes are
among the most common. EX<llllples of notable earthquake-induced submarine slope
failuTC near Canada include: the Grand Banks off of Newfoundland. the Saguenay Fjord
in Quebec, off of Vancouver Island and in the Fraser River Delta in British Columbia.
Research is ongoing into the triggering mechanisms of submarine landslides in order to
evaluate the risk to offshore structures. especially considering the inereascd interest in
Canada's offshore hydrocarbon resource development over the past two decades.
Offshore investigations such as sonar and seismic profiling have revealed the major
features of submarine landslide zones that have proven to be very diffeTCnt from
terrestrial landslides because they can involve the movement of thousMds of cubic
kilometres of material for hundreds of kilometres. Additionally submarine landslides
typically occur on slopes much shallower thall with terrestrial landslides and the
retrogressive nature of submarine landslides is usually much more extensive in the
submarineenvironmenl.
SC31ed centrifuge modelling has been used for the past several decades to investigate
geotechnical engineering problems without the disadvantages offull scale modeling. sueh
3S cost. time. and size of testing. This researeh involves applying this technology to
investigating the effeetofa stratified profile on the slabilityof3 submarine slope.
1.2 Purpose
The objective of the COSTA-Canada Project is to examine submarine slope failures on
contillcntal margins (COSTA-Canada, 2001). COSTA-Canada is seeking to explore six
mujorshort-tenn objectives:
(i) assessmCll1 of historical records of slope instability. slope parameters.
seismicity. and tectonic seuing;
(ii) understanding ofscafioor failurc dynamics through 3-D imaging of
scdiment architeeturc and geometry of slope failures:
(iii) understundingofsediment propcrtiesofslip planesund areas prone to
slopcsliding;
(iv) determination ofprescnceofg3s hydrate and its significancc forslopc
stability;
(v) modelling of forces alld mechanical processes that control the initiation of
slope instabilities (rclease mechanisms), fiow dynamics and initiation of
Isunamis;and
(vi) assessment of risk-fields relaled to slope stability
The work presented in this lhesis is primarily concerned Wilh the fifth item in the above
lislthrough the ultdertaking ofa series ofeentrifuge tests to examine the effect ortllc
prescnce of impermeable silt layers in various stratigraphic configuratiolls. It was
expccted that the silt layer would impede the drainage of the sand beneath it contributing
to instability. Additionally, the migration of[lQre pressures towards potent!:!1 drainage
boundaries was expected to cause continued movemcnt of the slope after cessation oflhe
earthquakc. The cntire COSTA-Can:!da centrifuge testing program was composed of five
tcsts (A through E) of various configurations. The desire to couple the results of these
tests with complimentary Finite Elemelll Method analyses being carried out by COSTA-
Can:!da project collaborators (COSTA-Canada, 2001) led to several compromises in test
design. the most significant being the usc of a rigid model container. The results of these
testsarepresentedanddiscussedinthisdocurtlcnl.
Other objectives that became evident during the development of these cenlrifuge tests
werc to in\'esligate the effect of the magnitude of the earthquake applied tothc model
configuration as thrce diffcTCnt sizes of model earthquakcs were used in this program. In
addition, the effect of the application of multiple earthquakes being applied to the model
configuration was also investigated. This came about as an examinmion into the process
of "scismic-slrengthening" as discussed by Lce et al. (2004), whereby a slope that is
eX!J'Osedtoa history of small earthquake cvents will becomc strong cnough towithst3nd 3
llIore significant earthqU3ke loading
1.3 ThesisOutiinc
This thesis is organized into eight ChaPlerS that logically follow the sequcnce of the work
performed for this investigation into the initiation of submarine slope failures. The
second ChaPler reviews the available litcrature on various aspects of submarine slope
stability, including: site investigation. triggering mech:lllisms. cyclic loading of soils.
slopc st3bility 3nalysis. and scismie slope analysis. Chapter 3 discusses the intricacies of
centrifuge modelling, including the scaling I3wsand restrictions. as well asthe principlcs
ofeentrifugalearthquake actuation and previous work that has pcrfomlcd in this3rca.
The research facilities and equipment lIsed in this program are presented in Chapter 4
while Ch3pter 5 describes the experimental testing procedurc that was carried out for
these tests. Chapter 6 thoroughly prescnts and discusses the testing results that werc
gathered. The seventh eh3pter compares and analyLes these results in the context of
various elTC\:ls and parameters thaI were examined. including: the elTects oflhc presence
ofa lower pcnne3bililY layer. the elTects ofe3rthquake magnitude, and theelTeels of the
exposure of the modclto multiplc earthq1l3kes. Chapler 8 presents the conclusions of the
results and analysis with 3 briefsurnm3ry oflhc observations. This final chapler 31so
presents some recommendations for furlher development of studies in the arc3 of
submarine slope instability in the gCQtcchnical centrifuge. Finally. a list of references
and an appendix presenting the technical details ofmodeJ testing instruments is supplied.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The stability of submarine slopes is an important consideration in tOOay's world as
offshore, in addition to nearshore. exploration and development becomes more prominent
and technologically advanced. Large submarine landslides can have disastrous
consequences both economically and socially. The area of interest for submarine slope
stability usually involves the continental shelf, areas whieh arc in close proximity to the
world'slandmasscs
The COSTA-Canada project is primarily concerned with investigating the stability of the
shorelines and continental margins of Canada (Locat et al.. 2001). Poulos (1988)
describes how the continental margin, which includes the continental shelf, continental
slope. and the continental rise. form approximately 21% of the ocean area. These areas
are of particular interest for o!Tshore oil exploration.
Typically, the continental slope is formed of very shallow gradients of approximately 2°
10 6° (Poulos. 1988). Submarine landslides in these areas have been identified frequclltly
ill the available literature (Ter"J;aghi, 1956; Bjerrutn. 1971; Lee et al.. 1981; I'iper el al..
1999). These landslides are common on areas of the seafloor that arc inclined
environments that arc occupied by weak geologic materials including rapidly deposited
fine grained material. such as sands and sihs(Hampton el al .. 1996).
Submarine slope stability and its effect on subscquent slope failures can occur on a wide
varicty of scales. varying in the movement of volumes of sea lloor matcrial from
hundreds of cubic metres to hundreds of cubic kilometers that can travel downslope for
hundreds of kilometres. In addition to a wide variation in magnitudes. there is also a
wide range of geologic scttings, varying from rivcr dominated to glacial dominated
settings (Locat et al.. 2001). The majority of known slides have occurred far from land
and in prchistoric times. More recently. however slides that have originated ne:lrshore
h:lve been notieeablt' due to their direct impacts on human lives and activities (I-larnpton
eta!.. 1996).
Engineers have come to realize that thesc types of submarine failures :Ire so widespread
that that they impose many constraints on engineering projects (Prior and Coleman.
1984). The increasing significanec of offshore development insists that IKltenti:llly
unstable sloping deposits be identified and analyzed to protect against any type of
catastrophic failure that may occur from thcm (Lee and Edwards. 1986)
Whcn considering the stability of the sea lloor several aspects must be considered.
Poulos (1988) discusses this and states that any investigation may include some or all of
thefollowingconsidcrations:
(i) investigation and interprctation of the geological history.
stratigraphic structure. sedimcntology and morphology of the region:
(ii) identification and evaluation of the topographical profile aod
deformational features of the sea lloor;
(iii) estimation of the stresses in the seafloor soils due to gravity. wave.
earthquake. and additional contributory forces:
(iv) analysis of the stability of the sea floor under the action of these
forces:
(v) analysis of the likely movements of the sea floor;
(vi) the effeels on these rnovements on the forces on, and displacements
of piles and similar installations in the sea floor
This literature review will review the aspects of the first five points of the above list as
they pertain to submarine slope failures
2.2 Site Investig:llion and Classification of Soils
A valuable method of learning about submarine slope stability and the possibility of the
slope of interest for failure is by looking at ease studies of previous slope failures and
using the data to interpretunfailed conditions and their ability to fail ullder various types
of loading. KarlSnid and Edgers (1980) point out that case studies of previous slope
instabilities can be instructive in several ways. The first of these ways is in the
identificatioll of slide prone deposits. The identification of failure prone areas is
essentially the primary step in analyzing slope stability. Additionally. case studies
provide insight on the mechanism by which submarine slides arc initiated and then
propagated. Section 2.3 deals specifically with these sources of instability. Finally. if
sufficiently documented and analyzed. case studies can provide meaningful data on the
input geometries and soil parameters for engineering analysis. This type of input data is
especially valuable for the type of physical modelling studies. These techniques arc not
directly rclated to this research but form a basis from which the framework of the
COSTA-Canada project has progressed. Karlsrud and Edgers (1980) submit that for
maximum benefit. the following information from field investigations is necessary·
(i) the ageofthe slide;
(ii) the geologic conditions at time of the slide;
(iii) the geotechnical parameters of the slide mass;
(iv) the extent of the slide pit;
(v) the thickness. ron out distances, and velocities of the slide material;
:md
(vi) the geometry of the slide path
Engineers use the various techniques described here to acquire the above information of
previous slides and current slopes that may have the potential to fail and have been used
on various locations on the Canadian continental nUlrgin (Moran. 1993).
1.1./ HI/t1lymelr)'
Echo sounding is a technique used to define the contours of the ocean bOllom. 11 is
described by Swan (1979) as a method used in concert with other acoustic data collection
methods such sidescan sonar. Echo sounding data can indicate source areas offailurc
material as well as areas where material has collected, but can only be used as a tool to
estimate the volume of material lliat has been displaced or deposited during submarine
slope failure events. Echo sounding data ean be valuable as a tool of first reference to
describe the boundaries of the failure and to give fulure dircction for Ihe arcas that will
providc morc valuable data whcn investigated using more sophisticated sonar equipnlellt
(Swan, 1(79). This method has several limitations. illcluding a minimum operating water
depth and similar results may now be collected by more advanced methods such as
sidescan and multibeam sonar
Mapping of the sca floor can be achieved by using time tested acoustical sonar mcthods.
Sidescan sonar has been used for this purpose for over 20 years. Ryan (1980) explains
how a sidescan sonar with a swath width of 5 km was uscd to explore the continental
slope of New England and the mid-Atlantic margin along the cast coast of Ihe United
States. This investigation clearly showed: submarine canyons. debris tlows. longitudinal
ridges. faults. scars. faults. areas of detached scdimentcover. blocks. pits. and stripping.
Sidescan sonar techniques were also used by Swan (1979) to acquire dctailed data
regarding sea floor features that may indicate areas of instability or give clues as to the
mass movement itself. For this study. Swan (1979) likens a well constructed sidescan
sonar mosaic to aerial photography for terrestrial studies. Several problems exist with
sonar infonnation.asit rcquires much data correction andean be cxpensive to obtain.
Sidescan and multi beam sonar was used by Mosher et al. (2001) to map OUI three
submarine slope failures to achieve fine detail imagery that provided important
Information on the size and the style of mass-wasting. Multibeam sonar has been
welcomed into wide usc over the last decade to produce ncar-photograph quality images
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of the sea floor (Locat and Lee, 2000). Multibeam sonar surveying provides accurate
imagery when it comes to large slope failures, when previously sidescan sonar mosaics
had to be developed through interpolation. Locat and Lee (2000) gives several examples
of how Illultibealll sonar has improved interpretations of sea floor behaviours in areas
prone to submarine slope failures, including: the Saguenay Fjord in Qud>ee, the Palos
Verdes slide in California, the Eel River Margin in California. and LIke Tahoe in
Nevada. With higher and higher resolution becoming the nonn. engincers should be able
to have more adequate data as it pertains to mapping case studies and investigations.
which should lead to improved analysis methods. A further example of a usc of these
methods is discussed by I'iper and McCall (2003) where unpublished multibeam
bathymetry and seismic reflection profiles have been synthesized using Geographic
Information System software to document the geographic extent of surface and buried
submarine mass movements on the eastern Canadian margin
Underwater photography is not a widely used technique for investigating the stability of
sea floor slopes. However. it is a logical technique to investigate depositional areas and
to confinn the presence of seanoor instabilities. Jenkins and Keene (1992) usc
photographic records to point out various areas of sea !loor movement along the
continental slope ofT southeast Australia. The photographs clearly showcd areas of
upturned blocks oflithified sedimcnt, older as well as freshly developed fissures, and
water-eseape vents. Clearly visible instabilities arc indicators of slope stability
11
problems. Photography could be used as a valuable tool to confinn submarine slope
analyses for local submarine slopes.
2.2.2 Sllb~·'lrJllce SlrlJtigrflplly
Seismic reflection data is also a traditionally used technique for gathering data for
submarine slope stability analysis. High-resolution two dimensional seismic records
were used by Swan (1979) to define the character and genesis of sea floor features
Seismic signals penetrate the sea floor and arc reflected back to a receiver. The data can
be analyzed to gain an understanding of the stratigraphy and the composition of the se3
floor mmerials. Two-dimensional data involves taking seismic readings along a line to
get a profile in section. Seismic data can indicate the presence of a depositional area
(Swan, 1979), failure surfaces, sedimentary layers. faults, tensional failures, slumping, or
scarps, (Jcnkinsand Keene, 1982).
A more recent technological advance of seismic reflection methods is the development of
thrce-dimensional seismic surveying. Traditionally used by the petroleum industry to
make accurate interpretations of subsurface stratigraphy and rock properties, this
technology is being extended to uses in geotechnical engincering, specifically submarine
landslide investigations (Han et aI., 20(1). Under the COSTA-Canada project Han cl al.
(2001) seek to analyze this methodology to be integrated with more traditional
gcotechnical investigation methods, including borehole logging. When this technology is
refined for usc by marine geotechnical engineers they will hopefully be able to
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experience increased capability when it comes to interpreting bathymetry and
stratigraphy as they rclatc to submarine slope stability analyses
2.2.1 Ge(Jlec/lI/iclIl Pmperlie.\·
Cone penetration testing (CPT) is also a widcly used in-situ techllique The data that
comes from CPT testing includes cone tip fCsistance. sleeve friction, friction ratio. and
pore pressure measurements (Mosher et aI., 2001). Pore pressure measurements arc
achieved using a piezo-cone type instrument. which contains a piezometer probe
Piezometer probes can measure the excess and absolute pore pressure and can be used
with CPT data to detenlline the in-situ undrained shear strength (of clays) and effective
stress levels (Bennett et aI., 1980). Mosher et al. (2001) shows how COSTA-Canada
researchers have previously used CPT data to estimate the cyclic resistance ratio. of the
examined areas in the Strait of Georgia in British Columbia, which is proportional to the
peak ground acceleration. This type of data is extremely valuable when assessing
earthquake trigger elTecls of slopes and the slope's ability to reach liquefaction conditions
undcrcyclicscismic loading.
Perhaps the most common investigation melhod is that of sample coring. COfcS are
typically retrieved from failure areas or other unfailed submarinc slope areas in order 10
perform subsequent geotechnical teslS upon the in-situ sediment. Howevcr, thefC is some
problem with current retrieval methods and the degree to which Ihey can be considered
undisturbed. particularly with respect to the problems of gases expanding as the sample is
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rctricvcd to thc surfacc. Sample coring tcchniques can be considcred the traditional
mcthodology by which information regarding sca l100r sediments can be rctricvcd bUl arc
typically not as easy and much more cxpcnsive than currcm scismic rcl1ection and sonar
surveys that may oc able to produce thc samc level of quality (Locat and Lee, 2000)
Neverthelcss, for largc budget projects involving offshorc resouree development gravity
coring is often undertaken to aehicve a high level of understanding of the geotcchnical
properties of the sea floor. Cores can be extracted to a varying degrce of depths. The
Calypso drill rig, as mentioned by Locat and Lce (2000) and Desgagncs ct al. (2000). can
consistently drill cores of 60 m in depth. Smaller corc depths can also be e:dracted by
various mcthods, including vibro-cores of less than 3 m in Icngth (Mosher et al" 2001)
and other mcthods mentioned by Locat and Lee (2000) such as Lehigh (up to 3 Ill).
Kastin (up to 3 m), and the box corer, which givcs exceptional results but only to a depth
of 0.6 Ill. The development of a remotely operated coring tool, known as PROD, which
can reach depths of 100 m in soil or rock is also described by Locat and Lee (2000). The
greater the sediment depth the bener for geotechnical investigations relating to slope
stability, but 100mwouldbeconsideredsuffieient.
Once cores arc retrieved. the samples typically undergo a banery of geotechnical tests
that will give engineers a wealth of information for use in analysis. Cores can be
obtained and tested with respect to; gr.Jin size distribution, water content, saturatcd unit
weight, i\lterbcrg limits, and shearstrenglh. This data could then be used to compute the
following characteristics: porosity, liquidity, plasticity, sensitivity, stability and
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consolidation ratios. More recent testing investigations. such as Desgagnes et al. (2000).
ha\'e incorporated CATSCAN imaging to obtain infomlation relating to apparent density,
macroscopic structure visualization and an overall qualitative evaluation of core quality.
Additional tests that may be conducted 011 core samples include: fall cone testing for
shear strength, electron microscopy, specific surface analysis, cation exch:ll1ge capacity.
and organic matter presence (Desgagnes et aI., 2000). In addition. consolidation testing
and triaxial testing are also very common. However. there remains a challenge of
reproducing effective stress conditions to get representative slTength & consolidation
parameters
2.2.4 Clu~·.\'ificulio" ofMurill1! Soils
The Unified System of soil classification was extended by Noomay (1989) for submarine
sediments. 111 this system, marine sediments arc divided into three categories based upon
their origin: lithogeneous. hydrogenOllS. and biogenous. Lithogeneolls sediments arc
those that arc of terrestrial, volcanic, or cosmic origins. hydrogenous sediments arc
precipitates of seawater or interstitial water, and finally biogenous sediments arc created
from Ihe remains of marine organisms. Noornay (1984) outlines the two major
differences that exist between terrestri:ll and m3rinc soils. The first isth:lt the salinity in
the seawater has more dissolved salt and the second is that the higher pressure
experienced at great sea depths serves to keep a substantial amount of dissolved gas in
the seawater. The consequences of these differences :Ire that the traditional soil
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mechanics phase relationships may lead 10 an error when applying classic water cOlllent
and void r31io calculations 10 submarine soils
2.3 Submarine Slope failures
Submarine slopes are susceptible to a wide variety of forces lhat may contribule their
instability and subsequent failure. Koning (1980) describes a lriggering mechanism as a
force that increases shear stresses such thaI the resisting foreescan no longer ensure the
stability of the slope and also decrease shear resiSlance under lhc presence of increased
pore pressure. These mechanisms of instabililY have been discovered with case study and
further data analysis over lhe past 20 10 30 years. There are a group of m3jor
mechanisms of instability, as described by Poulos (1988). which include gra\'ity.
hydraulic, and earthquake forees. Presenled here arc lhe major groups of triggering
mechanisms as well as Olher minor mechanisms lhat have been discovered, lheorized. and
discussed in the available literature.
2.3.1 £/Ir/lIql/uke flllil TeclfJ/lic Acth';ly
Earthquake ground motions arc caused by the sudden movement of a teClonic fault. At
tcclonic faults. energy is built up slowly over a long period of time and when lhe energy
is finally released, there arc great earth motions that arc experienced over grcat distances.
Large earthquakes, as explained by I'oulos (1988). generally cause large accelerations.
vclodties. alld displacemenls over a larger range of frequencies and with greater
durations than smaller earthquakes. Geotechnically speaking the main eITeel of
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earthquakes is the creation of horizontal waves that travel through the bedrock and soil
deposits. In the case ofa submarine slope, these waves will cause significant shear stress.
both dynamic and cyclic, and may also cause the loss of soil resistance. Earthquake
effects are common to both onshorc and offshore gcotcchnical sitU(ltions but in the case
of ofTshore situations, the risk is increascd duc to the other forces (hydraulic, gr(lvity.
ctc.) that may also decrcase shear strength or increase shear st ress.
Of interest to this project arc the submarine failures that halle been attributed to
liquefaction, either static or cyclic. A comprchensivc list of instances of coastal
Iiqucfaction is given in Chancy and Fang (1991) with information gillen pcrtaining to
location, site characteristics. and other observations for almost 100 cases around the
globe. Muldcr and Cochonat (1996) mention that the 1929 Grand Banks Slide as well as
other slide ellcnts in the Fraser River Dcltacan bcaltributcd to cyclic liquefaction caused
by thc cyclic loading CfTlXtS Ihat can arisc from earthquake exposurc.
One approach to analyzing thcsc problclllS in thc case of submarine slopcstabilityislilllit
equilibrium analysis, where pseudo-staticcouditions are used totransfonn the earthquake
load imo equivalent hori7.ontal and vertical loads. A subset of this approach is to use
inlinite slope analysis fora total stress undrained analysis for clay slopes. Poulos(1988)
also mentions several mcthods for determining the liquefaction potential of submarine
slopes under earthquake loading, which involves estimating the cyclic shear stress caused
by the earthquake, estimating the cyclic shear strength of the soil, and a comparison of
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these two components. Complimentary to this type of potential analysis is an analysis
bascd uponefTective stress, which considers the progressive pore pressureincreasesthat
can develop during an earthquake event. In an effective stress analysis the resistance to
deformation of the slope is dependent upon the effective stress. which is dependent on the
pore pressure in the soil sedimellts.
[n case study analysis, earthquake loading is a commonly recognized mechanism of
instability. Lykousis (1991) identifies that cyclic loading induced by earthquake activity
is the principal cau5C of the undrained slope failures in thc investigated area of the
northeastern Mediterranean Sea. This hypothesis is based upon seismic rencction data as
well as core sampling that show translational and rotational slides on slopes that arc
associated with major active fault zones.
Lee et al. (1981) uses the pseudo-static infinitc slope analysis methodology to
substantiate their hypothesis that a submarine failure off Eureka, California has been
earthquake induced. The data for their analysis was taken from geotechnical testing of
material taken from core samples retrieved from the failure zone. Another e1(ample of
Pacific margin earthquake activity is given by Duppcrret et al. (1993). who mention in
their investigation of submarine slope failures ofT the coast of Peru that the Illostlikcly
cause was the tectonic activity generated by the interaction of the Nazca and South
American plates
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Behaviour like this on the Eastern Pacitic margin has been more actively Investigated on
Atlanti<: margins. Embley (1980) identities earthquakes as the most rational Instability
trigger for slides on the Atlamie margin ofT the coast of Africa. II is discussed that
earthquake accelerations most likely caused rapid changes in pore water pressure from
the sudden introduction of gases or nuids. Additional evidence is given by the fact that
some large earthquakes have probably occurred across old lines of weakness such as
transfoml faults that arc in elose proximity to the region of rifting. However. researchers
have paid a great deal of interest to the Western Atlamie margin where in 1929 a 13rge
scale submarine slope failure was generated in the Grand Banks off the coast of
Newfoundland. The slide was triggered by an earthquake that measured 7.2 on the
Ridner scale, creating a turbidity current of appro.~imately 200 km) of materi31 that
extended approximately 1000 km from the epicenter. The landslide event occurred over
a period of 12 hours and moved at a speed of approximately 15 mls. The consequences
of this event were considerable as the movement created a tsunami that moved at speeds
of up to 500 km/h reaching shore on the Burin Peninsula of Newfoundland. killing 27
people and causing millions of dollars of damage (Batterson et al., 1999; COSTA, 2001).
This slide has been investigated by several engineers and researchers. although several
assumptions have been made. An example of this is Azizian and Popcscu(2001) where
conventional limit equilibrium methods 3nd sophisticated finite clement an:llysis software
w3sllsed to baekan:llyze the submarine slope failure.
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The magnitude and direct effects of the Grdnd Banks slide has given rise to great concern
over the stability of slopes on the western Atlantic margin that are even closer to
population centers along the cast coat of the United States. Driscoll (2000) diseusses the
potential for a large scale submarine slope failure along the American mid-Atlantic coast.
Fault and slip zones are identified by the authors that place the Virginia-North Carolin3
coastline 3nd the lower Chesapeake Bay at risk lor possible tsunamis that m3Y be created
as a consequence of these large failures. There 3re other notable earthquake-induced
landslides including the Humboldt Slide off of Northem California, USA (Gardner ct al..
1999), in the Saguenay Fjord in Quebec. Canad3 (Urgeles et aI., 2001). off of Vancouver
Island, British Columbia. Canada in 1946 (Mosher et al.. 2001), and the slide cause by
the 1964 Alaska Earthquake (Lelllke, 1967).
A side effect or the exposure of slopes to seismic activity is a mechanism termed
"seismic strengthening". This effect is described by Lee et al. (2004) as a process that
involves densitication of sediment following e3rthquakc evellts thereby leading to a
higher level of stability than what would be expected. Laboratory work to observe this
effect was performed by Boulanger et a1. (1998), where sediment samples were
consolidated ill a direct shear device to a predetermined vertical consolidation level.
Following this. the samples were exposed to a series or simulated earthquakes. Next. a
set of she3r stress cycles was applied to the samples under undrained conditions. Pore
pressure development was observed and then allowed to dissipate and dr3in. This was
repeated with additional cyclic stress cycles. The induced over consolidation or the
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samples was then detennined by using a comparison to Olle-dimensional consolidation
tests of comparable samplcs. It was concluded that the regular occurrence of earthquakes
enables scdiment to build up Shearing resist:!nce :!gainst cyclic loading. thus reducing
greatly the occurrence of superficial submarine landslides. Lee et al. (2004) summarizes
various field observations and states that in the Santa Barbara Channel, ofT the coast of
California, the sediment shear strength is at least twice as large as would be expected for
normally consolidated sediment. It is suggested that this is so because of the effect of
"scismic strengthening" and that with each passing earthquake the sediment's strength
and density is increased. In addition. if the sediment docs not fail immediately. the pore
pressure will dissipate as pore water drains and the sediment will dellsify. Over time_ thc
sediment will beeorne strong enough to withstand strong earthquake Ioading
1.3.1 WUI-C Lmilling
In the case of wave forees. several unique effects arc generated on the ocean bottom that
affects its stability. These failure efTeets are discussed at length in Poulos (1988) and
cOllsist of wave induced shear and wave induced liquefaction. Wave action causcs a
bottom pressure that is a function of the wave height, wave length. and water depth. This
wave induccd bottom pressure acts as a driving force and cxerts stress in the bottom
sediments. that can be felt horizontally. vertically, and most importantly in the shear
direction. These stresses can bc calculated using the wave induced pressure and other
wave characleristics. as presented as a modification of Bousinesq·s solution. In contrast.
waves can also create a resisting force in the slope that consists of wave induced pore
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pressures. The pore pressure that is experienced by the submarine sediments under ",a\e
loading is actually the difference between "'hat is temlCd the transient and residual pore
pres~res. Poulos (1988) stares that transient pore pressures resull from the coupled
response of the soil skeleton and the pore water to wa\c loods and that residual pore
pressures are caused by the cyclic shear stresses generated by the dynamic wa\'e
pressures that vary hannonically in space and time. Residual pore pressure can be
thought of as excess pore pressure and is calculated as a function of the number of\\a\c
loading cycles.
Wave induced liquefaction is a unique process that can be c1assitied into two categories
based upon their discrete failure mechanisms, as discussed in Zen and Yama7..aki (1991),
The tirst type of WI\'e induced liquefaction acts similarly to carthquake induced
liquefaction in that it is caused by cyclic shear stress. Yohich generates the progressive
accumulation of excess pore pressure. 1ne second type of liqucfaction occurs due to a
spatial difference in the pore pressure in the seabed sediment. When the W3\·e induced
bottom pressure is applied to the seabed it does not fully propagate into the soil. Yohich
causes these spatial differences. This type of failurc is the focus of both Zen and
Yamakazi (1990) and Zen and Yamakazi (1991), The e,~cess pore pressure difference is
created by damping and ph:asc lagging. and :accelcr.lled by low S:lIuralion. as the bonom
pressure oscill:alcs in conjunclion with the occan wave. Liquefaction occurs when the
wave-associated vertical effective stress becomes equal to the vertical effective stress
during calm (no Yo·ave) ocean conditions. It was found that porc pressure can oscill:ale
"
bet .....een positive and negative values following the passage of the .....ave and the
liquefaction potcntial can bc cvaluated kno..... ing initial pore pressure and stress
conditions, as .....ell as generated pore pressure conditions. Wave induced liquefaction can
also be closely related to the upward seepage 110..... induced in the seabed by the rapid
lo .....eringofthesea level caused by the oscillation of the surface during wave action. It is
important to understand the nature of the wave signals as well as their expected duration
The number of cycles is an important factor in detcrmining the cyclic stresses that can
develop as a function of the wave induced pressures. These types of wavc induced
failures are typically limited to shallow watcr depths.
].J.j GI',5f1)"drtlfePre~'e"ce
The theory of the prescnee of gas hydrates contributing to submarine slope instability is
one ofthc mcchanisms that is prescntly garnering more and more allention. The potential
mechanism by which gas hydrate decomposition contributes to submarine slope stability
is explained by I'aull et al. (2000). The fomlation and eventual decomposition of gas
hydrates in the sea lloor appears to have a direct inllucnce upon the mechanical
properties of thc sedimcnts. When methanc hydrates arc formed within the sea lloor
water and methane is extracted from the pore spaces and convened into solid gas hydrate
cryslals. When the liquid water is removcd from the pore spacc and replaced by the
crystal structure a Ilet increase in sediment shear strength is experienced along with a
decrease in porosity and penneability. Evcntually the gas hydrate will decompose into its
ingredient components, water and gas. The change of solid matcrial into a mixture of
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liqllidandgasphasematerialsdecreasestheshearstrcngthofthe material. Ifgasbubbles
are released a funher strength decrease is experience by the marine sediments. Gas
hydrate decomposition also affects pore pressures within the sedimcnts. as when the
methane hydratc dccomposes in sediments that are already saturated with methane a
volumc of both water and methane will be released into the pore spaces that wcre
previously occupied by a smaller volume ofmcthane hydratc crystal. This call have
several effects that will decrease the soil strength. including: increased pore pressure.
sedimcntdilation. and developmcnt of interstitial gas bubbles.
Paull et al. (2000) points towards evidence of gas hydrate dccomposition wcakening in
slides such as the Cape Fear Slide in thc Unitcd States and the Storegga Slide in Norway.
The potcntial for gas hydrates to alter the mechanical properties of the submarine
sediments is not uniformly distributed with dcpth as proper temperature and prcssure as
well as the presence of gas are all instrumental in hydrate development. For thcse
reawns it hasbcen diffieult 10 substantiate the effects of gas hydrateson submarine slope
stability. However. Locat ct a1. (2001) discusses future work in this area under the
COSTA·Canada project. This work is to focus on the Scotian Shelf and Grand Banks
areas of offshore Canada whcre shallow gas and pockmarks are widespread in areas
where failures have occurred It is also suggested that high-resolution seismic
experiments should be able to alert cnginecrs to thc presence of gas hydratcs in
submarine slopeareasofintcresl.
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1.1.4 Sedi",ellluti(Jn
The results of sedimentation rates and types can alTeclthe shear strength in the submarine
soils. Nil7..sche (1989) is a comprehensive study of the instability of submarine slopes in
the Eastern Banda &a. ",hich identified se\'cral possible mechanisms for slope
instability. including the loading and presence of soft sediments. These soft sediments
include such soils as calcareous and siliceous sedimenls as well as volcanie muds that
ha\'elowshearstrength\'alucs,
When sediment is dcposiled rapidly there is a rapid increase and dela} 00 dissipation in
pore pressure thaI reduces the strength of the soil. KOSiaschuk and McCann (1989) ha\C
sho"'n evidence of how rapid sedimentation in the Bella Coola Fjord in British Columbia
may ha\e caused slope failures. The chute areas of the Bella Coola Fjord are pointed out
as the mOSI susceptible to this t}pe of instability mechanism. "'here sandy silt deposits
ha\'e sufficiently low permeability to restrict the drainage and induce undrained
conditions and thus the stability of the soil should be considered using an undrained
analysis. For this site. it was shown that the delta fan was progroding at a rate of 8.6
m/year with a nominal thickness of 2.2 m considering a slope gradient of 15 degrees.
Kostaschuk and McCann (1989) theorize that the deposition may be ropid enough and the
pore pressure dissipation slow enough to cause an undrained failure and shallow mass
mOVemCnlS at distributory mouths.
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A similar study by Dimakis et al. (2000) anal)'"Led the ability of a fan in the Barents Sea
ofa slope of about 1 degree to fail under sediment loading of a rate of about 0.6 In/year,
It was found that these large sedimentation rates may act in conccrt with periods of peak
glaciation to result in very large and frequentslopefailurcs
2.1.5 Ol'l'rsleepefliflg
Ovcrsteepening is a largely gravity driven mechanism of submarine slope instability. As
described by Schwab et a1. (1991) the sea noor becomes too steep due to tectonic
movemcnt that increases the amount of shear stress experienced by the various soil layers
thatmaybepresenl. When slopes bewme steep enough. another triggering meehanism.
such as seismic aelivity. may not have to be as strong to initiate a failure. Schwabctal
(1991) explains how this occurred on the northern slope of Puerto Rico. where the
northward tilling of the slope from tectonic movement caused an increase in the shear
stress of the seabed sediments. Oversteepening has also been observed to occur in
several other locations around the world. such as the volcanic slopes of Hawaii (Moore el
al.. 1989) and the continental slope of Norway (Bugge et aI., 1987). The process of
oversteepening is not a particularly rapidly progressing one. In Ihe case of the northern
slope of I'uerto Rico the oversteepening is thought by Schwab et a1. (1991) to have
occurred in the last 4 million years. so oversteepcned areas should be readily identifiable
by ocean mapping programs and potential from failure could be further assessed using
appropriate sampling to observe in-situ strengths of the submarine soils. Infinite slope
analysis is useful when assessing slopes thaI have become oversleepened. Koslaschuk
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and McCann (1989) explain that this type of analysis has shoown that drained slope
faitures will occur onty "hen the 1xH1om slope exeeeds the friction angle of the
sediments.
1.3.6 Tidul DrUM'dOM'n und PorI! Prl!5}'Url! Grudients
Another mechanism of instability that must be eonsidered in nearshore areas is tidal
drawdown in seabed areaS with low saturation values. As described by Kostaschuk and
McCann (1989) areas that arc affected by 13rgelidal ranges (approximatcly 5 m)excess
pore pressures can be produced as the tide falls. If the sca floor soil were to have a loll'
pcnneability. the movement of the lI'ater 1I'0uid be restrained. as the tide lo"ers. and
excess pore pressure "ould be generated. Evidence of this type of water entrapment is
shoown as small sand volcanoes that ean appear in an intenidal zone, The volcanoes are
produeed as the pressure is released from the sediment. Tidal drawdown is also
mentioned by Johns ct al. (1984) where in the Kitimat Fjord of Drit ish Columbia unstablc
conditions were caused by low tides. Undrained failure may ha\'C CK:cum:d at high tide in
soils with an undrained shear strength of less than 52.2 kPa. as compared to the low tidc
failure when a Io"er shear strength value of onI)' 47.9 kPa was required.
There are also other instability mechanisms related to pore pressure difTcrenees. Orange
(1992) discusses holl' slope instability call occur from excess pore pressure gradients.
When sediments arc compacted and defonned. fluid expulsion results, creating an
elevated pore pressure gradient. When this gradient exceeds a critical value (dependent
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upon material strength. porosity. fluid and soil dcnsities. and slope angle) then thc slope
will have the ability to fail. Additional pore pressure influences can include increaSl:d
excess porc pressure from aquifers as well as surface run-off.
Failures themselves can ill tum cause pore pressure differences that causc subsequent
failures. Koning (1980) shows how large volumes of high porosity salld arc removed
durillgashcarfailureeventanovcrallvolumcdecreasccanoccurthatcausesanincrease
III pore pressure. In situations such as this. the increased pore pressure can lcad to
liquefaction.
2.3.7 Oilier Ponible SOlm:t'.~ uf I"stability
There are several other instability mechanisms that have been proposed or theorized.
Embley (1980) discusses thc possibility of erosional undcrcutting by turbid flow currents
as an instability mcchanism for slides off the coast of Africa. This phenomenon usually
occurs in conjunction with eanhquake loading. When a large flow, that is triggered by an
earthquake.mobi1izesitcantransform into turbidity current which can undercut another
slope. Toe crosion is also a logical instability mechanism. [f the toe ofa slope were to
be removed by current or wavc forces, the slope would become instable and experience a
loss in shear strength as gravitational drivillg forces would thcn increase. Other
triggering mechanisms suggested by Embley (1980) include the migration of freshwater
through aquifers that outcrop on the continental slope as well as diapirism.
"
Additional instability meeh3nisms suggested by Koning (1980) include IOC31 slope
scouring. construction activities such as dredging. dumping. or pile driving. or other non-
naturally driv..-n events such as explosions. ship collisions. or vibrations.
In this same 'ein as explosions Of ship eollisions. one oflhe more no\'el explan3tions for
submarine slope instability is the possibility that a meteor 13nding in the ocean caused an
unstable environment. as suggesled by Norris CI al. (2000). Norris et al. (2000) has
discussed the passibilil) of the Chicxulub metcor. ",hich collided with the eanh 65
million years ago. causing massive submarine failures around the "'estern Nooh Atlantic.
in panicular the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean regions. I-Io,,·c\'er. an impact of this
magnitude would ha\'e caused large seismic e\"Cnts. ",hieh "'ould essentiall) be the
triggering mech3nism. In this case. the meleor ",ould be the ca~ for the seismic
activity as opposed 10 tectonic plale O'IO"emenlas experienced ",ith eomentional seismic
2.1.lJ RtlroKr('S!,iw.' Noture o/Suhnlurin(' Fui!urts
Mulder and Cochonat (1996) state that a relrogressive pallem is a major feature of many
submarine landslides. This is mOSI evident with those slides Ihat have large sears and
featurc significant run-out distances. On occasion. Ihe landslide can originate nearshore
and retrogress back across the shoreline inCluding the Humboldl Slide (I-Iamplon cl a1..
1996). the 1888 Trondheim Harbor Slide in Norway (Andersen 3nd Bjerrulll. 1967) and
the 1964 Alaskan Slides (Lemke, 1967).
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A retrogrcssive failure is defined by I-Iampton et al. (1996) as sliding that occurs scriall)
as numerous adjacent failures progress upslope. Figure 2.1 sho....s the four significant
t)pes of successi\e landslides highlighted by Mulder and Cochonat (1996). The l)pe A
slide is a successive overlapped slide where the slide leads to instability only on the upper
back part of the main scar. Adjacent nows. as sho"n as T)'pt B, only occur if the main
body triggers the instability along the "hole perimeter of the scar. A T)pc C slide occurs
"hen the failure surfaces of the main body~ not merged "ilh the main one and a T)pt
o 'domino-like' slide is produced "hen a topographically high mass of sediments fails
and induces mobility in an underlying second material mass, Since retrogression only
occurs in the upslope direction according to Hampton el al. (1996) only T)pts A and B
can be tenned rdrogressi\'e as Types C and D are actually successl\'e failures,
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Figur.. 2.1: Successive Submarine Slides and Slumps.
After Mulder and Cochonat (1996).
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Rctrogressive flow failures in submarine sand, silt. and scnsitive clay deposits are
commonly described in the literature. Both Terzaghi (1956) and Andersen and Bjerrum
(1967) observed retrogressive flow failures in loose sandy and silty deposits in
Scandinavia while Hampton et al. (1996) and Piper et al. (1999) described these types of
t:1ilures on the Pacific and Atlantic margins of North America respectively. A
contributory conSt'quenee to thesc retrogressive failures is their coincidence with low tide
conditions when excess pore pressure generated at high tide does not have enough timc to
dissipatc. Howevcr, retrogression is also a major feature of large earthquake-induccd
submarine landslides like the 1929 Grand Banks Slide.
2.4 Cyclic Loading of Soils
The major result of earthquake loading of submarine slopes is cyclic loading Cyclic
loading is defined by O'Reilly and Brown (1991) as a system of loading which exhibits a
degree of regularity in both its magnitude and its frequency. There arc a few fundamental
features of soil response that can be reasonably explained, even though their bchaviour is
also rather complex. There arc. as explained by O'Reilly and Brown (1991) three distinct
classes ofbehaviourlhat are displayed in varying degrees byall soils. TheseclasscsMe:
(i) the efTect ofstTCss reversals;
(ii) thc rate-dependent response of the soil; and
(iii) thedynamieeffectswhereslaticanalysesbccomein1lpplicable.
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These classes arc outlined here in this section. Additionally a look is taken al where
earthquake mOlions iiI inlolhisspcclTumofvaricd loadingpancrns.
2.4.1 Sln'.\'.\'Rcl'er.mls
O'Reilly and Brown (1991) explain thatlhe term stress reversal as il applies to cyclic soil
loadingdocsnOlrcfertoach3ngcinthcsignofastrcssbutinstcad10 a change in the
sign of the ralcofthc Slrcss increase. An example of this bch3viourwould bc a soil that
experiences a stress increase followed by a stress reduction. Figure 2.2 shows an
idealized version of dry granular drained soil bchaviourbctwccn two strcssstatcsSland
52_ Following each cycle there is a change in shear strain. Some of this Sirain is
recovered during unloading and some is nOt. As is seen the magnitude oftht: recoverable
strain is somewhat constant with each cycle, but the plastic irrecoverable strain
experienced during cach cycle reduces with each succession. Eventually, following
numerousc)'cles, the elastic strain will be much greater than the plastic strain. This is
what is known as the resilient stiffness of the soil Resilient stiffness is largely stress-
level dependent
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Figure 2.2: Shear Strain Development During Cyclic Loading
AftcrO'Reilly and Brown (1991)
If saturated soil is considered. changes in pore prcssure will occurduring rapid cycling
where changes in pore pressure arc not allowed to dissipate. Laboratory testing shows
that in these cases failure can occur in stress states IVell below those of monotonic
loading for the same soil due to the continued generation of additional pore pressure. An
example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 2.3 for a loose Niigata sand as shown by
Ishihara cl al. (1975). This constant amplitude cyclic loading leads to a dramatic change
at point 22 on Figure 2.3. At this point large pore pressures are generatcd and there is a
loss ill shear stiffness with subsequent cycling. During the cycling at fairly low strcss
levels an equilibrium condition is reached similar to that shown in Figure 2.2, where both
pore and strain pressures are mostly recoverable. For faster rates of cycling the more the
situation is similar to undrained conditions. alt(,matively the slower the cycle rate the
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more the soil will behave like fully drained soil. This "faster rate" of cycling is
dependent u!'On soil pemleability and on the boundary conditions, Seed and Idriss (1982)
have shown how !'Ore pressures are constantly accumulating as a result ofcontinucd
cyclic loading and thcn dissipating along gradienls ofexccss !'Ore pressure. O'Rcillyet
al. (1991) have completed tests on a clay in which cyclic loadillg lind drainage arc
alternated, which may be a !'Ossible simulation of earthquake motions that arc follo\\'ed
by periodsofdrainage.
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Figure 2.3: Niigata Sand Response to Low Amplitude Cyclic Stress.
After IshiharaetaL (1975).
This behaviour can be explained by looking at the soil particles themselves and how they
behave with changes in soil stiffness and the dissipation on energy within the soil. Soils
experience a certain amount of hysteresis whereby they do not return the energy that has
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heen exerted upon them during the loading. This hysteresis can he considcred as a type
of damping undcr which thc soil skelcton suppresses its own vibration by absorbing the
cyclic energy. A submarine slope would be an example where a saturated undrained soil
matrix would experience some damping. Since the pore watcr docs not have an
opportunity to drain. pore pressures will continue to increase as it aids in the damping of
thevibr.Jtion
1.4.1 Hare HI/ech·
O'Reilly and Brown (1991) defille rate dependency as the innuence of lhe rate of
loading. or the rate of strain, on the strength and stiffness of thc soil. Ishihara (1996)
descrihes how the rapidity ofload application is a feature of the dynamic load causing the
stress. Figure 2.4 displays evcntsofengineering significance classified according to the
time of loading. as shown on the horizoillal axis. Higher frequency events. such as water
waves or vibration. are considered as events with longer loading timcs. Events like these
where the load being applied lasts for longer than tells of SN:onds arc usually considered
as static problems, where events with much shorter times of load application are dealt
with as dynamic prob1cms.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of Dynamic Problems
After Ishihara (1996).
This length of loading can be expressed in terms of speed of loading or rate of straining
and can be cullectively referred to as thc rate effect. This phenomenon is dependent upon
two sources: the viscous interparticlc action of the soil, and the time-dependent
dissipation of excess porc prcssures that are generated during cyclic loading.
For clay soils it is apparcntthat the viscous stress-strain response is dependent upon the
rate of strain. However, for granular soils it is apparent that ratedepcndency has linlc to
do with the response. GcnerallY,soilsthm arc sllbject 10 cyclic loading experience higher
rates of strain lhan soils exposed 10 monotonic loading. O'Reilly and Orown (1991)
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explain this by stating that traffic. machine. wave, and earthquake indueedeyclie loads
aretypicallyapplicd in frcquencies betwt-en 0.1-20 Hz. This loading can produce rates of
stress increase that arc many orders of magnitude larger than typical static loading
situations.
Thc time-relatcd response to excess porc pressure is depcndent upon permcability and
existing hydraulic gradients whcn the rate of cyclic loading is high. even when the
permeability of the soil can be considered "adequately" penneablc. This is especially
evident in the liquefaction of sands, which are usually eonsidercd highly penneable under
stalic conditions, underearthqlluke loading where the pore pressllre will bllild llpfaster
than it can dissipatc
2.4.3 D)'Iwmic/;'jfecrs
The dynamic phenomenon is the regimc under which the load is repelitively applied
many times with some frequency. This type of characteristic is displayed on Figure 2.4
on thc vertical axis. As stated by O'Reilly and Brown (1991). when the frequency is high
dynamic elTeels add extra complexity to the problem. This is of particular importance to
earthquake enginecring. Dynamic problems add extra considerations to an engineer. such
as: damping properties, inertial efTccts, realistic modelling of boundary conditions and
the stilTnessofthe soil at small strain levels.
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Different dynamic phenomenon can be of lntercst in differenttypcs of events, as shown
by Ishihara (1996), In thc instance of blasting, there is a shock type of loading associated
with loading that lasts only 10,3_ 10-2 sCt:onds. Irrcgular seismic loading can involvc
shaking of 10-20 cycles with varying amplitudes and a period between 0.1 and 3.0
seconds. Pilc driving or vibro-<:ompaction can lead to thc application of a 103d in
hundreds or thousands of cycles with a frequency of 10-60 Hz. All of these events can be
associated with wave propagation. In cases where loads are trivial bUlthe number of
cycles is immeasurable, such as traffic loading, it may be required to understand the
problem as a consequence of fatigue. When dealillg with dynamic problems such as
cyclic loading it is import3nt to understand the aspects of the problelllthat will innuence
thesoil'sbehaviour. Differem frequencies, amplitude, and number of loading cyc1cs call
greally aITect the approoch that is taken during investigation
2,5 Slope Stability Analysis
Therc are numerous developed methods to analyzing the stahility of slopes. some simple
and some complex. In recent years, the advent of microcomputers and methods th:lt Me
more complex have allowed for increased reliability in the analysis of the static and
dynamic stability of slopes. Traditionally, limit equilibrium and limit analysis methods
have been developed but the computational power oftoday's technology has allowed for
the development of more comprehensive methods. However, to underst3nd today's state
ofpraetice in slope stabilifY analysis it is important to gain a general understanding of the
more traditional methods that were developed and how they m3Y be applied. These
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methods do have limitations, but are nonetheless imponant because they arc simple to
apply as approximation of the stability ofa given slope condition. Additionally, they
have been calibrated against field observations and. according to Yu et al. (1998), can
provide results that are within ± 5-10% of the actual results for both drained and
undrained conditions. This section describes these methods along with more recently
developed methods, including numerical and reliability analyses.
1.5./ Limit Equilibrium Amllysis
Limit equilibrium is a widely used concept that has been consistently adapted over the
past 50 plus years. The primary consideration of the different varieties of these methods
is to compare the driving forces to the resisting forces acting on a given an arbitrary
linear or curved failure plane. The factorofsafcty isdevdoped lisa ratio of these forces.
The global equilibrium along this failure surface is considered and the internal
distribution of stresses is not regarded. For submarine slopes. a type of infinite slope
analysis is typically used considering the large size that submarine slope failures typically
entail (Lee and Edwards. 1986). Poulos (1988) stipulates however that inlhese analyses
it must be considered whether the slope is considered undrained. fully drained. or
paniallydrained.
Most uflhe prominent limit equilibrium methods focus on the various differenlmelhods
ofsliees. If. for instance. we consider Ihe sliding block along an arbitrary slip surface is
divided into a number of slices (p). as shown in Figure 2.5, we can consider the forces
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that act upon each slice: the shearing forces acting on the sides of each slicc (X, and Xl).
the normal forces acting upon the sides of each slice (EI and El), the weight of the slice
(W).the water force exerted on the basc (/If) where /I is the P'Ore water pressure and f is
the length of the base). and the nonnal (N') and tangelltial <D components of the
feaetioll.:lry forces acting along the slip surface.
Figure 2.5: Method of Slices.
AfterCraig(I997)
Comparing the sum moments of the driving forces to the sum of the moments of the
resisting forces will give a solution for the factor of safety (F,) for a given slope t.:lkcn on
an arbitrary failure surface. This process is repeated overscvef.:ll arbitrary slip surl:1ees
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to find the minimum factor of safety. The normal force (NT), which is the sum of N· and
III,acting on lhc slice can be defined as:
cosa+ sinatan;,
':
N,
W+(Xz-X,) c'/sina+lIlsinatan;'
F, (2.1)
where c· and;· arc effcctive shear stress parameters of lhe soil. a is the inclination of the
b;lsc of the slice to lhe horizonlal. and Wis lhe 101;11 submerged weight of the sliding
block.
The Fclknius (1936) method assumes that for each slice the resultant of the imcrsliee
forces is zero. [t was proposed that the intcrslice forces could be neglected bee;lusethcy
are parallel to each slice. This also involves resolving the forces on each slice normal to
the base. However, this mcthod has one major flaw since it docs not satisfy the Vl,'rtical
equilibrium between slices
Bishop (1955) proposed to neglect the interslice shear forces, thus assuming that a nomlal
force adequately defines the interstice forces. Although Bishop (1955) satisfies the
equ;ltions of equilibrium with respect to moment, it docs not satisfy it with respect to
forces. Spencer (1967) provided a method lhat supplied a factor of safcty by taking into
account the intersliee forces that docs satisfy both equilibrium of forces and moment.
This lead to the expression of two factors safety for force and moments respeetive[y.
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Another advancement of this type of analysis came with the findings of Morgenstern and
Price (1965) where a method was proposed to satisfy all boundary and equilibrium
conditions, but where the failure surface could be any shape, including: circular, non-
circular. or eyen compound. Much like Spencer (1967) this mcthod produces tv.o factor~
of safety, again one eaeh for force and moment equilibrium. Unique to this analysis
however is the use of an arbitrary function to describe the direction of the interstice
forces.
Further extensions to the general method of slices were proposed by Chen and
Morgenstern (1983) where it was shown there were restrictions that existed on the
assumptions to make it statically determinate.
1.5.1 Li/1liIA/lufJ'.\·i.~
Limit analysis is a method of investigating slope stability first developed by Drucker and
Prager (1952). It involves using the upper and lower bound theoremS of plasticity to
dctennine the corresponding bounds of collapse load as described by both Chen (1975)
and Atkinson (1981).
The lower bound theorem staleS that collapse will not occur and the external loads on a
body arc at a lower bound to the true collapse load when a set of external loads acting on
the body arc in a state of equilibrium in a stress state which docs not exceed the failure
eriterion for the given material at any point
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The upper bound theorem states that collapse must occur and the external loads on a body
are at an upper bound to the true collapse load when a mechanism of plastic collapse and
set of external loads acting on a body arc sueh that the increment of work done by the
external loads in an increment of displacement is equal to the work being done by the
internal stresses acting on the body.
Both of these theorems can provide an infinite amount of solutions. This is because in
the lower bound analysis compatibility is not satisfied and in the uppcr bound analysis
stress equilibrium is 1Iot satisfied. This type of analysis is also based on several
assumplions, including: the use of a single convex yield surface, the perfect plastic
behaviour of the material with no strain softening or hardening, and the application of the
principles of virtual work. When both the upper aud lower bound values are equivalent.
the solution is said to be exact. In terms of slope stability the lower bound theorelll is of
lllore interest to researchers because it provides a safc limit
2.5.1 NII/IIf'riclllAllllfysis
Numerous complex methods of numerical analysis have gained prominence over the past
20 years with the advent of morc powerful microcomputers 10 solve numerous cquations
with many variables. These methods ineludc' Finite Element. Finitc Difference.
Boundary Element. and Discrete Element Methods A filII examination of these mcthods
is beyond the scope of this thesis but Fiuite Element Methods (rEM) lire by far the 1I10st
prominent of these methods when considering the deformation and stability of natural
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slopes. The major advantage of these methods over the traditional methods previously
discussed is that no assumption of soil behaviour mode or failure mechanism is required
as they can be assessed from the results of the analysis (Griffiths and Lane. 1999).
I'oulos (1988) states that the major advantage ofFEM is that \hey can accurately predict
the movements of non-homogeneous and/or anisotropic seabed soil deposits. However.
these models typically require accurate input parameters based upon the soil properties of
the deposit being studied. [nthc case of real life soil deposits. these parameters can often
be difficult to obtain. rEM consider a finite number of clements in the problem geometry
and using developed constitutive laws. such as elasto-plastic behaviour can thus
determine solutions for the development of pore pressures and displacements causcd by
various loading alld strcssconditions.
FEM arc used quite frequently to solve the problems associated with submarine slope
stability and Azizian and Popescu (2003) and Lcynaud and Micnert (2003) arc just a few
of the successful examples of the applicatiolls of these methods.
1.5.4 Rixk & Relitlhilit)' Amllysis
Like most types of geotechnical analyses, slope stability analysis docs contain several
sources of uncertainty. It is for this reason that risk and reliability analysis has been
developed as an additional tool to augment more traditional methods ofanalysis.
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These methods involve applying probabilistic mcthods 10 the analysis of slopes, which
can includc such mcthods as: MOlllc Carlo Simulation, Mean Value & Advanced Value
First Ordcr Second Moment, or Point Estimation. Numerous differenttypcs of analyses
have bccn used to e:rtamine diffcrcnt al1ributesofslope stability analysis. This includcs:
hazard mapping and analysis (Hanscn, 1984). quantifying risk and reliability (Christian ct
aI., 1994). critical slip surface determination (Hassan and Wolff, 2000). failure back
analysis (Tang et al.. 1999), as wcll as carthquake effects (Christian and Urzua, 1998).
Reliability mdhods do howcver have some noted limitations as they can require some
estimation of input parameters. Additionally, they arc not as well known or used as other
traditional methods Ihat quickly yield a useful factor ofsafcty (Christian. 1996).
2.6 Seismic Slope Analysis
Specific to the cyclic looding assessment of sands we need to eX3111ine thc following
qucstionsaspllt forth byPoulos(1988)
(i) What is lhe likelihood ofliqucfaction !'Otential of the sand?
(ii) What is the magnitude of the exccss!'Ore pressure generated by
cyclic loading?
(iii) What is the cyclic strain or displacement of the soil?
(iv) What is the permanent (residual) displacement ofthc soil?
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This scetioll will look at SOmc of thc current methods of detcmlining answers to these
questions
2.6. f Simplified Procedure AI>~'el>w,elll (J/ Liqlle/fleri/III Pi/II'IItiul
The liquef:lclion potcnti:ll of a saud deposit is typically detennined by what has bccomc
known as thc 'Simplificd Proeedurc' as first proposed by Seed :lnd ldriss (1971) and now
currcntlydcfincdbyYoudctaL (2001).
Thc stability of a saturatcd slope is affected by the residual e.~eess pore prcssurc that is
devcloped aftcr Nc eyclcs. The relationship for the development of this excess pore
pressure (II,) was developed by Seed:lnd Idriss(1971) as'
,[, ,(N )X,]
II, =a,.O ;arcsm ~ (2.4)
where U,f! is the initial vertical effective stress. Nt isthc numbcr of cycles to liquefaction.
:lnd P is the soil parameter. typically 0.9 for loose S<lnds. To solve this equation the
number of cycles to liquefaction must be dctermincd and an irregularaecelcration-time
history for a seismic event must be converted into an equivalent number of uniform
cycles as prescribed by Seed et al. (1975). By using this procedurc the irregular history
can be transformcd into an equivalent numbcr of cycles at 0.65 times the maximum
acceleration of the scismie event (il...,).
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The value of Nt can be approximated through a procedure descried in Yaud Cl al. (2001).
Howc\'cr, 10 determine N,. the cyclic stress ratio (CSR) and the cyclic resistance ratio
(eRR) IllUSllllsobcdelcrmincd
The CSR can be detcnnincd using the following formula as given by Seed and Idriss
(1971):
C!iR", r.. /
/(1,0
(2.5)
where T",. is the average cyclic shcarslress. With some rcarrangcmCll1 and subslitution
the formula can bccxpandcd to:
CSR == O.65[~X~}·
g 0'.0
(2.6)
where g is the acceleration due to Ihe earth's gravity. u""" is Ihe maximum 3cccicration
from the shaking. u'<Jisthc initial total slressand,.disaslrcssreduction cocfficicnl that
can be determined for soil depths equal 10 or less th;ln 9.5 m using the following forrnul:l
found in Liaoand Whitman (1986):
r
d
= 1.0-0.00765:
where: is the depth below soil inmctrcs.
(2.7)
Thc determination of cyclic rcsistancc ratio is a more complicated and sophisticatcd
procedure than that of dctermining cyclic stress r3tio. The currently most accepted
method is proposed by Robertson and Wride (1998) and is based upon the acquisition of
"
CPT data for the deposit being investigated. This procedure involves several calculations
using a prescribed now chart. II is important to note that this method solves for a CRR
nomlalized to an earthquake with a magnitude equal to 7.5. which must be eorn:eted for
later in the procedure.
Oncc CSR and CRR arc dctermincd, NI can be approximated. When liquefaction occurs
we can assume that at the location whcre liquefaction is taking place. the factor of safety
is approximately equal to one. Therefore. if a spatially variable local safely f:1ctor (FIJ
equal to one is assumed then Sccdand Idriss (1982) shows that the magnitude scaling
factor (MSF) and subsequently the earthquake magnitude (M) can determined using the
following formulae:
MSF = CS%RR" (2.8)
(2.9)
Once M is calculatcd. N, can be approximated using Figure 2.6 as shown in Seed and
Idriss(1982)
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between CSR, M. and NI.
After Seed and Idriss(1982).
Following this procedure, the derived excess pore pressure can be used in Illorc
tT:lditiOll:l1 slope stability analysis methods to assess the potential of liquefaction under
the given earthquake loading. However. additionally. sloping ground docs not generally
liquefy due to slatic shear stress.
Additionally, Yalld ct a1. (2001) define F,I againslliqucfaclion fordcplhs shallower than
15mas:
F~ =(CRR';.{SR)eMSFeK"eKa (2.10)
where K" and K" arc correction factors Ihal account for the effccts ofoverburden pressure
and slatic shear stress thaI affecllhc susccptibility to liquefaction. Youd ct al. (2001)
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supplies a relationship for the usc ofK" values bUlthe usc of val lIes for Ka are diseusscd
hy various sources. including Seed and Harder (1990) and Hardcr and Boulanger (1997)
This analysis usually requircs CPT data from the field area under investigation as
diseussed by Stark and Olson (1995) and Robertson and Wride (1998). An example of
lhe extrapolation of this data for the examination of submarine slopcs is the invcstigation
by Mosher et al. (2001) into the stability of the Strait of Georgia in British Columbia
during an earthquake in 1946
2.6.2 Sll!udy SllI/l' Linl' Ane~'~'ml'lI/(if Lique!lIc/ioll Poll'lI/illl
Poulos (1981) introduced the steady state line approach to evaluate liquefaction potential.
The major ideal of this method is that at a constant volume a liquefied soil is still capable
ofsllstaininga shear stress, deseribed as the steady state strcngth by Poulos (1981). The
steady state line, as shown below in Figure 2.7. is defined as a straight line upon which
the points rcpresenting the steady state condition of soil fall on a semi-log plot of void
ratio against effectivc confining pressnre.
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Figure 2.7: SliltcChange During Undrained Failure.
After Hampton and Lce(1996)
Considering a cyclic strcss, such as an earthquake, different behaviours can be explained
using this analysis. In materials that dil<ltc after yielding, such <IS dense S<lnds. the
cllcetive stress and undrained shear strength will increase leading to the tenllin<ltion of
deformation. In other m<lterials, where the initial state lies above the steady state line the
pore pressure and effective stress will decre<lse during ulldrained Shearing. The
tranSfOnllation 10 this state will allow the soil to liquefy <IS the shear stress approaches
zero. as is e.'..pcricneed at Point 29, shown in Figure 2.3 for Niigata S:lnd.
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An example of the use of this approach in the analysis of submarine slopes is the work
presented by Chillarige et al. (1987) to examine now liquefaction in the Fraser River
delta in BrilishColumbia,
The stale parameter ('¥) measures how far the soil stale is from the steady state line and
when il iscqual to zero. the state licson this line, but is not necessarily liquefied unless
shear stress is also zero. This approach, as developed by Been and lefTeries (1985). can
be considered an extension of this method and has also been used in liquefaction analysis.
including Been et al. (1987) where it was applied to the failure of the Nerlerk Berm in the
BeaufonSea.
2.6.3 Newmark Displucemenl Alluly.~i.\'
A simple procedure to calculate the permanent slope displacement of due to earthquake
shaking was first introduced by Newmark (1965). The Newmark method of
displacement analysis consists of two major steps. The first step is to obtain a critical
acceleration that is a threshold valueofaeeeicration thm causes pseudo-static instability
of the slope in question. Following this, the second step of the analysis involves taking
the portion of the acceleration time history of the earthquake event th3t exceeds the
critical acceleration 3Ild double integrating it. The ideabchind this type of analysis is that
the pseudo-st3tic factor of safety for the slope can become less than one, typically
corresponding 10 a Newmark displacement of a few centimeters, during the earthquake
without nccess3rily causing the eollapscofthe slope
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Newmark analysis has been used many times to investigate slopes and canhquakcs.
Urgclcs ct al. (2001) for example. Nevertheless, there have been some identified
limitations to Newmark analysis related to the analysis ofsubm:lrinc slopes, as discussed
by Azizian and Popescu (2001). Essentially. the presence of water leads to a
vulnerability 10 liquefaction, which contains some effects that cannot be fully considered
in Newmark displacement analysis.
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3 CENTRIFUGE MODELLING
3.1 Introduction
Over thc past scvcral decades small seale ccntrifuge modclling has been used to
investigate various gravity dependent phenomenon (Schofield. 1980). In the study of
llIalerials, shear failure is dependent upon the applied stress Icvel. Thc usc of
geotcchnical cenlrifuges has been cited as a provelltcchniqllc to properly simulate stress
dependent behaviour of soils (Schofield. 1980; Cheney and Fragaszy 19114; I'hillips.
1993; Murf( 1996).
The wide acceptance of centrifuge modelling in all parts of the world is based upon the
fact that the undcrlying principlcs arc widely understood. Thcse IWO principles are: the
increase of sclf-weight by the increase of accelcralion is cqual to thc reduction of lhe
model seale; and lhe reduction of time for model tests as the scale is reduced can be
explained by time scaling laws (Schoficld. 1988).
Ccntrifuge modelling involves placing a model upon a rotating cenlrifuge arm. As the
cenlrifuge begins to rotate it generates an inertial radial acceleration that SillWlates an
increased level of gravity. This increased gravitational field allows for the similarity of
strt."Sses between the f\.-duced-scale model being tested and the full-scale prototype
Materials wilhin lhe soil model being lested is subjectcd to an illcrcasing Slress level thaI
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incrcases with radius (depth) at a r.Jte that is dependent upon material density and the
magnitude ofthc specd of rotation ofthcecntrifugeand Ihustheacceleratcdgravit:ltiOlwl
field
Ccntrifuge modelling is indeed a useful 1001 for providing results for gcotechnical
investigations in comparison to full-scale modelling. Model constnJction costs can be
significantly lower and with shorter obSCrll3tion time involvcd 10 monitor thc
phenomenon in question,
However, it is important to note that a centrifuge model is a simplified replica of the
larger full-scale prototype situation and provides unique solutions to a unique situation.
Additionally, centrifuge modelling features scverallimitations duc to this simplification.
The purpose of this section is 10 review the model scaling I3ws that govem centrifuge
operations, the errors th:lt arc inherent in centrifuge modelling and how they can be
minimized, the development of earthquake actuation in the eClltrifuge, and finally:1
review of previous eentrifugc tcsting in the vein ofscismie testing ofsubll1ergf..'d slopes.
3.2 Modelling Scaling Laws
When considering the dilTercnt types of scaling laws that govern the modelling of
materials it is important to consider the following fund3lnent:1ls put forth by Fugslang
and Ovesen (1988):
(i) all significant innuenees should bc modeled insimil:1rity:
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(ii) all phenomena Ilot modelled in ~imilarity should be established
secondarily by experimental evidcnce: and
(iii) any phenomenon that is unknown should be discloscd or
confirmed as insignificant by utili;o;ing the tcst results.
3.2.1 Gell<,m/S(·aliflK
Soil stre~ses betWt.-e1l the model and prototype may be directly compared if the same soil
with the same stress history is used in both the prototype and model. The basis of
eentrifugc modelling i~ that when a model is eXlXlsed to an increased acceleration field of
II times the Earth's gravity, the vertical strcss at dcpth h. in the model will be equal to the
prototype vertical stress at depth lip where "II", '" lip. Therefore, stresses will be equal at
homologous lXlints in a model of scale !:lIthat is accelcrated to a simulated gravitational
ficld to II tirnes the earth gravity (g).
When dcveloping a properly scaled centrifuge model that is to be an accurate
representation of a given prototype condition the correct acceleration level and geometric
scale (II) must be chosen to eorreslXlnd the 3ppropri3te prototype conditions (Taylor,
1995). If the stress levels arc to be equal between the model and the prototype at
homologous points then the linear dimension in the prototype (hp ) must be equal to the
line3r dimension in the modellllultiplied by the geometric $c31c ("h,.). Considering that
the model is also a geometric representation of the prototype, any displacements observed
in the model will also be at the model to prototype scale of 1:11. Consequently. since
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strain is defined as a ratio of displacement to length, which arc both modeled at J:n.
strain is also measured in a I: I relationship between the prototype and model.
3.2.2 Sltllic & Dynamic Time Seating
There exist differellttime scales for different phenomenon. ineluding dynamic and st;ltic
events. both of which are experienced in dynamic earthquake tests. As a result. time
scaling eonniets can oceur and an experimenter must consider the scaling limitations that
arc placed upon their test.
Dimensional analysis has been used to characterize the centrifuge scaling factors of
various types of phenomenon and arc prescnted in various sources (Prevost and Scanlan.
1983; Cheney ;lnd Fragaszy, 1984: Fugslang and Ovesen, 1995). as well as in Table 3.1.
For the parameters listed dimensionless numbers arc given and the similarity conditions
given arc expressed in N-valucs. assuming that the acceleration is scaled at 11 and model
lengths arc scaled at lin and that the prototype material is used in the model. The major
observation of these relationships is that for inertia (dynamic) events and laminar now
(static) events there exist differcnt time scales of lin and IIn1• This relationship is also
discussed comprehensively by Goodings ([985). In order to provide a valid model
testing condition the time scales for motion and nuid now must be matched. It is
important to consider this difference in time scaling and provide a possible solution when
undertaking seismic tests in the centrifuge. Other parameters involved in earthquake
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It.'Sling. such as modellenglh. soil densily, acceler:lIion. stress, a.nd Slrain remain Ihe same
for dynamil; and sialic Cl'turifuge modelling.
5.
TabIc3.1: Scaling F;lctors in Centriruge Tests.
Arter Fugslang& Ovescn (1988).
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As discussed by Dewoolkar et al. (1999a) the conniet between dynamic and static scales
C;ln be resolved by slowing the static even!. This can primarily be aehicved by redudng
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the permeability of the model soil by one of two means. either by reducing the size of the
soil particles and maintaining the S<1me pore fluid (water) or by maint;lining the same soil
structure and employing;l substitute pore nuid which is 11 times more viscous that water.
It is not normally a viable option to change the grain size of the soil m;lteri;l! in the model
since in order to maintain similar stresscs and strains in the model and prototype therc
must not bc a significant changc ill grain size. Therefore. the only reasonable option isto
use a substitute viscous pore nuid to reconcile the difTcrcnces in timeSC;lling. Using this
method. Darcy's law of seepage would dictate that the time scale for static events like
difTusionthenbc/:Nandthusequivalenttothetimescalefordynamiccvents.
A fluid that is much more viscous than watcrbut has similar density and shear properties
to watcr is the most desired. Therc arc ;llso other considerations. including'
environmental friendlincss. safety, and cleanliness in laboratory conditions and
equipmcm (Ko, 1994; Dcwoolkar et al., 1999a). Somc of the possibilities for this
~ubstitule pore nuid have been explon:d in the past 10 years. Thesc have included
silicone oil. which is expensive and hard to dispose of, and a watcr-glycerin mixture.
However, a more efTC{;live and inexpensive pore fluid has become more prcvalcnt in the
geotechnical testing community in North America ovcr the past several years. This
substance is hydroxypropyl Illethylcellulosc (HPMC). a readily available powder. This
I-lPMC powder can be mixed readily to achieve a wide rangc of viscosities as <:Qlllpared
to water with easily repeatable results. Additional benefits include Ihe HPMC solution's
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case of cleaning, case of disposal, and resemblance to water with respect to many
physical properties (Stewart, 19911; Dcwoolkar et al.. 1999b).
3.3 Modelling Restrictions
3.3./ Acceleration alii/Stress Vurillt;oll
In centrifuge modeling a high acceleration field is used to achieve a representative scale
model of a full-scale geolechnieal condition. However. lhe acceleration field felt inside
the model is not uniform. Acceleration increases as the distance from the centre of
rotation increases. this is determined by the fact that themagnilUdeofaccelcration field is
equalto,J(u. where (u is the angular rotational speed of the centrifuge and r isthe radius
from the centre of rotation to the clement of interest. If it is assumed that during
operation the top of the model is closesl to lhe centre of rotation and the bottom of the
model is furthest away from the centre of rotation, then the acceleration field experienced
in the model will become greater from the topoflhe model to the bottom of the model in
a nonlinear fashion. due to the influence of r. This variation of (leeeler.ation dictates
expressly the magnitude of the stress profile inside the model. Ordinarily. the prototype
would experience (I line(lr increase in stress as depth into the soil increases due to the
constant gravity put upon it by the Earth's rotatlOIl. However. the model experiences a
nonlinear stress profile that increases with depth proportional to the variation of the
induccdaccelerationfield
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It tuniS out that the error experienced from this effect is minor and can be minimized.
This can be achieved by considering the relative magnitudes of over- and under-stress to
define a region of exact association in the stress experienced in the model and the
prototype at two-thirds of the model depth (Taylor, 1995; Schofield. 1980). The region
of maximum under-stressdie\<lles the effective radius as being the distance measured
from the centre of rotation to one-third the model depth. This relationship can be seen in
Figure3.I,whereR.istheelTeetiveccntrifugeradiusandR, is thc radius to the top of the
modcl. Typically, this stress prolile error has been found 10 be less than 3% of the stress
experienced in the prototype, which is not ovcrly significant but should nonetheless be
considered when pcrfonning tcsts of this naturc. Schoficld (1980) also suggests that as
long as the ollerall soil model depth is less than 10"10 of the effective centrifuge radius.
the acccleration level may be assullled constant with model depth withom e.~eessive
f.·igurc 3.1: Stress Variation With Depth In Centrifuge Model & Corresponding
Prototype.
After Taylor (1980).
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An effect closely related to the variation in acceleration with depth is the direction of the
acceleration. The spinning motion of the centrifuge dir(.octs the acceleration radially away
the centre of rOlation in the horizontal plane. This leads to a change in direction. relative
to the normal. across the width of the model from the centre of the model to the
sidewalls. At the centre of the model the dir(."(:tion of the acceleration is completely in the
nonnal dircrtion. but considcring elements closer to the sidcwalls the direction of the
acceleration becomes more inclined from this normal and away from the centre of
rotation. This effect can cause a significant crror if the testing involves considcrable
activity in the regions close to the sidewalls of the container. Howevcr. therc arc
methods of attenuating for this crror. For smaller centrifuges operators have discovered
that various shapes of models can be used that compensate for this radial variation of the
accelcration field. In most tests, it is considered advisable to ensure that any major
events occur in the centre of the model where the direction of acceleration is eloser to
vertical, and thus closer to the vcrtical nature of the direction of acceleration experienced
in the prototype.
An additional error is the fact that any model subjected to an increased acceleration field
in the centrifuge also experiences the Earth·s natural acceleration field. In a beam
centrifuge the induced acceleration field acts parallel to the plane created by the arc of
travel of the aml in a direction away from the center of the arc. As the cCll1rifuge
incrcases speed the basket swivels upward so that this induced acceleration field acts in
the same dircrlion in the model as it docs in the prototype and the vertical plalle in the
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model is now parallel to the horizontal plane in "our obs.:rved space". However. it is
impossible to remove the constant acceleration effect of the Earth"s rOiation and when thc
model swivels into its final position it experiences this natural field perpendicular to the
illduced effect caus.:d by the eentrifugc rolation and in thc horizontal pl<lne of the model.
For thc most part this effect is rectified by the articulated upward swiveled position of the
b<lskel. However, there is a certain amount of friction that is developed in this swing
connection that prevcnts it from achicving a position that alleviates this effect fully. The
rcsult of this frictional force is that the model docs not experience an acceler<ltion field
that acts truly parallel to the vertical axis of the model as the prototype does in its vertical
plane as caused by the E<lrth's gravity. The model docs experience a resultant
accelcration field that is very close to vertical by virtue of the tact th<lt the inducl,.'(l
acceleration field <lcting away from the center of the rotation (ng) is typically many times
larger the horizontal acceleration acting towards thc Earth"s centre (I g). The magnitude
is this error is typically insignificant. Considering a test at a test acceleration of 100 g,
this rcsultant acceleration will act less than 0.6 dcgrees from vcrtical. Anothcr possible
solution is to place a wedge underneath the model to ensure that the acceleration field is
Illoredirectly perpcndicular in the model.
3.3.2 Corio/i~' Effect
The modclling of dynamic events in a centrifuge can cxperience the problem of Coriolis
effect (Schofield, 1980). This acceleration effeet develops in the rotational acceleration
field when there is movement inside the model in the plane of the rotation. An example
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orthis type or movement would be earthquake shaking or seepage movement. This type
or error can be eombaled by orienting the major vertical plane of the model
perpendicular, instead of parallel. to the plane of rotation. Nevertheless, this type of
adjustment docs not e!imin:!te all Coriolis acceleration. as vertical movements in the
plane of rotation may still cxist, although they llHly not be the major movemcnts of
interest to thcresearehcr. T:!ylor(1995) has concluded that there isa rangc of velocities
for movements ofa m:!ss inside the model (v) th:!t do not give rise to significant Coriolis
aecclerations. This rangc is stated as: 0.05V > II> 2V. where V is the vclocity of thc
ccntrifugemodel.
3.3.3 Dtlla III/erpolarioll
All model tcsts havc the need to havc thcir test results calibrated in order to make
comparisons to thc prototype. One technique that may be employcd to apply this
philosophy to ccntrifuge modelling is the t~hnique known as "modelling of models"
(Schofield. 1980: Taylor, 1995).
Modelling of models requires the modelling of a givcn prototype in a variety of
acccicration fields with the correspondingly appropriate geometric si.:cs. If it is
considered that the ratio of stresses and strains octwecn thc modcl and prototype is
constantly 1:1, as prcviouslycstablishcd. regardlessofg-Icvel as long as the geomctry is
appropriatclysealcd for that acceleration. then the resultant stresses should be constant at
eaehg-level investigatcd.
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By investigating various model sizes at their corresponding g-Ievels. a confirmation of
modelling procedures should be accomplished, assuming there arc no other observed
3.3.4 Gmi" Size f..JfI!CI~·
Arguments have been madc that in a model test scaled down to J.-n the grain size of the
soil being investigated should be scaled down n times to accurately reftectthe soil in the
prototype. This sort of argument would rcquire a prototype condition featuring a fine
sand would be best approximated by a clay or silt in a centrifugc model. Howcvcr. since
e1ays or silts do not behave in the same fashion of sands whcn exposed to stress, this sort
of replacement cannot be llwdc. Grain size characteristics arc an import:mt quality with
respect to the behaviour of soils and the soil matcrial used in the model should not differ
from the prototype or behaviour will not be accurately replicatcd.
To combat this argument. modelcrs have given this type of error much attention. It has
been found that it is important to develop guidelines on the critical ratio between a major
dim.::nsion in the model to the average grain size diamcter. An example of this is OvesclI
(1979) wh.::re in research into the performance of circular foundations on sand it was
found using modelling of models that centrifuge modelling scaling laws were valid until
a point where the ratio of the foundation diamcter to the grain size was less than about 15.
In terms of instability of slopes constructed of gmnular materials. such as sands.
Goodings and Gillette (1996) concluded with the analysis of61 centrifuge models thaI
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full and unimpcded dcvclopmcnt of failurc may occur only when the dist:1t1cc between
the soil surface and failure surface isat 1cast 30 grain diametersin fully draincd. dilatant
soils. This type of data displays why. when a ccntrifuge cxperimcnt is being designcd. it
is imponant to recognize that in some tests the rclalionship of the size of the model to the
soil particle size may have an cffeeton thercsults.
3.J.5 Bount/flry f.,j!l'l'b'
[n beam centrifuges modcls arc Iypically contained by SOllie sort of eontaincr or
rcinforced strongbox 10 manage the high stresses that arise from inercased gravitational
acceleration. The w;llls of the container Illllst be rigid in ordcr to provide a Iatcml
stiffncss to prevcnt lalcr;ll soil movcmcnt. Howcvcr. the usc of a model containcr
introduces bound:lry conditions diffcrent from that secm in thc protOlype. Santamarina
and Goodings (1989) state that dangcr exists in c:o;trapolating the behaviour of small
physical models with relatively closc boundaries to that of full-scalc configurations in
which the boundaries exist at gcomctrically greater distances
The size of the model cOnlainer is mostly dependent upon the limitations of the centrifuge
upon which il is being placed. The smallest geometric scale that is allo\\'ed by any
centrifuge is correlated to the maximum g level that may be obtained in that machine.
Additionally. the dimensions of the centrifuge plalfonll dictate the maximum dimensions
of the container being loaded. In the case of an aml fittcd with a shake table. dimensions
arefunherlimited.
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Processes such 1IS soil consolidmion. settiemelll. and displaccmcnt occur during a
dyn1lmic centrifuge test. This typically involves soil shcaring along the container walls
and the friction from the soil shearing along the COlltaincr walls must be minimized. In
models with sand this can be accomplished with the install1ltion of a material such as
glass or highly polished stainless steel between the model material :ll1d the container wall.
This type of treatment could also be augmented with the application of grease to the
container walls or even applying a latex mcmbrane to accomlllodatc any vertical soil
displaccments. Santamarina and Goodings (1989) also suggest that the model soil width
to depth ratio should be greater than four to eliminate boundary innuenccs.
Dynamic centrifuge modellers have also developed a unique type of model container to
deal with boundary conditions. Ko (1994) explains that this container shOllid maintain a
constant horizontal cross-section during shaking. and have zero mass and zero stiffness
to horizontal shear. The solution to this problem has been to develop a stacked ring type
container that will deform laterally in a method complimentary to the soil that is being
tested. Thus, the container will behave similarly under shaking 1It the soil container
boundary to the prototype condition where soil would be surrounding the test area. Two
types of these containers have been developed to Illeet SOllie, but not all of the conditions
mentioned by Ko (1994); the laminareontainer (l-Iushmand et a1.. 1988; Law et al.. 1991:
Van Laak et aI., 1994a), and the equivalent shear beam container (Zeng and Schofield,
1996; Madabhushi et aI., 1998; Brennan and Madabhushi, 2(02). The former uses roller
bearings betwcen the stacked rings to allow movement, and the latter features a
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deformable material, typically rubber. between the rings. Com[Xlrisons of the behaviour
ofthesc types of stacked ring containers have been made in such studies as Whitman and
Lambe (1986) and they have been comparcd to each othcr by Ficgel et al. (1994). It was
found that each of the containers has its own dynamic properties and characteristics in
terms of stiffness. mass and damping. When evaluating the results of cenlrifuge tests. by
numerical modelling or otherwise. lhese properties must be fully understood and
incorporated.
In dynamicecntrifuge tests there also exists a unique boundary effect wilh lhe reOection
of walles from this interface. Some work had gone into finding materials than can be
placed between the model soil and the boundary walls. One ofthesc malerials is known
as'"duxsca["'andhasbcen investigated by Campbell ct al. (1991) and MadabhushiClal.
(1994). Jt was found that at least 65% of the incident stress waves are absorbed bya
duxscal boundary.
3.4 Earthquake Actuation
The most widely modelled problems in relation to slope stability in the cenlrifuge. both
onshore and offshore. are those of a seismic nature. By using an earthquake aetU:ltor on
board the centrifuge arm, a modeler can usc a scaled {"arthquake signal to deliver
controlled, simuluted, and properly scaled earthquake mOllements to the scaled soil
model. Earthquake mitigation is an especially major challenge given the low
predictability of both the location and magnitude of earthquake movements. Much of the
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research with seismic slope failure triggering has dC:llt with liquefaction :lnd liqucfhction
potential.
One such technique to deliver earthquake motion was the concept of releasing a cocked
spring to produce free. damp<..'d vibrations (Morris. 1983). The problems relmed to this
method arc that the motion of the spring is dependent upon the mass of the model and the
stitTness of the spring, variables that cannot be easily allered to mectthe requirelllentsof
a particular test (Ko. 1994). Another technique that was developed to deliver earthquake
motion W:lS the bumpy road method as described by Schofield (1981). This method
involved the test packagc making contact with a wavy track mountcd on the wall of thc
centrifugc chamber. Howcver, several problems were identified with this method. Often
thc motion was contaminated by other frequencies than those desired due to the dynamics
of thc motion transfer mechanism and also the input frequency is depcndell1 upon the
speed of the machine (Ko, 1994). Several other methods used by others include the
process uscd by Arulan:lnadan et al. (1982) to use piczoelcctrie effects to produce
motion. the detonation of cxplosives at thc container boundary by Zelikson ct al. ([981).
and thc lise ofclcctromagnct excitation by Fujii (1991)
Despitc this plethora of available systcms, one method has cmcrgcd as the most versatile.
which is an elcetro-hydraulic mcthod that uses servo-controls to delivcr most desircd
motions to the test package (Ko, (994). This method is an extension oftcchnology that
has been used for many years in structural and laboratory tcsting to grcat success. Thcse
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types of simulators involve thc usc of a hydraulic ram controlled by servo valves. The
position of thc shakcr is typically monitored by a Linear Variable Differential
Transformcr (LVDT) and controllcd by a closed loop feedback system. The advantages
of this system arc that they arc commercially produced, capable of generating large
forccs, and lightwcight (Arulanandan et al.. 1982). Examples of thesc types of
carthquakc silllulators(EQS) exist in various parts ofthc world. including Japan (Inatomi
ct al.. 1988: Nagura ct al.. 1994; Matsuo ct al.. 1998) and thc United States (Kutteret al..
1994; Vall Laak ct aI., 1994b; Figucroa et al.. 1998). Recently this tcchnology was
dcveloped and commissioned for usc with the C-CORE centrifuge in SI. John's. Canada.
This EQS is the device upon which the tests for this rescareh werc performed. A full
descriptiollofthissystcm isgivcn inChaptcr4.
3.5 Previous Work
Thcre have numcrous prcvious centrifuge studies related to saturated slopes. These
studies have had various different purposes. from investigating the stability of sand
embankments to investigating thc rcpc:ltability of testing results at different testing
centres to studying specific phenomcnon that takc place during slope fhilure. This
section will revicw somc of thcsc tcsts in order to give an overview of the types of
projeetsth:lt havebcencomplctedtodatc.
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3.5.1 SlIbmerged Sll)pe~·
Lee and Schofield (1988) used a bumpy road shaking table at the Cambridge
geotechnical centrifuge centre to conduct a study the effects of earthquakes on sand
embankments and islands. Severn I Iwo-sided embankment models and circular half-
island models were both constructed and subjected to earthquake movements. The tests
showed that during earthquake actuation positive porc pressures are generated at the crest
of a loose or medium dense embankment. Additionally. it was found that when dense
embankments are exposed to strong earthquakes. spiky accelerations lire observed at the
shoulders of the embllnkmenl. This testing program utilized silicone oil as its viseous
pore fluid. The likelihood of liquefaction was also found to be greatly diminished when
the rclativedensity of the embankment exceeded 80%.
Similarly to the tests discussed above. Arulanandan et al. (1988) presents results of a
centrifuge test of similar geometry except that II clay layer was situated over the sand
embankment. Water was used instead ofa replacement pore fluid becausc alternate pore
fluids have been found to adversely effect the mechanical properties of clayey soils.
Therefore. the model docs not represent any specific prototype condition. The results
showed that soils that prevent the escape of pore pressures, such as clay, arc potentially
more susceptible to flow failure than II uniform deposit ofliquefillblc sa.nd.
The idell of adding eountenncasures agllinst soil liquefaction to constructedembankmcnts
was investigated by Kogact al. (1991). A model was tested that featured an embankment
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constructcd upon horizontal liqucfiable soil. Test results from a model where no
countermeasures were placed at the toe of the embankment in the horizontal soil were
compared with test results from a model where countermeasures were placed at the toe.
[n this test. the countenneasures were 6 111m thick steel plates.
Nagase et al. (1994) discovered an import,mt relationship between permanent ground
displacement and the thickness of the liquefied layer in sloping ground. All infinitcslope
type ofsctup was cmployed at a combination ofb<lsc <Ingles of 5 and 10% alld centrifugal
aecclerations of 80 or 20 g. A linear relationship on a log-log plot of ground
displacement against the thickness of the liquefied layer if the slope angle and relative
density are kept constant was discovered. In addition. the pcmlanent displacement was
found to occur in the whole liquefied layer.
A r<lthercomprehensiveinvesligation intoearthquakcinduced later spreading in sand was
undertaken by Taboada-Urtuzuastegui and Dobry (1998) wherc II dynamic centrifuge
tests were performed in a laminar box. The slope angle. input acceleration. and input
frcquellcy were all varied to obscrve their cffects on the response ofa sloping liqucfiable
sand. It was detennined lhat as the slope angle increases the pore pressure and the
thickness of the liquefied soil either deereasc of st<ly constant; the soil acceleration
increases and bc<:omesasymmetric in the liquefied soil, the settlcment decreascs; and the
permanent lateral displacement and shear strain increases. It was also concluded that as
the input acceleration was increased the permanent shear strain and settlement stay
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constant or and increase and the pore pressure. thickness of liquefied soil. soil
acceleration. and permanent lateral displacement definitcly increase. In terms of varying
the input frequency it was found that as it increased the pore pressure. thickness of
liquefied soil, soil acceleration, pcrmanentlateral displacement and shear sTmin. and
settlemcntall d.,:crease.
Lateral movemenTS were also STudied by Imamura et at (2002). However, in this case the
lateml flow of two-layered slopes during earthquake shaking was e){amined. A model
consisting of a uniform single layer of sand and a model consisting of a layer of sand
overlaid bya silt layer were both tesTed in increased centrifuge gravity. The innuenccof
soil layering was That The displacement lields and velociTies of latcml now in the single
layer model seemed to follow a sinusoidal shape while in the double layer model the
upper impermeable silt layer was found to move as a solid block and was found to be
subjecTed to larger lateral displacemenTs Than the model with uniform conditions. It was
also concluded that soil density significantly affects The generation and dissipation of
pore pressures, lateral displacement. and velocity of lateral flow. This study also
managed to quantify that 80% oflateral now occurs during seismic excitation and the rest
continues after shaking, rcgardlessofsoillayeringanddensity.
Also investigating the effects of silt layers on lateral spreading was Haigh and
Madabhushi (2002). This investigaTion involved observing the behaviours of buildings
constructed on slopes that consisted of alTernate layers of liquefiable sand and silt. The
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centrifuge tests revealed that during earthquake motion the retention of pore-pressures for
sumciently long periods that large lateral spreads might be expected to occur. This
retention of pore pressures causes the formation of extremely low sheOlr strength wOlter
films at the boundaries between the l:lyers This phenomenon is further diseussed in
sc<:tion3.S.4.
l3uilding upon these types of tests. centrifuge studies were undertaken on the stability of
underwater slopes by Zhou et al. (2002) :lnd Taboada-Urtuzuastegui et al. (2002). Zhou
et al. (2002) states thaI up to the dilte of publication there was no well-accepted method to
estim,lte the stability of underwater slopes. Thirteen groups of eentrifugill model tests
were undertaken todetemline the critical gradient for slopes consisting of loam and fine
sand. It was fOllnd that critical slope gradient of fine sand is smaller than it is for loam.
However. this series of tests WOlS under static conditions. Tabcmda-Urtuzu:lstegui et al.
(2002) takes a similar geometry to Zhou et al. (2002) and subjects it to seismic motion to
understand the response of liquefied soil beyond initialliquel:lction. It was found that 01
dilative behaviour of the soil existed ncar the slope where static shear stresses were
present. Correspondingly. it was found thOlt there were drops in pore pressure aud
simultaneous llegative upslope spikes in the acceleration records. When the input
acceleration was increased. it was found that this dilative response b<:eame stronger thus
limiting downslope accumulation and reducing permanent lateral acceleration. These
results indicOlte that targer input motions produce smaller permanent displaeemcnts.
Dilativc responses were not observed away from the slope where no static shear stress
wasprcsetll.
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3.5.2 Emhullkmellf DUIIU"
An extension of the work performed by Arulanandan et al. (1988) is the ccntrifugc
modelling of undcrwater slopes with rcspect to cmbankmcnt dams. This typc of work
was continued by Muralcctharan and Arulanandan (1991) whcre a model e:lrth d:lm
containing altenlating layers of clay and sand was subjected to simulated earthquake
shaking in the centrifuge. Thc model featured three sand layers, a central clay core. an
upstrcam clay blanket, and a downstream berm. The results of these tests showed thcre
was loosening and weakening of sand close to the bottom of the cby/s.1nd interfaces and
lhatthc modcl dam failed with layers moving downward and outward from the centerline.
At the crest of the embankment. measured accelerations indicated evidence of yidding
and reduction in shear strength during shaking.
An example of an actual prototype situation modclled in a centrifuge is that of the
O'Neill Forebay Dam in California as presentcd by Law et. al. (1994). In 1989, the
Lorna Prieta magnitude 7.1 earthquake occurred in northern California triggcring
responses in transducers of nearby embankment dams. The researehers saw this as a
good opportunity to correlate field data with centrifuge modelling data. Four model
embankment dams wcre tested in the centrifuge to simulate the field event at the given
location. The tests werc conducted under three different g levels and model sizes. Using
the principle of modclling of models it was found that thc ccntrifuge data yidded
satisfactory data in correlation to the measured field valucs for the earthquake evcnt.
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This important test verified the usc of centrifuge of modelling to predict responses of
submergedslopesduringearthqllakes.
A study of the elTccls of earthquakes on saturated soil embankments is olTered by
Astaneh (1993) and Astaneh et al. (1994). In these experiments, s.1turaled models of
homogeneolls and zoned soil embankments were subjected to earthquake motion in the
centrifuge. DilTerent relative soil densities of 40% and 60% were used. It was observed
that the rise in excess pore pressure at some locations in the models was high enough to
cause liquefaction. which in some cases lead to observed struelUral degr.Jdation and
localized slope failure of the embankment. These sudden movements were observed
through embedded accelerometers that indicated liquefaction when they lost the ability to
transmit motion. In addition. it was concluded that the denser sand areas exhibitt-d a
much higher resistance to liquefaction than the areas that contained the looser sand and
that homogeneous embankments showed much better stability against dynamically
induced liquefaction. The silt used in any of the models did not experience any
significant pore pressure and the cores of the modcl were never observed to suITer any
damage due to liquefaction.
3.5.3 VELACS
The Verification of Liquefaction Analysis using Centrifuge Studies (VELACS) project as
described by Arluanandan el al. (1994) is yet another example of how seismic centrifuge
modellillg tcchniques have been lIsed to explore the behaviour of submarine slopes
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Although the VELACS project was conducted to improve existing methods for the
analysis of the consequences of soil liquefaction and not specifically for rcsearch into
submarine slope stability it showed thai centrifuge studies are rcpeatablc undercarcfully
controlled conditions. The VELACS project was a collaborative proj<.-ct th:lt sought to
provide experimental dat:l from centrifuge tests to detcrmine the efficiency ofv:lr;ous
computcr codes. Nine centrifuge models wcre explored, and three of those dir,:ctly
resemble slope st:lbility problems. These centrifuge test configur:ltions :Ire shown in
Figure 3.2. Models number 2 (Aubry et aL 1993; Dobry & Taboad:l. 1993; Lacy et al.
1993). number 6 (Arul:ln:lndan and Zeng, 1993; Elgamal et al.. 1993, M:lnzari and
Yogachandran, 1993), and number 7 (Anandamjah and Barde!. 1993; Ko and I\stanch.
1993; Wilson et aL, 1993) are thoSt: that are ofmosl intcresllo slope stability analysis. 1\
I'Ortion of the work presented by Astanch (1993) is also considered as part model
number 7 of the VELACS project
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model.1
.'igure 3.2: VELACS Centrifuge Test Configurations.
After Arulan:lI1dan ctal. (1994).
The repeatability of the centrifuge experiments was shown only if thc shakers used arc
capable of reproducing the frequency components of the input base motion and care is
taken during model preparation (Scott. 1993; Arulanandan ct aL 1994). Thc difficuhies
'0
encountered during Ihe VELACS project with regard to repeatability are imponanl 10
understand and consider "hen undenaking Ihis Iype of modelling.
1.5.4 Void R~dis"ibulion & "'Ultt Film G~" ..rul;on
There has been some centrifuge testing undertaken to examine slope failure nlechanisms
spcl;irk to layered sand dcposits. Most nOlable of these mech:misms is void
redislribution or as it is sometimes known. water film generation.
This effect was first discussed in this context by Dobry and Liu (1992) where it was
theorized Ihal during a dynamic centrifuge teSI there was a fomlation of a \Iater film
bct"ccn an underlying sand overlain by lower pcrmeabilil)' sill. Following this. Fiegel
and Kutler (1994) perfonned centrifuge lests on shallow slopes thaI showed localized
deformalions near lhe interface of a liquefiable sand layer and an o\'erlying IO"eJ"
permeabililY la}er. KoIr:usho (1999) sho"ed in shake table lests on slopes of
homogeneous sand "ith lhin sill la}"crs.. Ihat a Willer film bcncalh was pnxI~cd
underneath the silt la}"cr and aller shaking had ~oppcd Ilow failures eOnlinued. These
studies shlmed the interc~ of permeability contrast that was also discussed in scrtion
3.5.1 by Imamura et a!. (2002) and Ilaigh and Madabhushi (2002).
Further shake t3blc tCSIS. onc-dirnensionalliquef3ction tcsts.torsional simple shc3rtests.
in-situ soil investigations. and case history studies by Kokusho (2001). Kokusho and
Kojima (2002). and Kokusho (2003) have investigated why laleral flow mO\"l~ment is
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sometimes immensely larger than the free surface settlement and can exceed several
meters even in slopes than can be considered gentle. II was found that watcr films eun
very easily be formed in very short time ocnealh sublayers and can serve as a sliding
surface even aller the conclusion of earthquake shaking. Additionally. large flow
displacements can be facilitated by this void redistribution mechanism without the
llIobility of any dilatancy effect because the developed water film can serve as a shear
stress isol:Jlor.
These effects have been further studied in centrifuge tests presenled by Malvick et a1.
(2002) and Kulasingam et al. (2004). Thcse experiments showed evidem;e of flow
failures in localized shear ZOlles, without lhe presence of a generated water film bellcath a
silt layer of silt planes that were embedded in sand slopes. Malvick et al. (2002) used
centrifuge testing to characterize the void redistribution of saturated sand (with embedded
silt) due to pore pressure gradients with respect to its ability to affect the shear resistance.
It was found that certain factors; such as initial relative dellsity, lhickness of confined
sand layer, and earthquake amplitude and duration; could give rise to localized shear
strains and large slope movements. Furthermore, it was concluded that localized shear
strains were more likely 10 be caused by longer dumtion earthquake motions in sand
deposits of an initial relative density of20-50%.
This phenomenon has also becn replicated through undrained cyclic triaxial tests. Konrad
and Dubeau (2002) used these types of laborntory tests to examine the effect of layering
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sand and silt on cyclic resistance. It was concluded that this type of laycring induced a
much lower cyclic resislance to failure than either of the materials on their own. The
ditTerential pore pressures observed in each soil unit suggested that strength reduction.
through the creation of small expansive volumetric defonnations. was caused when water
migrated from the sand layer to the silt layer, thus accelerating the process of
liquefaction.
3.5.5 Calibratiull O/Numerical/tletlwtl.\· Ttl Celltri/lIgr Modd TrslJ
As stated. anothcr purpose of this research is to provide information to researehcrs
performing numerical model analysis to situations similar to those being tcstcd in the
centrifuge. An example of this methodology was swdied by Mchrabadi (2006). where
finite clement analysis methods utilized prcviously performed centrifuge tests in the
following manner:
to calibrate and validate the numerical model to be used for liquefaction
analysis inthe Fraser River Delta in I3ritishColumbia;
ii) to study the boundary effects caused by a rigid centrifuge container used in
a series of tests evaluating the seismic behaviour of waterfront slopes; and
iii) to stlldy the effects of incomplete saturation on the sand seismic behaviour
within the process of numerical model calibration.
Thc most important clement of this is the comparison of centrifuge results to the results
of finite c1cment analyses for unden....ater slopes. This work was completed as part of the
Earthquake Induced Damage Mitigation from Soil Liquefaction Project
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4 RESEARCH FACILITIES
4.1 C-CORE Centrifuge Centre
The C·CORE Centrifuge Centre research facility is located 011 the campus of the
Mcmorial University of Newfoundland as introduced by Phillips et al. (1994), The
centrifuge centre was established through funding by the CanadafNewfoundland Offshore
Development Fund, the Technology Outreach Program of Industry. Science and
Technology Canada and the Natur.ll Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
C:mada.
The major feature of the Centrifuge at its inception in 1993 was the ability to model cold
regions with a refrigeration system that can dcliver temperatures reaching -30°C. 111e
eelltrifuge eelltre is a two-story building that contains offices on the second level. The
lower level of the building houses the test preparation arca and the Acutronic 6110-2
geott"Chl1ical centrifuge structure. 111e test preparation area also includes several other
facilities. including a machine shop, a sand raining room. an electronics laboratory. a
refrigerated cold room. an x-ray facility, and a darkroom.
The centrifuge s!nJcture is comprised of threc Icvcls. The lower level of the structure is
underground and contains the centrifuge drive unit, refrigeration unit, hydrnulic\;ontro!s.
and an exhaust fan 10 manage the tempcrature of the area. Thecentrallcvcl contains the
main ccntrifuge chamber, which is acccssible through large doors that can facilitate the
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passage ofa forklift for model package handling. Thc dimcnsions of this main chamOcr
are 4.2 III in height and 13.5 m in diametcr. The walls of the chamOcr arc construcled of
300 mm thick reinforced concrcte surrounded on lhe eXlerior of the building by a sloping
rock Ocrm. The upper level is a stiff concrete ceiling stnlClUrc lhm resists the
aerodynamic excit(ltion cre(lled by lhe centrifuge during rotation. This upper level
addilion::llly houses the elC{;lrical slipring capsulc and is also IlSf..'d for document sloragc.
4.2 Acutronic 680·2 Centrifuge
The Aculronic 680-2 Centrifuge at C-COKE is shown Oclow in Figure 4.1. II is capable
oftesling models up 10 an aceeleralion of200~. which lranslales 10 a speed of 189 RPM.
rhe centrifuge has a radius of 5.5 m from lhe axis ofrotmion to the Ooor Oflhe platform.
Typically, lhe centroid ofa model isat a nominal working radius of5 m during operation.
The maximulll payload of lhe 680-2 is 100 g x 2.2 tonnes '" 220 g-tonnes m lhe 5 m
working radius. When lhe centrifuge is operaling al the maximum rot:llion:ll speed,
producing 200 g of force. the pl::ltform's self weight is significantly increased. This
reduces lhe maximum p.1yload 10 130 g-tolllles. The specifications and Cap::lCily envelope
of the Aculronic 680-2 celllrifugc arc provided in Figure 4.2. Thc maximum size of the
payload is aboul 1.1 m high by 1.4 m long by 1.1 m wide.
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.'igure 4.1: C-CORE AClltronic 680-2 Gf.."Otcchnical Centrifuge
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Figure 4.2: C-CORE Centrifuge Specifications.
The centrifuge arm consists of two parallel steel tubes th:ll are held ap:Jrt by a central
drive box and spacers, as shown in Figure 4.3. The swing platform is suspended on pivot
bushings from the ends of the load carrying beams and is covered by a shroud used to
decrease aerodynamic drag. A counterweight ofa mass of20.2 tonnes balances both the
paytood and the platform. The position of the counterweight can be adjusted by driving a
series of gearwheels along serewheads on the outside of the steel ann tubes using an
electric motor. The arm of the cenlrifuge rotates on a set of tapered roller bearings inside
the central drive box, which is mounted on a central shaft. This central shaft is anachcd
to a concrete base by a four branch star support that is sllspended on four springs. Each
oflhese springs is strain-gauged in order to observe any imbalance within the centrifuge
arm to within ± IOkN.
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CounterWeight Pedestal
Figurc 4J: Acutronic 680-2 Centrifuge.
The drh'e unit of the centrifuge includes a 450 kW AC variable speed mocor connected
dircclly to a 9:1 gear reducer .... hile two 250 kW imertors energize the variable speed
Two rotary joints mountcd beneath the central shaft allow fluids to flow through the
central axis of thc machine to the swiveling platfonll, Fluids that are commonly
dcli\'cred through these rotary joints include: high pressure hydraul ic fluid (for the
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o~ration of the earthquake simulator or other hydraulically drivcn aC!U:Jtors), air or
water (for s~cilic uses in modcl tcsts), and refrigeration fluid (related to the cold regions
capacityofthcsystem).
4.3 Actidyn QS 67-2 Earthquake Simulator
4,3.1 IlUroducl;/J11
In 1997 it was dccided to increase the capacity of the Centrifuge to includc earthquake
tcsting and studies of liquefaction and its effccts. When considering how to achieve this
ability there are several objeetivcs that must be considered, as partially discussed by Van
Laakctal.(1994b)·
(i) capability for producing input motions having arbitrary Sh~IPC;
(ii) base excitation in one direction only, with constraints to prevent
uncontrollable vcrtical and Inmsvcrsc horizontal motions;
(iii) easy installation and rcmoval;
(iv) lo\\' maintcnanee and high rcliability; and
(v) capability for multiple successive shakings without stopping the
centrifuge.
In addition to these general objectives there were other objcclivcs that were unique to C-
CQRE'scentrifugc. including:
(i) platform sileconstraints;
(ii) massconstmints;
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(iii) capability ofopcr;ltion at up to 80g centrifugal acceleration;
(iv) c;lpability to run the earthquake shaker and acquire data simultaneously:
(v) elimination of rocking momem generatcd in the slip plane typically c;lused
byclassie;lle;l!1hqu;lkeaetu;ltors;
(vi) attelluationofundesirable centrifuge tnode shapes; and
(vii) tn;lintaining centrifuge versalilityand quick test turn around.
With these objectives in mind the original manufacturers of the C-CORE Centrifuge.
Actidyn Systemes (formerly Acmronic) of France. developed the Model QS 67-2 Electro-
hydraulic Earthquake Shaker (EQS). Funding for the EQS was provided by the Natural
Sciences ;Ind Engin{.~ring Research Council of Canada. the Canadian Foundation for
Innovation. and C-CORE.
4.3.2 CIII~·J;CIIJ EJI!("/m-flydrllllfic Earthquake Acllllltioll
Classical elo.."Ctro-hydraulic earthquake shakcrs feature a model container attached to a
slip table carried by the centrifuge platlonn at the end of the centrifuge arm. When an
actuation force is applied to the soil model of mass (M~) a moment or torque (T = M~ • d)
is ;Ipplicd to the centrifuge platform, where d is distance. This moment is then offset by
the ineniaofthe spinning platform and the overall eemrifuge structure itself.
As described by Perdriat et al. (2002) when a dynamic force (F.J is applied to a soil
model mounted on a c1;1ssical unbalanced earthquake simulator on a functioning
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centrifuge the mass of the soil and its containcr generates a dynamic moment (1:")thm is
counteracted by the platform inenia and stiffness as shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Celltrifuge Reaction Forces.
After I'erdriat et al. (2002).
Since the earthquake actuator is all:lched to the centrifuge platform a reaction force (F,)
and reaction moment (7~) is transmilled to the platfonn. This configuration typic:llly
allows the plmform to experience some sort of distortion since T.. and T, arc
counteracting moments that do not equal each other due to their geometry. This type of
action is then lransmilled to the centrifuge bearings through the rotating arm. F,actsto
add or subtract from the self weight of the centrifuge (F",) and creates a large bending
moment (1b) to be developed in the centrifuge arm.
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Thesc dynamic forccs and moments when applied to the structurc orthe centrifuge cre:lte
significant stress and strain in addition to motions that inhibit the desired motion to be
applied to the soil model.
The most signific:lllt observed detrimental effect in these classical types of actuation
systems is that the ccntrifuge acts like a spring. The rcaction forecs drivc the pl:ltform to
rock back and forth with the s.lme frequency of the intended actuation force. This is
complicatcd by the f.lct that the centrifuge structure is a complex mass spring system tlwt
has several resonant frequencies that may be excited by these reaction forces.
4.3.3 EQS Dyflftmic Bilia/Icil/G
To overcome the rocking motion dcscribed in Scction 4.3.2 a new concept was developed
by Actidyn for the EQS to be installed on the C-CORE Centrifuge. This concept
involves dynamically balancing the shake table through the reciprocal actuation of both
the model and a new component - the balancing counterweights (CW). Perdriat et al.
(2002) describes the soil model CW with masses. AI", and M", respectively. as having
centre ofmasscs located aldistancesd.. andtl", from the platform surf;!ce. Thissctup is
shown in Figure 4.5. If during :lctuation Fro'· l/", = F.. • d", the torque applied to the
centrifuge platfonl1 becomes minimal. The two forces. F", (counterweight force) and F..
become balanced when the centres of mass of the CW and the model arc the same height
above the centrifuge platform. This setup requires complete symmetry along the X and Y
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axes. which is achieved by balancing the applied force through a close loop control of
parallel pairs of actuators for each degreeoffrcedom.
Model&contamer-~ )t,:;';jJfUsel'sslipteble ~~---_._-~_-:
Oilfilmbearmgs
EQSbaseplate
Centtlfugeplatform
"'igure 4.5: Dynamically Balanced Eanhqu:lkc Simulator.
AflerPerdriatetal. (2002).
A distributed hydraulic bearing system was used across the moving and stationary
platfonn surfaces to eliminate any local surface distortion of the base caused by moment
distribtllion.
Overall the EQS was intended to be free orany resonance from 30 to 350 Hz. which was
the frequency range of interest for possible scaled earthquake input motions. The
proposed performance envelope of the C-CORE EQS is given in Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6: C-CORE EQS Performance Envelope.
Aflcrl'hillipsctal.(2004)
4.3.4 EQS As.~embly
The configuration orthe EQS system is shown in Figure 4.7 and is described in detail by
Pcrdriat cl al. (2002). The major components arc a fiat base that supports the dual
hydrostatic bearing. the reciprocal hydraulic actuators, the shaking plulfonn. and the
balum;ing platform. The balancing platform and the slip table arc the two moving
components that reciprocate one another.
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F'igurc4.7: C-CORE EQS Assembly.
Afierl'hillipsetal.(200-l).
The balancing platfoml is supported by two back-to-back oil film bearings and slides in a
sandwich between the slip table and the EQS base that is attached the basket supporting
face. The geometrical integrity of the system is supporled by a large number of parallel
rows of hydraulic bearings. The intermediate platform carries a pair of hydraulic
actuators, local accumulators. servo-valves, bracing interl:1ces, and the load balalll,;ing
counterweights. Some of the highlightcd features of the EQS arc: the large bandwidth
high-g servo-valves to eontrollhe axial Illotion of the shaking platform; the position of
the 100 g-rated accumulators to minimise piping and maximise compaction; and the
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inclusion of manifolds to eliminate piping alld minimise hydraulic resonances betWl,:en
lhescrvo valves and the actuators.
The EQS is designed to operate several times during the samc ccntrifuge nigh\. The soil
model payload is mountcd securely to the slip tablc and thc counterweights arc
removable to allow easy access to the soil model container. In addition. the
counterweights arc adjustable to permit ccntre of mass alignment. The overall structure
of the EQS was designed so that all mechanical resonanccs should be out of the
frequency range of interesI.
The maximum size of the model payload is I III by 0.5 m by 0.6 m with a maximum mass
of4oo kg up to an 80 g vertical accelcration. This maximum payload can be excited with
frcquencies of 40 to 200 Hz with a maximum dynamic force of 160 kN. The maximum
available payload displacement is 2.5 mm and the maximum velocity is 0.5 Ill/s.
4.3.5 EQS Cumrul System
The EQS control systcm is made up of three major parts: a logic controller; a set of
hydraulic loop controllers: and a dual axis digital controller and generator. This system is
discusscd in more dctail by Perdriat et al. (2002) and Hillin et a1. (2002). Figurc 4.8
il1uslrates the control systcm for a single axis. A sccond axisconlrol1er is identical to this
setup using two additional hydraulic loop controllers.
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MATRlXController Host CPU logicconlroller
Figure 4.8: C-CORE EQS Control Systcm.
After f'crdriatctal.(2002).
The logic controller is used to perform all logic functions used for proper operation of the
hydr.Julic power supplies, thc oil pressure, flow control. safety interlocks, as well as fault
detection. This controller interfaces dircctly with the Matrix multi-axis digital controller
and signal generator, which is a dedicated digital control systelll that can provide the
llpplicalion of sine. random, and shock sigrlllis. The Matrix controller continuously
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controls to adapt to the dynamics of the system during the test. Control accuracy is kept
high through the compensation of the cross.-coupled dynamic responses in the multiple
inpmssimul1ancously.
Hydralllic loop controllers are used to provide the servo valves with control power. They
operate as cascade e10sed loops that give feedback signals based upon actuator
acccleratioll. actuator differential pressure. and scrvo valve spool position. These loop
controllers also compensate for the hydraulic circuit rcson;mce frequency. Acccler;;ltion
feedback is observed through pielo-electric accelerometers located on either side of the
shaking table. I'osition feedback signals arc gathered through lhe usc of an LVDT
4.3.6 Datu Acqui.~·ilioll Sy.~'1l'm
The data acquisition system acquired data simultaneously with the operation of the EQS.
The Illatrix system illeludes eight allalogue data inputs filtered at I kHz and 5.1mplcd at
2.56 kHz per channel using VXI hardware. This hardware has a fllrther24 channels of
analogue inputs controlled by Data Physics 620 data acquisition software. These 24
inputs arc typically filtered al 2 kHz and sampled at 5.12 kl-lz/channel for a 16 second
period before, during, and after the earthquake event
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4.3.7 EQS Operurioll
The EQS is tuned over a two hour period prior to each geoteelmical model test. 1\ dummy
p;!yload similar in mass and centre of mass to the geotechnical modcl is moull1cd on thc
EQS. At the desired centrifugal acceleration Icvel. thc dummy payload is subjectcd to a
pre-test comprising about 8 random bursts of unCOlTclated accelerJtions in the range 40 to
400 Hz to each actuator. The pre-tcst acceleration magnitude is set to a simibr Root
Mean Square (RMS) value to that of the target eanhquake. The actuators gain and phase
transfer functions are assessed from the average system response to these bursts as shown
in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Typical Actuator Tr,msfer Functions.
Aftcr I'hillipsetal. (2004).
The target eanhquake motion is assessed from the prescribed eanhquake motion defined
in prototype tenus. The prescribed motion is scaled in amplitude and time according to
centrifuge similitude laws. The scaled motion is p;!ssed through a 40-200 Hz band p;!ss
filter to fit the EQS frequency and amplitudc specification. The filtered motion is base
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line correctcd to remove any rcsidual displaccmcnt or velocity at thc cnd of the r(.~ord to
givethctargctcarthquakc.
Thc largct carthqullkc is imposed on Ihe dummy payload. The llctualor drivc signals are
improvcd ovcr about fivc ilcralions to rcproduce the target frequency contcnt and phase
relationships. Thcgcolcchnicalmooellhen rcplaces the dummy paylo:ld. The savcd drivc
signals are replayed 10 condllct the geotcchnical carthquake tesI
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5 EXI)ERIMENTALTESTING PROCEDURE
5.1 Introduction
As previously mentioned the objective of this research is to examine the dynamic
response of submarine slopes exposed to earthquake loadings. Specifically. this work
pertains to the earthquake effects of a sloping soil formation that contains naturally
stratified soils. These types of stratifications are not unusual in field conditions where
sand deposits can consist of sublayers with different particle sizes alld permeability which
are continuous in the horizontal direction. as explained by Kokusho (2003).
To fully understand the effect of earthquakes on submerged soil. one of the centrifuge
model tests undertaken was a homogenous sand control tes\. This allowed for
comparison of the effects of layering to be fully realized. In comparison to this
homogeneous lest, two different layered silt geometries were examined.
The first type of layering geometry that was utilized was a 2: I sand slope with a buried
silt layer following a simulated draped depositional profile. The second type of layered
geometry involved the construction and testing ofa 2: I sand slope with a buried silt layer
following a linear 5.5: I slope. that allowed for more kinematic freedom to develop upon
earthquake actuation. In total five different models were constructed, instrumented and
subjected to various sequences of earthquake signals. in order to also examine other
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efTeets. such as seismic strengthcning of deposits exposed to a series of earthquake
In a larger framework. these experiments werc carried out as part of a larger COSTA-
Canada project to easily compare the result of physical modelling to the finite elcmcnt
analysis of similar geometries exposed to earthquake motions. Therefore. thcre is a need
to understand the known boundary conditions on the model area within such a centrifuge
model. Thesc known testing limitations include any possible renection of seismic waves
from thc rigid end and sidewalls of the model containcr as well as the contained nature of
the toe of the model slope. which limits run out distance of any mobilized f.1ilure
materials. 130th of these effects would not be present in naturally occurriug situations
This chapter presents the characteristics of the COl1struction techniques and testing
configurations used in these experiments The tcsting program discussed herein
constituted the first series of dynamic centrifuge model tests completl..-d at the C-CORE
centrifuge. Thereforc, it is important to note that many of the experimental procedures
presentl..-d here were devcloped as part of this work in order to allow for this type of
tcsting
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5.2 Centrifuge Model Preparation
5.1./ /lflJ(/l'1Gt!umf!lrie.~·
The five tests undertaken were given different names to identify them; they were
identified as "COSTA" tests and given an alpha~tical suffix based on the scqucnce in
which they were perfollned. [n the cases of all tests the model materials, both sand and
silt were air pluviated into the model container within a fcw millimeters of the intended
geometry. Air pluviation involves filling the test container with the model sand through a
device, suchasa funnel or nexible tube. with a known openillg. typically drilled holes or
a SCfeen mesh, from a constant drop heigh\. The density at which the sand is deposited is
controlled by varying thesc two vari:lbles, funnel opening size and drop heigh\. The sile
of opening controls the degree of separation of the individual sand particles. and thus the
sile of the object falling though the air. The drop height controls the speed at which the
particles, or groups of particles, arc deposited in the container. Typically, thc higher the
drop height, the morc dense the model. This occurs until the drop height is increased to
the point where the falling sand particles will achieve their temlinal velocity before being
deposited. The tenninal velocity is in turn variable upon how separated the sand particles
are from each other when dropped, and thlls the opening size,
Loose sand portions of the models were pluviated fOf an intended relative density at test
I;Ollditions of 40%. where the dense sand portions were targeted for 80%. Based on
previousexpericneeand trials it wasestilnatcd that from the time of the air pluviation of
the model to the actual testing of the model at 70 g an increase of approximately 8-10%
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in the relative density would be experienced. Following air pluviation the model
undergoes several activities that result in some densifieation of the mOOel. Thesc include
v:lI;uum saturation, the transpon:ltion of the model to the centrifuge arm. and the swing~
up of the centrifuge to test speed that causcs the aforementioned compression due to self-
wc1ght. Considering these effects the loose sand is air pluvialed into the model ilt iltilrget
relative density of 30-32% to ilccommodate the resulting densifiCiltion that occurs later.
The drop height to achieve these relative densities was calibrated for thc pluviation
equipment used at C-CORE. Drainage gravel was placed at the bottom of the model in
order to aid in the saturation process.
Thc COSTA-A test features a draped silt layer that has a profile that matches thc
overlying sand surface. This configuration is shown in Figure 5.1 and allmeasurcments
shown in this chapter are given in millimeters.
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Figure 5.1: COSTA-A Model Geometry.
The COSTA-B, C, & E models, as shown in Figure 5.2. featured a silt layer that bisects
the sand surface with a protileofa 5.5:1 slope. In these testsalld a layer of tiller paper
was placed at the gravel/sand interface to prevent any mi:'l:ing. Additionally, fine sand
was placed on an inclined position between the silt and the sidewalls of the model
container in order to minimize any friction that lIlay be experienced. Figure 5.3 shows a
typical cross-section of how this fine sand was situated. Petroleum jelly was smeared on
the sidewalls star1ing at the depths of the silt and upward to fUr1her minimize any friction
that may occur.
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Figure 5.2: COSTA-B. C, & E Model Geometry.
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Figure 5.3: COSTA-B, C. & E Typic<ll Model Cross-Seclion.
Thc final model configuration used. as shown in Figure 5.4. was conslructed for the
COSTA-I) lest. II fealures lhe same slopc geomclry lhal was used for the COSTA-B, C.
& E models but docs not fcaturc a buried silt layer.
Following pluvialion. small white pieees of gr<lvcI were placed on lhe model slope t:'1ee
prior to 5..'1lur.Jlion in a square grid measuring approximalcly 25 mm by 25 111111. This was
done to make qualitalive comparisons of the movemelll of tile slope face dLldng the test.
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Figure 5.4: COSTA-D Model Geometry.
5.1.2 ft(mleiCollfu;lIer
The model container that was used for this test is of rigid construction. This container is
a modified version of the equivalent shear Ix:arn container that was designed for C-CORE
and this testing program and shown in Figure 5.5. This container is advantageous
because it has bccn designed to lit onto the ccnlrifugc basket th3thasbccncquippcd with
the C<lr1hqllake simulator shake table. The container was modified for these experiments
into:l rigid container by filling 14 threaded steel rods through the aluminum rings and
anchored to the base plale. These rods serve to prevenl any latcralmOVclllcnllhat may be
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induced by earthquake shaking. The interior walls of the model container have been
filled with smooth st<linlcsS steel sheets to lllinimize friction at the boundary orthe slope
model. The model lOp lid is only arnxcd to the model container, vill the rigid threaded
rods. to create vaCUUlll conditions in the model during the 5.1.luralion phase and is
removed prior to earthquake testing. Following saturation the model container is then
loaded onto the centrifuge ann. Coupling orthe model container with the shake table is
achievt-d by placing a high friclion paper sheet between the container and the sh:lkctablc.
The model container is secured using four M20 bolts through the base plale into a
threaded hole on the shake table itself. Two of these boll holes arc located on eithcr sidc
of the base plate whcre it cxtcndsout from the set of stacked aluminum rings
I I
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Figure 5.5: C-CORE Earthquake Strongbox.
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5.2.3 Mlldd MUleriul.~
The major constituent of the COSTA-Canada models is Fraser River sand This sand has
been imported from the Fraser River delta in British Columbia on the west coast of
Canada. This sand is unifonn. grey colour<.-d. and medium grained with subangular to
subrounded particles. Fraser River sand fe:ltures an average mineral composition of 40%
quartz. 11% feldspar. 45% unaltered rock fragments. and 4% other minerals (Vaid and
Sivathayalan, 1996). Before pluviating Fraser River sand into the model. it is passed
through a 2 mm sieve to remove any large p.1rticles thm may be uncharacteristic of its
ovcrall uniformity. The void ratio of Fraser River sand can range octween minimum and
maximum 0.62 and 0.94. respectivcly. This sand has a D~ of 0.26 mm with a fines
content of 0.4%. The specific gravity is 2.71 and the maximum and minimullI dry
densities are 1.40 and 1.67 grams/cmJ• respectively (Liquefaction Rcmcdiation Project.
2004)
The fine sand used between the silt and the container sidewalls was the portion of the
Fraser River salld corresponding to less than the DIO fraction. For practical purposes. a
sieve with an opening size of 0.18 mm was used to acquire this materia1.
The silt that was used for the barrier layer consisted of U.S. Silica Sil-Co-Sil 52 Fine
Ground Silica silt. This material is uniform, white in colour. and consists of a mineral
composition of primarily silicon dioxide quartz. Somc basic tests have becn performcd
on a silt/stainless steel interaction. For this condition, an angle of internal friction \\las
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found to be approximately 24.5 degrees, but this can bc rcduccd by approximately 5
degrees if petroleum jelly is added to the interfacc to providc a more slippery sliding
surface. The specific gravity of this material is 2.65 (U.S. Silica. 2004)
The gravcl material used for the base of the model is installed to aid in the saturation of
the model under vacuum wnditions as the pore fluid is introduc....d from thc bottom of the
model. It is a gravel material consisting of particles between I and 5 mm in diameter that
is sieved out ofa readily available sand/gravelmixturc. The grain size distribution of all
threcm<LIerials is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Model Materials Grain Size Distribution.
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5,1.4 Re!ari,'e Dell.I'it)' ESlimatioll
Following air pluviation an estimate of the relative density of the dry sand could be made.
This was done for the COSTA-Il through COSTA-E tests and is presented in Table 5.1.
For tests with a silt layer, COSTA-B. C. & E this estimlltion was only perfonned for the
sand placed beneath lhesand layer. After the pillcement of the silt layer. the fine sand on
the sidewall mllrgins, lind the loose sand on top of the silt layer estimating the relative
density of the model becomes mueh more complex. This problem only becomes more
diflicult once pore fluid is introduced. so no eertllin dlltll can be presented for the actual
pre-test relative density. Conversely. for the COSTA-I) test an estimate of the relative
density could be pcrfomled for the entire homogeneous loose s.1nd model. This estimate
was calculated by considering the mass and volume of sand added to the model container.
However, it should be noted that this observed mass is +/- 2 kg as measured with the
overhead lab crane. This margin ofcrrorclln significantly arreet thisealeuillted relative
densitybyasmuehas+/-15%.
Tahle 5.1: Estimated I'ost-I'luviation Relative Densities
Estimated Post-
PluviationRelative
Densitv
COSTA·A
COSTA-C 34%
COSTA-D
COSTA-E 34%
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5.2.5 Sub~·titufe Pore Fluid
As discllssed in Chapler 3 a substitute pore fluid was required to be used to saturate the
model in order to satisfy the scaling differcnccs between static alld dyn:Jmic events in the
centrifuge. Hydroxypropyl methylceJlulose (HPMC) was selected for this task because it
possesses several adv:Jnlageous characteristics. including: its ability to be mixed into a
wide range of viscositics, its similarity to water in unit weight, surfacc tension. and
Ncwtonian behaviour. its physical eonsistcncy from batch to batch. its benign impact on
the environment, its ready availability. and its lack of expense (Stewart et at 1998:
Dewoolkar et ai, 1999a: Dcwoolkaret aI, 1999b). The HI'MC fluid thai was used in this
lest was prepared by mixing Methocel F50 Powder manuf.1cturcd by Dow Chemical
Company. As part of this project and the development of procedures for dynamic testing
al C-CORE numerous trials were performcd on the mixing of this material with deionised
water at various concentrations and at different temperatures. as its viscous bchaviour is
temperature dependent. Originally. it was assumed that thc tests would occur at a
nominal temperature of 20°C. however following the completion of COSTA·A it had
been observed that the model could reach a temperature of apprQ.\dmately 25°C. Figure
5.7 shows the results of the trials for 25°e. Therefore, a relationship belwcen
concentration of I-IPMC powder and viscosilY was developed and used for the tests to
acquirc the dcsircdconditions
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Figure 5.7: Developed Relationship for Mcthocc1 F50 at 25QC.
The target centrifugal testing level fOf this cxperiment was to be 70 g, which for absolute
agrecll1ent of scaling properties rcquircsa pore fluid ofakinematic viscosi tyof70cSl.
However, a P'Ofe fluid of this high viscosity is quite difficult to saturate a sand model with
due to its now properties. It was dccided to usc a P'Ore nuid with a target kincmatic
viscosity of 35 cSt. half the ideal value. This allowed easier and timelier saturation to
oceur. Therefore. it was imperative to design the nuid so that it was about 35 cSt at this
opcratingtemperature.
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For a 35 cSt HI)MC mixture at 25°C a mass of I-lI'MC powder of 1.922% of the cntire
solution volume is required. Additionally, a mass of Benzoic Acid USP powder equal to
approximately 1% of the mass of the J-lPMC powder is added to the miXtllre to prevent
any baClerial growth that may occur in the complcted fluid batch.
The J-1I'MC fluid is prepared by mixing the required mass of I-IPMC powder with the
required amount of deionised water at room temperature over several hours in a large
plastic barrel fined with a simple electric motor that rotates a mixing p..1ddle at a vigorous
speed. Typically. batches arc prepared in 100 L volumes, which provides enough fluid
for two different centrifuge tests. Once prepared the fluid is tested for viscosity and
lransfern..'d into a vacuum reservoir where it is dc-aired for at least 48 hours before
introducing ilto the sand model under vacuulll conditions.
The viseosity of the pore fluid was measured with a reverse flow viscomeler both before
and after saturation. except for in the case of COSTA-A where it was only measured
before the saturation stage. These measured viscosities arc shown in Table 5.2. The
obtained values indicate good agreement with cXplXtcd values. At the v:Jrious
temperatures. the observed viscosity is within the design limits for a 35 cSt fluid at 25°C.
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Table 5.2: Measured Pore Fluid Viscosity.
ViSCOSi (eSt) Temperlliure (C) Viscosi (cSt Temperature ( C)
COSTA-D
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5.1.6 Vacuum SafarufilJl/
The COSTA-Canada centrifuge lests require a high level of smuralion to ensure Ihe
pro~r stability of the slope model. The stability of s.1tuT:ltcd s.1nd slopes is extremely
sensitive 10 s.11Uration levels that arc even marginally below 99%. As part of these model
tests, a vacuum saturation method has been developed and employed \0 ensure the
adequate saturation of Ihe model. similar to thai prescnted by Uena (1998). After the
sand model is pluvialcd into the model container and vacuumed (0 achieve the proper
slope profile. the slope is filted with a light aluminum mould to prevent the slope from
failing during saturation and transportation. Then the eOlltainer is fitted with a vacuum
lid and placed undcr the available vacuum ofapproximmcly 60 kPa forallcast 12 hours
to remove most of the air that may be present.
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Following this initial vacuum stage the vacuum pump to the container is shut ofT as the
sealed model container has the ability to hold the vacuum condition. Carbon dioxide is
then used to displace the less soluble air that may be present in the voids of the sand
model. Carbon dioxide gas is inlroduced into the bottom of the model at virtually
atmospheric pressure from a depressurization chamber that serves to rcgulme the high-
pressure carbon dioxide gas from the compressed gas supply bonle. Grndu:llly over the
period of 4S minutes to onc hour the pressurc inside the sealed modcl eontaincr is
brought back to atmospheric pressure using the C:lrbon dioxide gas. Following this, it is
again placed under vacuum for 3pproxim3tely 20 minutes to bring it back to the 60 kPa
vacuum level. After reOlching the original level of V:lcuum the carbon dimdde
introduction process is repeated again for the second lime. Following this it is repc:lted 01
third time to fUr1her decrease the amount of air inside the model. The majority of gas
inside the container should be carbon dioxide which is much more soluble OInd allows for
more complcte saturntion The entire saturation setup developed and used in this test is
shown in FigureS.S.
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FigureS.Ii: Vacuum Saturation Setup.
The next step of the process is to open the vacuum to both the deaired pore fluid reservoir
<Ind the model container 10 ensure equal vacuum to both containers so thal whcn fluid is
introduced it is not moving by differenti<ll pressure thm can cause disturbance to the
model. After equalizing the vacuum between the two cOnlaincrs, a valve is opened to
allow the pore fluid to saturate the model from the bollom up over a period of
approximately 2 days. The model container is slightly inclincd to provide a more
unifonn saturation front and to prevcnt seepagc-induced slope failure. The pore fluid is
only evcr driven into the model container from thc fluid reservoir using differential head
that is achievcd by lifting thc container off the laboratory floor. The level to which it is
lifted has been ealculatcd so as not to cause quick condition inside the model from the
hcadprcssurethmthcelcvatedcontainercreates.
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Following the full introduction of fluid into thc modelthc V<lCUlllll is released slowly and
thc vacuum covcr is removed. Once the model is transported onto the centrifuge <Inn the
slope mould that was placed on it prior to salUration is removed.
In the casc of the COSTA-B. C. & E tests. this saturation was done twice. The sand
model below the silt layer W<lS prepared and saturatcd. Then the vacuum was rele<lscd
and the silt l,l)'er and the remaining sand was pluivaled and further saturation was
accomplished by using a lUbe that introduced the pore fluid at a level equal to the silt
!:lyef. Thc satur:ltioll time. as well :lS the m:lSS of fluid addcd was fl,.·wrdcd for all tests
except COSTA-A ,md is prescnted in Table 5.3. In the c<lscofthe first stage ofsatur:ltion
for the COSTA-E test. more fluid was added thall in previous two-st:lge tests (46 kg as
compared to 25-21 kg) due to the fact that it was left to S:l!urate longer and more fluid
was pushed through the model. This resulted in a greater amount of free fluid on top of
the model. which was subsequently removed before construction of the model continued.
Following satur:ltion the fluid was at a height of 313 mrn above the bottom of the model
container for all tests.
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Table 5.3: Model Saturation Progress
TimeR uiredrorSaturation Mass of Fluid Added
FirstSta e SeeondSla e FirslSta e SeeondSlae
COSTA·A -48 Hoors UnkrK)wn Unknown
COSTA-B 46 Hours 27 Hours 25kg 15kg
COSTA-C 30 Hours 27kg 15kg
COSTA-O 62 Hours 43kg
COSTA-E 89 Hoors 48 Hours 46 kg 15kg
Following the full introduction of fluid into the model the vacuum is released slowly and
the vacuum cover is removed. Once the model was transported onto the centrifuge arm
the slope mould that was placed on it prior to saturation was removed. Chapter 6 will
diseuss the measurement of the model profile following saturation and following
transportation to and placement on the centrifuge arm. This profiling can also give all
estimate of the relative density at the various stages.
5.3 Model Testing Procedure
5.3.1 Tl'sti"glllstrU/llent~·
There are five types of instruments employed 011 this test: 9 miniature pore pressure
transducers (1'1'"1'). 10 miniature aeecferometers. 4 linear variable differential
transformers (L VD1" I laser distance sensor, and I tria:(ial accelerometer Details
regarding the specifications of these instruments can be found in Appendix A
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The miniature poore pressure transduccrs were used inside thc model to monitor the
generation and dissipation of poore pressures at various locations. The ones used in this
test are Druck PDCR Sl and featurcd a range of either 200 or 100 PSI. with the largcr
capacity instruments being used at larger depths. The miniature acceleromcters werc
used inside the model to observe the experienced acceleration in the direction of sh3king
and were PCB I'iezotronics 353B IS IeI' Accelerometers. These accelcromctcrs havc
been encased in shrink-wrap to eliminate contact with the electrically conductive pore
fluid. The LVDTs used 3re Trans·Tek Series 240 DC LVDTs. They were used to
mcasurc the surf3ce deformations of the slope model. A Baumer OADf....12014460/S14C
13ser dist3nce sensor was used to measure the lmeral displacements of lhe model
cont3iner in thc direction of sh3king during the earthquake cvent. Finally, a triaxial
aceeleromcter, which is permanently mounted on the earthquake shakcr. is used to
monitor the acceleration of the shake table in the direction of shaking as well as the other
The different instmments used feature different frequency respoonses. The miniature
I'I'Ts h3 ....e 3 norm31 frequency responsc of 2 kHz with no filter present, however when
pl3ced in high viscosity fluid they must be fitted with 3 sintered bronze stonc. Using the
work providcd by Lee (1990) it was detennincd that this frequency respoonsc should not
signific3ntly diminish below 2 kHz for 3 35 cSt poore fluid for the type of bronze uscd 3t
C-CORE. Calculmions indicate that there is virtually a one to one ratio of the actu31 and
obscrvcd poore pressures for these conditions. The miniature accelerometers h3ve 3
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frequency response of I I-b: to 10 kHz. The LVDTs have a rather limit...-d frequency
response of 100 I-Iz. The laser distance sensor averages data over a 10 ms increment.
Finally. the triaxial accelerometer has a frequency response of 500 Hz in thc z-axis, 100
Hz in the x-axis, and 1000 Hzin they-axis.
The position of the instruments was planned prior to the tests. The miniature PPTs and
accelerometers were placed in the sand model during 3ir pluvi3tion in the vicinity of
these planned locations. Following the tests. the modcl was otT-loaded and cxcavated to
detemline the cxaet resting position of these instrumcnts. T;lbles 5.4 through 5.8
summarize this information for cach individual model. Figures 5.9 through 5.13 arc also
provided to illustr;ltc the position of these instrumcnts. Accelerometers arc identified as
"A" instrumcnts and I'I'Ts arc idcntified 3S '1'" instruments, All positions arc given in
model scale inmillirneters.
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Tahle 5.4: COSTA-A Miniature Accelerometer & PPT Positions.
Instrument II
Post-TntPosilion Planned Position
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Figure 5.9: COSTA-A Miniature Accelerometer & PPT Positions.
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Table 5.5: COSTA-B Miniature Accelerometer & Plyr Po~ition~.
Instrumenl' P05t·TutPosition PlannlllPosilionX (mm) Ylmm) Z(mm) Xlmm) Y(mm) Zlmmj
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Figure 5.10: COSTA-B Miniature Accclcromclcr& I'I'T Positions.
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Tabll' 5.6: COSTA-C Miniature Aecclcrometl'r & I'['T I'ositions.
Instrument.
Post·TestPosition Planned Position
X(mml Y(mm} Z(mml X(mm} Y(mm) Z(mm)
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Figurl' 5.11: COSTA-C Miniature Aeeclerometcr& PPT f'ositions.
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Tallie 5.7: COSTA-D Miniature Acccicromcter& I'lyr I'ositions.
Instrum..nt. Poat·T..aIPoaition Plann..dPoaitlonX(mml Y(mm) Z(mml X(mml V (mm) Z(mm)
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Figure 5.1l: COSTA·D Miniature Accelerometer & PPT Positions.
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Table 5.8: COSTA-E Miniature Accelerometer & PPT Positions.
x (mml Y (mmj Z (mm) X (mm) Y (mm) Z Imm)
Al 368 187 54 367 186 53
~ lU lG 1~ 1~ 143 151
A3 59 142 149 50 143 151
A4 410 110 151 410 100 151
A5 158 105 306 140 100 311
A6 284 143 262 268 143 265
A7 597 184 216 583 186 223
A8 261 189 319 245 186 331
A9 373 100 299 358 100 308
AlO 485 111 276 465 100 285
Pl 1~ 1~ 1~ 143 186 151
P2 328 149 148 321 143 151
P3 515 113 150 526 100 151
P4 61 115 314 63 100 326
P5 269 141 288 268 143 298
P6 348 176 245 343 186 250
P7 499 146 236 483 143 243
P8 626 175 207 623 186 214
P9 353 206 306 343 186 316
bJ"Z "0 0" nO~.
Figure 5.13: COSTA-E Miniature Accclcrornctcr& PIYr Posilions.
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The final three types of instruments were all mounted externally to the pluviated sand
models. Their positions arc shown in Figure 5.14 for COSTA·A and Figure 5.15 for
COSTA-B, C, D, & E. In the COSTA-A test LI through L4 were the LV[)Ts used to
measure the surface deformation and were in contact with the surface via a smull plcxi-
glass pad of approximately 25 by 12 mrn that was glued to the LVDT spindle. In the
other four tests LL L3, and L4 are the LVDTs used to meusure the surface defon1lation.
In these tests, the LVOl' spindles were in contact with the surface via a small plastic pad
of approximately 30 mm x 30 rnm but were not attached to the pads in any way so as not
to restrict thcir movcmcnt horizontally. L2 is an LV!)T used to measure the movement
of the sand on top of the silt layer in a direction parallclto the inclined silt layer surface.
It featured a buried plcxi-glass anchor bar measuring 195 mm in length and usquare
cross-section of 6 mm x 6 mm. The anchor was a\laehed to a string that ran through a
greased plastic tube to the surface of the model and then traveled through a pulley system
to an LVOl' spindle that measured its movement as the anchor traveled down the silt
slope during and after shaking. The actual locations of the LVOT instruments are also
givcn in Table 5.9 for COSTA-A and Table 5.10 for COSTA-B. C. D, & E. The position
of the displaeementlascr is denotf,."(\ as L5 and the position of the triaxial aeceleromcter is
noted as Tx. Ty, and Tz. However, in the COSTA~E test a change was made in the
configuration of this triaxial accelerometer and it was no longer compatible with the data
acquisition system causing data for its response to be unavailablc. All positions arc given
in model scale in millimeters.
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Figure 5.14: COSTA-A Extemallnstrurncnt Positions.
Table 5.9: COSTA·A ExtemallnsHllmenl Positions.
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FigureS.IS: COSTA"B, C, D. & E Extcmallnstrumcnt Positions.
Table 5.10: COSTA-B, C. D. & E Extcrnallrlstrumcrlt Positions.
Irlslrumenl#
L1
L2
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L5
X Posilion(mm
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5.3.2 Te.l'IG-Lel'e1
The targeted g-Ievel for this experimcnt was 70 g at a depth in thc modcl cqual to two-
thirds the slope height of the COSTA-A lest goometry, This is a level corresponding to
66.67 mm below the upslope surface in model scale. Figure 5.16 illustrates this position
I
Planned 70g Level
Figure 5.16: LocationofTargctcdG-Lcvel.
In model scale the target g-Icvel location eorrcsponds to a location 590 mm abovc thc
centrifugeplatfoml, which is 5.5 m away frOIll the centre of the ccntrifuge itself. This
target g-lcvel location was thcn spinning in the ccntrifuge at a radius of 4,91 m. At the
time of tcsting for thc COSTA-A tcst the centrifuge was spinning at 112 RPM. which
corresponds to a rotational specd of 11.73 rads/S(:{;. At a radius of4.91 1lI. this translated
toan achicved g-lcvcl of68.87gat the target location.
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In the remaining tests, at the time of testing the centrifuge was spinning at 113 RPM.
which corresponds to a rotational speed of 11.83 radslsee. At a radius of 4.91 m. this
translated to an achieved g-Ievel of70.09g at the target location,
5.3.3 ACfJll.\',ic "'aI'e Re.~polI.w·
The saturation of this model was to be checked by observing the travel time of acoustic
waves through the model. The intention was to observe these acoustic wave responses at
test speed a fell! momentS before the initiation of the model earthquake
The generation of acoustic waves was achieved by tapping the upslope end of the model
container with a small solcnoid operated hammer that lVas constructed and developed for
these tests. This generated signal is then observed by tlVO accelerometers (A I and A7 in
COSTA-A and A2 and A3 in all other tests) placed in-line along the centre axis of the
model at a known distance apart. In all tests they were placed in opposite orientations so
that no wave signal could travel down any of the connecting wires. This setup ensures
that the signals that are being observed by both acceleromcters are independent of each
other. After COSTA-A it was determined the signal may have been traveling faster
around the walls of the box and then perpendicularly through the soil to the second
receiver before it could travel directly from the cndwall and thcn through the soil.
Following. this an insulated mctal shaft was installed through the endwall of the model
container at the location of the solenoid hammer. This allowcd the IranSmillal of thc
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hammer signal through the endwall orthe box dir(:ctly to the soil withoUltmnsmillal or
the signal into the walls orthe eonlainer.
The arrival signals arc observed in the eentriruge control room in-flight using an
electronic oscilloscope software program called GageScopc. According to previously
published results. (Ishihara et ai, 2001) a P-wave sp<..'Cd or 750 m/s corresponds to a
degree orsaturationorm least 99"10. This speed was the target observed speed 10 ensure
that the model was propcrly saturated.
The response or the accelerometers to the generated acoustic waves ror each test is
presented and discusscd rurthcr in Chapter 6.
5.3.4 Eartl/qaake AClul/1;O/,
At test speed, the models wcre exposed to three dirrerent earthquake motions in a variety
or regimes. The basis ror these earthquake motions arc the acceleration lime hisTories
known as A475 and A2475. which arc shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 respeCTively.
The linal earlhquake motion used was known as 2A2475. which is shown in Figure 5.19
and is all earthquake with twice The acceleration alld The same rrequencyas A2475
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FigureS.I?: PrcscribcdA475 Earthquake Motion.
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FigureS.18: PrcscribcdA2475 Earthquake Motion.
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Figure 5.19: Prescribed 2A2475 Earthquake Motion.
The frequency of the A475 and A2475 records arc bascd upon real world earthquake
events. The A475 earthquake event is an m;cclcration record matching the firm ground
targct spectrum for the current building code for Vancouver, British Columbia. Canada,
which lias 10% possibility of exceedenee in a 10 year period. Wllcreas. tile A2475
acceleration time record has been altered to malcll the targct spectrum for the propos..:d
new building code earthquake for the same location. which has a 2% possibility of
exceedence in a 50 year period (Liquefaction Remediation Project. 2004).
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Thc carthquakc rcgimes applied to eaeh mooel are presented in Table 5.11. In the
COSTA-B and COSTA-E tcsts where there were multiple eanhqu:lkes applied. a period
of approximately one minute W:lS allowed to pass between applying eanhqu:lkc e\'cllls.
This was done to allow any generated pore pressures to dissip:lte, ensuring the
indcpendcnecofeach of the earthquake e\'ents.
Tllble 5.11: Applied Eanhqu:lkc Actualion Motions.
Test Label Applied EarthquakeMotlon(sl
A2475
COSTA-B A2475 followed by2A2475
COSTA·C 2A2475
COSTA·D 2A2475
COSTA·E 5xA475 followed by2A2475
The perfonnance of the EQS for each tcst in terms of reproducing lhese earthquake
lIlotions is presented funher in Chapter 6. This is primarily done by comparing the
prescriocd carthquake motion with the response of the Tz accelerometer mounted
external to the soi1mooel.
5.3,5 l".~lrumeIltObserl'Ufio"
As mentioned before the responses of the instruments described in 5.3.1 were monitored
using the integrated data acquisition system for 16 seconds during a period befon::.
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during, and after the earthquake. In Chapter 6 these responscsare presentcd in a short-
tcrm (0.5 seconds) and long-tenn (6 seconds) context for comparison and analysis
purposes.
5.4 Post·Tcsl Investigations
Following the completion of the centrifuge lest scveral diffcrent observations were made.
including: the temperaturc of the modcl dllring the test. the post-test surl:1cc profile. the
movement of the gravel marker grid placed on the surface of the slope. embedmcnt of
LVDT contact pads. and the cxcavation of the modcl rcvealing sill laycr thickness and
instrument position ifapplicablc.
5.5 Experimental Test Program Summary
A total of five centrifuge tcsts wcre conducted. Tablc 5.12 summarizes the conditions
andcharactcristics forcachmodel in thc tcsting program
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Table 5.12: Summary ofCell1rifugc Experiment Specifications
AppliedEQ Centrifuge Pre-Sat.Description Rel-OensMotion g·Level (%) Vise. leSt) TemploCj
COSTA·A Draped Si~Layer
5,5:1 Si~ A2475 + 70.09 34% 37.9 20.0Layer 2A2475
COSTA-C 5,5:1 Sitl 2A2475 70.09Layer
COSTA-D NoSmLayer 28% 37,2 200
COSTA-E 55:1 Sitl 5xA475+Layer 2A2475
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6 EXI)ERIMENTAL TESTING RESULTS
6.1 COSTA-A
6././ Pre-Test Oh.~en·utimu
As mentioned in Chapter 5 the surface profiles of the models were measured following
S<'1111ration and then following transport:l\ion to al1d loading 011 the centrifuge arm. For the
COSTA-A test the surface profile was only measured following installation of the model
on the cCl1trifuge arm. which is shown in both Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2. A moderate
amount of settlement. on the order of 10 mm was observed in the farfield upslope arc:!.
In future tests this was to be decreased with increased care and relinemcnt of saturation
and relinement techniques.
Table 6.1: COSTA-A Pre-Test Surface Profile.
Distance from Post Construction PreTest Profile
U slo eEnd mm Profile
°
3" 334
50 343 335
"0 343 334
18O 343 337
200 3" 335
250 343 336
300 343 33'
350 343 329
"0 343 325
"0 318 309
500 293 28.
550 268 258
600 2"
'"650 243
'"700
'" '"737
'" '"
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Figure 6.1: COSTA-A Pre·Test Surface Profile
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During the swing-up of the centrifuge \0 IcSI speed the I'PTs and LVDTs and were
monitored for any irregular changes as well as the illlcgrity of the slope and for Ihe
sClIlcmcnl of the model due [0 self-weight. For illustrative purposes. the responses of
these instruments during swing-up for COSTA-A arc shown in Figures 6.2 through 6.4.
For subscqucnllcsts. this datu is not illustrated. During swing-up 1'6 was discovered to
be damaged in some way prior to the tcSI. so therefore no data for lhal instrument was
available at any point in the lest. Time is shown in these figures. as well as in all future
figures, in model scale. [n this chapter, changes in pore pressure and defonnation
response arc tracked from a value of zero at the start of the swing-up of the centrifuge
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Figure 6.2: COSTA-A 1'1''1' Response During Swing-Up for 1'1-1'5.
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Figurf' 6J: COSTA-A PPT Response During Swing-Up for 1)7-1'9.
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Figure 6.4: COSTA-A LVOT Deformation Response Ouring Swing-Up for LI-L4.
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All I'PTs increased at the correct rate during the increasc to g-level and to thc propcr
levels considering their locations in the modcl. This indicates that the 1'1'1' instruments
\\'creoperatingcorrectly.
The LVDT responses. as show in Figure 6.4, indicate that the compression due to sclf-
weight is on the order of I mill, except in the case of L3. which is situated on the slope
face. Note that at approximately 120 seconds L3 experiences an instantaneous settlement
of just less than I mm. This may be attributed to the spindle of the LVDT becoming
stuck in the LVDT housing due to friction. It is possible that at 120 seconds the
downward g-force in the model overcame the frictional force in the LVDT housing. thus
releasing the LVDT spindle and pad onto the model surface. A compression of I nUll
does not have a significant effect on the relative density of the model. In future tests it
was determined 10 estimate Ihe relative density of the model at the crest using the pre-test
profiling data as well as the settlement observed at from Ll during the swing-up.
As mentioned previously in Chapter 5 the saturation of this model was checked by
observing the travel time of acoustic waves through the model. The intention was to
observe these acoustic responses at test speed a few moments before the initiation of the
model earthquake. However, the hammer device ceased to operate after an accelerJtion
level of appro:<imately 30 to 40 g. Data is available for an acceleration level of 30 g.
The generation of these waves was achieved by tapping the upslope end of the llIodel
container with a small solenoid operated hammer. This generated signal is thcn observed
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by two accelerometers (in this ease AI and A7) plaeed in-line along the centre axis of the
model at a known distance apart (150 111111). The captured signal in these two
accelerometers at 30 g is shown in Figure 6.5. The accelerometer data shown in this
figure has not been corrected for their opposite orientations. The speed of this wave can
be estimated by comparing the time difference of the firsl1l1ajor peak in Channel I and
major trough in Channel 2. This time difference was obscrved to be 0.000181 seconds.
If an accelerometer separation of 107 mill is considered a wave speed of 828.73 Ill/s
This value is greater than the required P·wave speed of750 m/s as mentioned in Chapter
5 to ensure that the model was s.1turaled to a level greater than 99%. Howcvcr. following
the COSTA-A test it was considered that the Channel 2 acceleromcter could be
experiencing a faster response due to the preferential travel of a wave signalthrollgh the
sidewalls of the model container. Additionally. the sigl1als were somewhat irregular in
their mode making them more dimcult to interpret. For future tests the Channel I
accelerometer was moved closer to the wave source and Channel 2 was also
correspondingly moved closer to the source in order minimize these em:cts.
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6.1.1 AU75 £urthquub A~'uQlion
The top portion of Figure 6.6 illustrales the desired A2475 acceleration-time history in
model scale. The ooltom portioo of Figure 6.6 shows Ihe obscl"\cd earthquake signal in
'1'1...... hich is in Ihe direction of shak.ing. As described in Chapler 5. Tz is mounted
extcrior to Ihe model. close 10 Ihe shak.ing lable and therefore gives 1I rclatively good
indication of the accclcralion al the base oflhe model. Additionally. Figure 6.7 shows
lhc fast Fourier lransforms (FFT) of these Iwo signals. The IWO sign:tls COmpllre
relatively well wilh respecl to frequency as well as magnitude. The aClual observed
earthquake being slighlly larger in magnilude. With respect to the amount of encrgy
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delivered. less energy was observed than prescribed. This can be found by comparing the
areas undcr the curvcs shown in Figure 6.7. which can be llscd to calculate the amount of
energy delivered by the actuation. This comparison shows how less energy was observed
than preseribcd. In terms of frequency content. as observed in the FF1' signals. it is
observed that the EQS delivered an earthquake with larger content in the 40 to 50 Hz
range and lower content in the 50 to 60 Hz range. However, this can still be considered
good agreement between the observed and desired earthquake motion. Figure 6.8 shows
the response of the triaxial accelerometer in the vertical direction. This response was
captured by Ty and shows that there is a spurious vertical motion that is experienced
during the earthquake evell!. The range of this acceleration ranges between +3 to --4.5 g
and is significant enough to be a concern. It was considered that this motion was caused
by the rockillg of the model on the shake table. Throughout the duration oCthe COSTA
earthquake tests, modifications and adjustments to the EQS were undertaken in an
allempt to alleviate or minimize these effects.
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As mentioned in Chapter 5 all operating instruments \\ere monitored during and shonly
after the A2475 eanhquake event. Figures 6.9 through 6.13 illustrate the observed
responses in the various instruments. [II these figures, as \\'ell as all future figures,
positive acceleration is measured in the upslope direction. Additionally. in PPTs where
the observed pore pressure value approached the value where the pore pressure ratio (,..)
was equal to one a line is drawn on the figure to denote Ihis value The pore pressure
ratio is defined as:
(6.1)
where 11< is the excess generated pore pressure and (7',;) is the initial effective venieal
stress as cu1culuted from the instruments' originally pl:mned position in the model
considering the buoyant unit weight of Fraser River sand is 9.4 kN/m J (Tu, 2004) and the
centrifugal acceleration field of 70 g. When the ,.. is equal to one the condition of
liquefaction iSs;Jtisfied.
II should also be noted thut the responses of A I and A7 arc clipped at a level of ± 5 g.
This is due toelcctronic gaining that was applied to these instruments in:1I1 attempt to
observe the acoustic wave responses of these instruments during the application of a
signal from a solenoid hammer to verify the saturation level of the model. This clipping
effcct was rectified in future tests.
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There arc several initial obscrv(ltions that can be made from Ihe shorHcrrn d:na. First. il
St.'"Crns that the dccpcraccclcromctcrs experienced higher levels ofaccclcration. as wilh
A4 and A8. which arc two of the deepest accelerometers. These results do nOI illustrate
the dilation spikes that were observed in accelerometers in tests with similar gcornclrics.
such as Taooad<l-Urtuwaslcgui ct al. (2002). as might be expected in 1\3 from tht;; large
negative spiking response orr] at 0.71 and 0.75 seconds
The I'PTs Ullder the silt layer can be seen to Ix: gaining porc pressure at a greater rale
wilh lime tlwn those located above the silt layer. In the observed PPT responses above the
silt layer there were nucllmlions bill after cessation of the earthquake they quickly
returned 10 their pre-shake levels. Deeper I'IY l's. such as PI, measured 13rger generated
pore pressures.
The condition of liquefaction was observed at severol positions in the model. Beneath
the silt layer at 1'2 liquefaction was observed intcmlillently before reaching a st3ble
condition of liquefaction at 0.76 seconds. Other PPTs situated beneath the silt layer thm
achieved liquefaction werc 1'7 and 1'8. which both achieved a sustained liquef.1ction
condition at approximately 0.7 seconds. This seems to indic3te thaI liquefaction was
achieved in the downslope are3S of the model before it was 3chicvcd in the upslope
portion. Liquefaction was also observed only interrninently above the silt layer. in both
I') and 1'9, which are in the upslope and downslope positions respectively. However,
they did not sustain these levels following theccssation of shaking.
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As for surface defonnations monitored by the LVDTs. it is apparenl thaI the top or the
slope stilled IIbout S-6 mm \\hite the midslope noticed a slump ofjust 0\'er4 mm. Al the
loe of the slope. liS monitored by L4. hea\e .....as observed on thc ordcrofO.6 mm. It .... as
obscnoo that lhe pad for L3 .....as embt.-dded approximately 2 mm more into the soil than
the ocher comparnble LVDT pads. This most likely accounts for the sudden down.... ard
displacemenl obscncd on spinup at approximalel) ISO seconds. as shown in Figure 6.4.
6.1.4 AU75 Long-Tum T~-ling Inslrumt'nl Raponsa
In :wJdition to mooilOring the short-term responses for the lesting instruments. the loog-
term responses .... ere also collected to examine the bchavlour of the model for sc\'cral
seconds after the A247S eanhquake e\'ent. Figures 6.14 through 6,18 illustrate these
responses.
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In the long-tenn conditions after the earthquake event a noticeable trend can be detected
in the upslope accelcrometcrs A2 and AJ where they experienced some rcsidual positivc
aeccleration in the upslopedircction for approximately 0.5 seconds bcfore it returned to
prc-shake levels. Most of the movement of the model ceascd after less than 2 seconds,
corresponding to the values observed at Tz.
With respect to pore pressure measurements in the long-term condition, thcre is one
majortrcnd. This is that the PPTssituated dircctly benealh the silt layer (1'2. P4.I'S.1'7.
and Pll) measured increased levels of cxccss pore pressure for several seconds aftcr the
earthquake event as compared to the PPTs din..-ctly above the silt layer (pJ and 1'9).
Surface deformations stayed constant immediately after the earthquake, with the
exception of L4. which experienced heave during the earthquake. Over the next five
seconds, the toe is observed to have compressed slightly. An explanation for this is that
the loose material that is collecting at the toe from the slope failure is becoming
compressed by the centrifugal action
P2 shows continued liquefaction during the period in which generated excess pore
pressure is dissipating. at approximately I to 2 seconds, as shown ill Figure 6.16. Both
P2 and 1'3 should be affected by the actuation energy from the endwalL bill this docs not
explain why liquefaction continues. Correspondingly, the responSC of LI shows that the
surface is scttling in this area during the earthquake and continues to scllie during the
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posl-earthquake period where generated excess pore pressure is migr.Jting upward from
lower depths, causing the post-shake liquefaction behaviour observed in the response of
1'2
6./.5 P(Jsf-TeMObwrl'ufi/)/u'
Similarly to swing-up. the I'I)Ts and LVDTs were monitored during swing-down for their
response. This is done to observe any slope movements that may occur due to the release
of centrifugal force and to observe the responsc of the PPTs as the g-Ievcl is decreased.
The observed pore pressure level should return to a value of zero following the swing-
down of the centrifuge. For illustrative purposcs. the swing-down responses for COSTA-
A arc included in Figures 6.19 through 6.21. but for subsequel1ttesls these figures will
not Dc included
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All PPTs seem to experience the correct rate of reducti 011 of pore prcssure as the g-1cvcl
decreases indicating that there were no large changes in pore pressure during swing-
down. All PPTs retum to a value of approximately zero. with the exception ofP8. which
returns to 5.9 kPa This PPT seems to be retaining some of the pressure that was applied
duringthetesl.
Looking at the response of the LVDTs there is some strange behaviour observed at about
875 seconds. which is IllOSt likely due to some change in the electrical systcm that
acquires the data or by someone bumping the centrifuge baskct aller it had stopped. Just
as in Section 1l.2. the observed responses of LVDTs arc opposite to what is being
experienced by the models. Considering this. it is appllrent that 1.2. LJ. and L4 indicatc
thatthc model decompresses as the model swings down. Some of this behaviour can also
be auributed to the e1l1stic recovery of the support beam to which the LVDT instrumentS
were attached. Ll experiences some very strange behaviour which might be possibly
explained by the foot pad of the LVDT somehow moving around on the surface of the
model or possibly the LVDT housing moving around or becoming loose from its mount.
This type ofresponsc was to be alleviated with the reconfiguration of the LVDT spindles
as discussed in Chapter 5.
During COSTA-A it was observed that the temperature of the model was incrcased
beyond the planncd 20°C due to the opcr.ltion of the EQS hydraulic system. However, no
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definitive temperature observations were undertaken. In future tests. Ihis temperature
was monitored at various slages of model preparation on the day orthe lest.
After the centrifuge flight was completed. the profile orthe model surface was measured
while model was still situated on the arm. The results shown in Table 6.2 and Figure
6.22 showed little change in the profile of the model compared to Ihe measurements
taken priOTlothclcst. MOSI of the scttlcmcnt occurred in the f:lrficld location where the
model scnlcd less than to mm. A small amount of heave. on the order of 3 mm. was
observed at the toe of the model. No other signs of failure were observed from this
process
Table 6.2: COSTA-A Post-Tesl Surface Profile.
Distance from
1"""'00, '0' mm
Pre-TestSurfaeo
HOI hi mm
33'
335
33'
337
335
336
33'
329
325
309
286
258
2"
2"
'"
'"
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J<'igure 6.22: COSTA-A Post-Test Surface Profile.
As discussed in Chapler S. no surface markers were used in this e.>:perimcn\. However. in
subsequent tests small while pieces of grilvcl were placed on the slope face prior to
saturation in a square grid measuring appro.-.:imatcly 2S mm by 25 111m grid. Photographs
of this grid taken prior 10 saturation and then again after the test after draining the free
nuid will enable qualitative comparisons orlhe before ulld after marker grid. This should
yield insight into the movement of the slope face during the lcst. In addition. if it is
noticed that the grid deforms in any way during movement observations ean be made
regarding the amount of friction that the model is experiencing with the interface of the
walls of the model container.
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Following the test the model was transpor1ed offlhe centrifuge arm to the lab tloor where
it was drained and excavated. During excavation. the position of the internal instruments
was noted as shown in Chapter 6. Additionally, the location of the installed silt layer was
measured and the height of this layer as \\'cll ofa comparison with its intended position is
given in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.23. The values presented are for the top of the silt layer.
It was also observl.."d that the silt layer had compressed by approximately one-third,
leaving it approximatcly 10 mm thickness in model scale. No significant mixing of the
Fmser River sand and the Sil-Co-Sil silt was observed. except a small amoull1 of silt that
seemed to have made its way to the surf.1ee of the model either during saturation or
possibly during the liquefaction observed during the test thai was observed in 1'3. No
horizontal movement of the silt layer was observcd, indicating that no sliding had
occurred. The venicallocation of the silt layer decreased more in the farfield than on the
slope. This observation mirrors the observations of the model surface profile. The
change in silt layer position can be contributed to the compression of the installed silt
material as well as the densification of the model below the silt layer due to ear1hquake
shaking.
Table 6.3: COSTA-A Silt Layer Profile,
100 298 273
200 298 27<
300 298 27J
<00 298 269
'00
'"
238
600 198 188
700 198 186
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Figurcli.2J: COSTA-A Silt Layer Profile.
6.2 COSTA-B
6.2./ Pre-Trst Obsen'aritms
The pre-test surface profiles arc shown in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.24. There is little
change between the post-saturation and post-lest profile. However. it appears thai the
crest orthe slope hasdccrcascd by 26 mm between construction :lnd pre-lest conditions.
showing some slumping of the model. The farficld pre-test settlement although is less
than what was experienced in COSTA·A as discussed in Seel;on 6.1.1.
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Table 6.4: COSTA-B Pre-Test Surf<lee Profile.
Oistaneefrom
UoslODflEnd mm
o
50
190
"0
200
250
300
350
.00
.50
500
550
600
650
700
737
PostConslruction
Profile
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
33'
295
27>
247
223
199
175
Post Saturation
Profile
338
337
338
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332
332
330
Pre Test Profile
338
336
336
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333
330
327
322
317
30.
278
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Monitoring of the PI'Ts dtlring swing-tip of the ccntriftlge showed that all PPTs were
operating correctly and that their results showed increascd pore pressure at the correct
rate considering their position in the model. Observation ofthc LVDTs at the same time
showed that the model experiellced a selllcmcnt due to sclf-weight in th.:: order of 2-3
mm. which should not significantly afTectthe intended relative d.::nsity of the model. U.
which is used 10 measure horizontal dispbcements of the slop<: above the silt layer.
experienced a large response that can be attributed to the tightening ofslaek in the string
and pulley mechanism. It is important to note that in future figures dowllslope movement
is recorded in the negative direction. Table 6.5 shows the estimated relative density
based upon the pre-test observations. The calculated relative density directly before the
earthqu:lke is 48%. which is greater th:11\ the target relative density of 40%. In
subsequent tests more care was taken to ensure minimal setllernent during all pre-lest
activities.
Table 6.5: COSTA-13 Pre-Shake Observed Relative Density at Farfield.
Se«lement(mml
N/A
5.0
0.0
2.5
Relative Densi "/0)
"
"
"..
Like the COSTA·A test the saturation of this model was to be checked by observing the
travel time of acoustic waves through the model. However. the acoustic wave hammer
device failed to operate shortly after the slart of the centrifuge night and no data was
acquired.
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6.2.2 A2475 £lIrl1lql/(lkeAetlllll;oll
The testing regime for the COSTA-13 test was comprised of two separate earthquake
events. the A2475 event then after a period of several minutes to allow the generated pore
pressures to dissipate, the application of the 2A2475 event. The top portion of Figure
6.25 illustrates the desired A2475 acceleration-time history in model scale. The bottom
portion of Figure 6.25 shows the observed earthquake signal in Tz. which is in the
direction of shaking. Figure 6.26 shows the fast Fourier transforms (FFl) of these t\\O
signals. The two sigu<lls compare relatively well with respect to frcquency as wcll as
magnitude. The actual observed earthquake being slightly larger in magnitude. In terms
of frequency content. as obscrved in the FVr signals. it is observed that the EQS
delivercd <In earthquake with larger content in the 40 to 50 Hz range and almost
identically matching it in the 50 to 60 Hz rangc. which is an improvement over the
COSTA-A observations. These fCsulcs can be considered <IS a good agreement between
the prescribed and observed earthquake motions. Figure 6.27 illustrales the response of
the triaxial accelerometer in the vertical direction. This response was captured by Ty and
shows th<lt there is a spurious vertical motion that is experienced during the earthquake
event. The range of this acceleration ranges between +2 to -8 ~ and is mostly
char<lcterized by spikes in the negativedircction. These spikes are probably unreal as this
aCCelerOllleter failed completely shortly after this centrifuge test
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Figure 6.25: Comparison or A2475 Ear1hquakc Record & Observcd COSTA-I] Tz
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Figure 6.27: COSTA-B A2475 Observed Ty Vertical Acceleration Response.
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6.2.3 A2475 Shorl-Term TI!~'ri/lg 1I/.\'lrullll'/1/ KI'.IJ!0IlUS
All instrumcnts were monitored during and shortly after the A2475 earthquake event.
Figures 6.28 through 6.32 illustrate the observed rcsponscs in the various instruments
duringaO.5~'Cond period
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Figure 6.28: COSTA-B A2475 Short-Term Acceleromeler Response for A1·1\5.
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Figure 6.31: COSTA-B A2475 Short-Term PI'']' Response for 1'6-1'9.
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In the shon-tenn. it is evident that there is a large increase in the tendency of the
accelerometers to measure negative dilation spikes with increased elevation in the model
This is especially evident in the accelerometers that arc above Ihe silt layer (A8. A9, &
AIO). These spikes dis<lppear at the end of shaking after 0.75 seconds The
aecelcrometers below the silt layer do not experience any such exaggerated negative
response. As is mentioned by Taboada-Unuzuastegui et <II. (2002) these upslope spikes.
coupled with simultan..."OliS drops in the piezometric responses. tend to limit the
downslope accumulation.
There is also evidence to show that there is quicker dissipation of generated pore
pressures above the silt layer than below it. I'IYl's placed above the silt layer (1'4.1'5,1'6.
& 1'7) show an elevated pore pressure level following the majority of the shaking. The
1'1'1' placed above the silt layer (1'9) did not exhibit this type of behaviour, but did show
spikes associated with dilation. lbis spiking eorreslX'nds to the spiking also observed in
accelerometers in corresponding locations. 1'4 and 1'5. Liqllefaelion was only observed
under the silt laycrat lhe upslope farfield location (p4)and lhedownslope location (1'8).
In tcrms of surface effecls, there is relatively lillie movement because of the shaking. LI,
L3. & L4 show that the surface oflhe model only sellles 1-4 mm and L2 only shows a
small amount of movemellt in the downslope direclion. L5 shows no net paylo;ld
displacement from the earthquake actuation.
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6.1.4 A1475 LIJflg.Term Te~",ill1: flu"'rumell' Re.fpOIlYe,\"
In addition to monitoring the short-term responses for the testing instruments. the long-
term responses were also collected to examine the behaviour of the model for several
seconds after the A2475 earthquake event Figures 6.33 through 6.37 illustrate these
responses.
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Hgure 6.34: COSTA-B A2475 Long-Term Accelerometer RCSPOllSC for A6-1\10.
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Long-term acceleromctcr results show that the accelerometers recover to pre-shake levels
fairly uniformly after the shaking. with the exception of AS where the response indicates
a negative tendency in observcd acceleration that recovers during the cess.alion of
shaking. The long-tcrm results also serve to highlight the importancc of the ncgative
spikes in obscrved acceleration above the silt layer.
The long-tenn results show that there is indeed a great deal of slower pore pressure
dissipation below thc silt layer than above it. The response of 1'7 comp:m:d to 1'9 is a
good example of this where it takes several seconds for the pore generated pore pressure
undcrneath Ihe silt layer to relUrn close to its pre-shake levels. Additionally. several
PI'Ts. including 1)1. 1'2. 1'3 & 1'4. do not return to their hydrostatic pre-shake Icvels
during the long-term observation period. This delayed dissipation is the major trend of
all of the PPTs that arc directly below the silt layer. This is in contrast 10 P9 where the
pore pressure returns to its pre-shake levcl Shortly after the cessation of the quake. The
liquefaction expericnced in 1'4 ceases at about I second. The large ncgative spike in 1'9
is also evident in the long-term records. This is a corresponding dTeet to the negative
spikes experienced in the samc location with the aeceleromelers.
Surface selliemen! in Ll. L3 & L4 occurred only during the short-ternl observation
period with only a small amount of movement occurring following the earthquake. L4.
placed on the midslope. docs experience a small amount of continued movement on the
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order of 0.1 mm between I and 6 seconds. rhere is no observed long-term horizontal
slope 1110vement observed in L2.
6.1.5 lA1475 EurtllquukeAcllluritm
Much like, the behaviour observed in the COSTA-A test. as discussed in S«:tion 6.1.4.
1'4 shows continued liquet:1ction and increased pore pressure during the period in which
generatcd excess pore pressure isdissip;1ting. In addition. Ll shows a small amount of
surt:1ee settlc111cnt during this post-earthquake period from the eomprcssion of liquefied
material. The continued liquefaction, then. is 1110st likely duc to the continued migration
of excess generated pore pressure from dee[lCr down in the modcl.2A2475 Earthquake
Actuation.
As mentioned in Section 1.2.2 the second pan of the COSTA-IJ test involved applying
the 2A2475 earthquake. The top portion of Figure 6.38 illustrates the desired 2A2475
aeeeleratiorHime history in model scale and the 00110111 portion of Figure 6.38 shows the
observed earthquake signal in Tz. which is in the direction of shaking. Figure 6.39
displays the fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of these two signals. The two signals compare
relatively well with respect to frequency as well as magnitude. The actual observed
earthquake being slightly larger in magnitude. especially in the negativedircction. In
terms of frequency content, as observed in the FFT signals. it is observed that the EQS
delivered an earthquake with larger content in the 40 to 50 Hz and 50 to 60 Hz ranges,
These results can still be cOllsidered as a good agreement between the prescribed and
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observcd earthquakc motions. Figure 6.40 illustrates the response of the triaxial
accelerometer in the vcrtieal direction. This response was captured by Ty and shows thaI
thcre isa spurious vertical motion that iscxpcrieneed during the earthquake cvcnt. Thc
rangc of this accclcration ranges betwccn +4 to -10 g and is mostly charactcrizcd by a
large drop to --6 g shortly before 0.8 seconds. This again is cvidence of the eventual
l:lilure of this instru1l1cnt, as previously discussed in Section 6.2.2.
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Acceleration.
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6.1.6 1AU75 S1Iort·Term Te~-(illJ: Im"/ruIIII'I/( Re~pmJw~"
Likcwise to the COSTA-B A2475 event, all instruments wcre monitorcd during and
shonly after the 2A2475 canhquake event. Figurcs 6.41 through 6.45 present the
obscrved responses in the various instruments during a 0.5 seeond period.
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Figure 6.43: COSTA-B 2A2475 Shon-Term PPT Response for 1'1·1'5.
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Some of the trends observed following thc first smallcr earthqu:Jkc e\'cnt arc :Jlso evident
in this larger shaking event. There is a more pronounced increase in ncgmivc
acceleration spikes as elevation incre:Jscs in the mode1. Most noticeably is this beh:Jviour
in the accelerometers above the sill layer (A8. A9 & AIO) where there ,In; clear large
negative spikes between -50 and -100 gravities, which is far beyond the magnitude of
thc maximum input acceleration of approximately 10 gravities. This negative behaviour
is also more pronounced in all accelerometers below the silt layer. Where in the smaller
1\2475 event the accelcrmion was fairly bal:Jnced in the positive and negative dil\."(:tions
for these accelerometers (A I through A6). in this larger 2A2475 event there is a much
clearer tendency to experience larger accelerations in the Ilegative (or upslope) direction.
This is esp...'Cially evident in such instrumenls as A1. A4. A6 and A7 where the negative
peak acceleration is almost 100% greater th:Jn the peak positive acceleration. This
behaviour is not as pronounced in upslope accelerometers under the silt layer (A2 & AS)
wheretheaeeclcr31ion response is Illore balanced.
Exp..."(:tedly the generated excess pore pressures and accelerations arc larger than in the
smaller first earthquake. The behaviours of 1'1'1"s below the silt layer. 1'6 & 1'7 for
example. also display the delayed dissipation of generaled pore pressures as S\."Cn in the
previous A2475 event. In addition. above the silt layer there is a distinct drop of pore
pressure to below zero during thc shaking cvcntwhen the modcl slope is moving upslope.
These negative spikcs are also more frequent in this larger event as evidenced in the
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response of such instruments as P9 above the silt la}er and P6 through P8 below the sill
la}er.
Liquefaction oceurs in a wider range of PPT Iocalions during this larger earthquake (all
instruments exeept P6 and I~) than in the pre\·iOl.ls smaller earthquake. Liquefaction is
first observed in instruments beneath the sill la}er. such as P4 and P8 at about 0.6
seconds. Liquefaction docs not oceur in the deeper sand. such as in 1'3. until
approximately 0.7 seconds. Comparing the response of 1'3. which is deeper in the model.
to that that of 1'4. which is shallow in the model beneath the sill layer. it is observed that
there is some immediate dissipation of e:(cess pore pressure at the deep location at about
0.75 to 0.80 s«onds. Alternatively. the shallower instrument. N. sho.....s increased or
increasing excess pore pressure throughout this period. indicating that excess pore
pressure is migrating upwards from deeper locations.
The LVDTs showed considl'f3b1c response in boIh surfacc seltlement and do"nslope
mo\·cmenl. LI showed that the farlidd settled approximatcly 9 mOl "hilc the crest oflhc
slope. as measured by LJ. settled approximately 12 mOl. In the short-Ierm L4. on lhe
slope foce. sho.....ed that there was a small amount of heaving on the order of 6 mm.
Downslope movement was much more signific3m in this 2A2475 earthquake event.
about 19 mOl. than in the smaller earthquake event. This downslope movement docs not
commence until approximately 0.69 seconds, which is 0.14 seconds after the start of
shaking. In commst. the upslope LVDTs (L1 & LJ) experience a quicker response. with
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settlcmcnt beingcxpcrienccd only 0.05 scconds aflcrthc start ofthc carthquakc cvent at
approximatcly 0.55 seconds. Thc midslopc vcrtical rcsfXll1sc. obscrved in LJ, is also
dclayed untilapproximatclyO.68 seconds.
6.1.7 lA1475 [(mc-Term TestilJg JlIstrtlllll!lIl Re.\"p/IIl.ws
Thc long~tenn resfXlnses were collected to cxamine the behaviour of the model for
scveral sC\:ondsafier the 2A2475 earthquakc cllcnt. Figurcs 6.46 through 6.50 illustratc
theseresfXlnses.
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Long-teml aeeelerornelCr responses indicate the stoppage ofaccelcration quid:ly aftcr the
quake and show the increased negative response as comp:lred to the previous smaller
earthquake. Ilowever, there is some evidence of movement following the earthqllake.
This can be seen in the fluctuating responsc of the rcsponse of A9 and AIO from the
periodofappro.>(imately I t03 seconds.
The long-tcrm trends also show that therc is prolonged dissip;.ltion of generated pore
pressures. Nevertheless. the most notable I'PT response in the long tem} is the significant
gain in pore pressure observed in 1'9 after the earthquake event by appro.>(imatcly 20%.
This could be caused by the movement of the slope and the subsequcntlllovernell1 of the
1'9 instrumcnt itself at a dceper position thus experiencing and increased static pore
prcssurekvel. Liquefaction conditions continue following shaking under the silt layer in
the upslope farfield as well as downslope under the sill layer as shown by the responses
of 1'4. 1'7, and 1'8 respectively. This post-earthquake activity indicates that there is
downslope movement after the earthquake event. Nevertheless. liquef:lclion eonditiolls
observed dceper in the model in the short-tenn results in PI, 1'2 & 1'3 ceases shortly after
the e:lrthquake has stopped, indicating thai there is upw:lrd migration of excess pore
pressure fromdl,.-cp in the model to up under the silt layer
Thcre is prolonged movement observed in L2 indicating that there is mOlleme1l1 of the
slope :Iller the shaking has stopped. This movement is approximately 17 mm frolll I to 4
seconds of the record. L2 ceased to operate correctly at about 1.6 seconds. After the tcst.
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it was obs..:rved that the string had broken. The shOll-term heave obs..:rved in the
downslope area by L4 was negated in the long-ternl by observed selliement. The linearly
plateaued resJXlnse of L4 after approximately 1.7 s..:eonds seems to indicate that this
instrument flliled to operate after this period. as absolutcly no resJXlnsc was observed.
LI. which observed scl1lemcnt in the upslope farfield revealed lillie seltlement following
the shaking period. I[owever in contrast. Ll at the crest of the slope showed two
successive periods of selllement occurring between 1.5 and 2.5 seconds. This indicates
some surface settlement and slope movemcnt taking p[aee following shaking. The
horizontal resJXlnse of L2 in combination with the vertical resJXlnse of L3 shows that
there was observed slope movement that occurs following the end of the shaking event
that ceascs the majority of its elfects at approximately 0.8 seconds.
6.1.8 1'1!.\·t-TI'.~1Obl'l'rI'UI;OIlS
During the monitoring of the transducers during swing-down all PPTs seemed to
experience the correct rate of reduction of JXlre pressure as the g-Ievel decreased and
most of the PPTs returned to a value close to zero indicating that there were no large
changes in JXlre pressure during swing-down. However. it should be noted that the
reSJXlnsc of PI did not completely return to a zero [evcl indicating that there may have
been some sort ofeleelrical problem with that instrument. All LVDTs show lillie change
during the swing-down period. The only noticeable change is in LI in the farfield where
the model seems to decompress by about 2 mm during the unloading ofincreascd gravity.
2[[
Temperature measurements of the model were taken periodically before and after the
loading of the model on to the ccntrifuge arm, as well as after the test. In previous tests
warm oil circulating in the hydraulic mechanisms of the shaker have been observed to
significantly effect the tClllpcrature of the model. A temperature probe was instal!t."<!
during pluviation deep in the loose sand. Table 6.6 displays thcsc observcd tcmperatures
Table 6.6: COSTA-B Observed Model Temperature Response.
8:00AM
9:00AM
10:00 AM
11:00AM
12:00 PM
2:45PM
4:00PM
On Lab Floor
00 Ann
On Arm
00 Ann
On Arm
00 Ann
00 Ann
Comments
Pre Loadin
After Loadin
Test Pre aralion
Test Pre aralion
Test Pre aration
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Temperalure(C)
21.5
21.5
22.3
23.6
26.7
30.4
31.5
It was observed from the centrifuge control instrument pallc1 thatlhc temperature in the
chamber at the timc of shaking was somcwhere between 30.4 to 31.SoC. This is greater
than the anticipated 25°C for lhe test. This elevated model temperature was crealed
because therc were some difficulties eneountercd when selting up the data acquisition
systcm and tcsting instruments. Because of these difficulties. the model !kit on the shaker
for approximately 6 hours before testing, which is atypical. The elevaled temperature
Illostlikely had an effcci oflhe viscosity ofa pore nuid decreasing it to approximately 30
cStat thctimcofthe shaking.
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After the centrifuge flight was completed. the profile of the model surface was measured
while the model was still situ(lt..-d on anll. The results showed reduction in height on the
farficld upslope surface as well as some collection of material at the toe. In addition. it
appears that the crest of the slope has failed and moved considerably Table 6.7 and
Figure 6.51 give II comparison of the pre- and post-test slope heights. These
measurements correspond well to the measurements collected by the vertical LVDTs. LI
(lnd L3 at their respective positions. At L4. this correspondence docs not hold true.
Looking at the long-term !>chaviour. in Figure 6.50, of this instrument. initial
accumulation at the toe is shown during the earthquake, but then in the long teml showed
(I neg(ltive response. which does not correlate with acculllulation Upon model
excav(ltion. the pad for this instrument was shown to !>c imbedded !>clow the surface of
the accumulated material. explaining this discrepancy.
Table 6.7: COSTA-B Post-Test Surface Profile.
Distance from Pre-TestSurlace Post-TestUpslope End Heighl(mm) SurlaceHeight
mm mm
0 338 323
50 336 328
'00 336 326
'50 3" 3D
200
'"
306
250 330 304
300 327 303
350 322 296
<00 3H 2"
<50 3" 287
500 278 28'
550 262 2"
600 236 273
650 207 25'
700
'"
236
737 78 236
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Figure 6.51: COSTA-B Post-Tesl Surface Profile.
Small white pil,.'(:cs of gravel were placed on the model slope face prior to saturation in a
square grid measuring approximately 25 mm by 25 mm grid. A photograph of this grid
as placed pre-lest is shown in Figure 652. As previously mentioned this was done to
make qualitative comparisons orlhe movement orlhe slope face during the test.
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.'igurl' 6.51:: COSTA-B Pre-Test Slope Marker Grid.
Follollingthe lest a photograph oflhe model slope. similar to that shown in Figu!\: 6.52
was also taken. The post,test marker grid cOllditions arc shown in Figure 6.53. It is
shol\n that no significant horizontal defonnation orthc marker grid occurred during slope
fililure. This indicates thm no significant friction was observed between the sand and the
interface of the walls of the model container. Additionally it was o\)s(:rved that the
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markers at the crest of the slope Illoved approximately 100 Illilltowards the downslope
end of the model.
HgllTe 6.53: COSTA-13 Post-Test Slope Marker Grid.
Following the test the model was transported off the I;clltrifuge arm to the lab floor where
it was drained and excavatcd. During excavation, the positions of the internal
instruments were noted as shown in Chapter 5. Additionally. the location of the installed
silt layer was measured and the height of this layer as well of a I;omparison with its
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intended position is givcn in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.54. The values prcsented arc for the
lOP ofthc silt layer. It was also observed that the silt layer had compressed slightly
leaving it approximately 12-15 mm thickness in mooel scale. No significant mixing of
the Fraser River sand and the Sil-Co-Sil silt was observed. It appeared that the silt layer
had acted asasingle elcmcnt und had slid down thc underlying sand slopc until it earne to
rest against the downslope cnd wall of the mooel cOlltainer. Thc Sill layer was not
observcd to havc broken in any major way.
Table 6.8: COSTA-B Silt Layer Profile.
100
120
200
300
400
500
550
600
637
675
700
737
343
343
330
312
294
275
265
242
217
318
306
292
279
262
257
252
244
238
232
236
360
340I 320
~300
'iii 280
:I:
~ 260
~ 240
'" 220
------
t----..
t----- t----..
~ t----..
!--,
I~ pre-TestSi~Profile I
___ PosHest Silt Profile
200
o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Distance from Upslope End (mm)
Figure 6.54: COSTA-B Silt Layer Profile.
6.3 COSTA-C
6.3./ Pre-Test O"~·en·lllifJII.f
The pre-test surface profiles arc shown in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.55. There is little
change Dctween the post-saiUratioll and POSI-H;sl profile. with the model staying fairly
true to the construction geometry. The crest of the slope h:ld only scnled 4 mm during
saluration and transportation, which docs nOI represent 11 significant change. This
improvement was due to the used of a aluminum surf<lce template that was inst:;lllcd on
the model slope in order to preserve ils shape following construction and during
saturation, transportation, and handling.
Table 6.9: COSTA-C Pre-Test Surface I)rofile.
Distance from Post-Construclion Post-Saturation
Upslope End (mm) Profile Profile
o 343 343
50 343 343
100 343 343
150 343 343
200 343 341
250 343 341
300 343 341
350 343
400 343
450 319
500 295
550 271
600 247
650 223
700 199
737 175
Pre-Test Profile
3<3
3<3
3<,
3<3
3<,
3<0
3<0
339
339
'"
'"273
'48
223
195
17'
370,-----,---,--,--,---,-----,----,-,
350 !=~t~='!:~=T§~~=t=t==t~I ~~~ +--+--f----+--+-"""-+--+- -+-1
-; 290 +--+--+----+--+---h;-+- ---+-1
~ 270 +--+--+---+--+--+-"",f--+-1
~ ~~~ f ~1-Construc~onSurfaceProfile "-
'5 210 __ Posi-Sallnliion Surface Profile H--f---'-'01-1
t/) 190 __ Pre-TesISlrlaceProfile H--t- '"
170 +-.L:.r==r=::::c,==--,---'-+--+--j
150.L_+-_---I--_-l__1-_-J-_--+-_-l---.J
o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Distance from Upslope End (mm)
Figu re 6.55: COSTA-C Pre-Test Surfacc Profilc
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Monitoring of the I'l'1's during swing.up of the ccntrifugc showed that all I'I'Ts were
operating correctly and tlUlt their results showed increased pore pressure at the correct
ratc considcring their position in the model. Observation of the LVDTs at the same time
showed that the model cxpericnced a seulemellt due to self-weight in the order of 1-2
mm, which should not significantly aflcctthc intended relative density of the model. L2.
which is used to measure horil.Ontal displacements of the slope above lhe silt I:lycr.
experienced a large response that can be:luribuled to the tighlcning ofslnek in the string
and pulley mech:lnism. Table 6.10 shows the estimated relative density b:lsed upon thc
pre-test observations. The calculato..-d relative density directly before the earthqu;lke is
38%. which is closer to the target relative density of40% than in lhe COSTA-B test.
Table 6.10: COSTA-C Pre-Sh<tke Observed Relative DensitY:lt Farlield
Condition Settlemenl(mm)
NfA
0.0
0.0
"
RelativeOensil (%1
"
"
"38
As was auempled in COSTA-A and COSTA-B Ihe saturation of this model was to be
checked by observing the travel time of acoustic w<tves through the model. The intention
was to observe these acoustic wave responses al test speed a few momenls before the
initiation of the model earthquake. The generation of lhese waves was achieved by
tapping the upslope cnd of the model container with a small solenoid operated h:lmmer.
This gcneratcd signal is then observed by two accelerometers (in this case A3 and A2)
placed in-line along thc ccntre axis of thc model at a known distance apan (101 mm).
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The caplured signal in these lwo accelcromcters at 70 g is shown in Figure 6.56. The
acceleromeler dam shown in this figurc has nOl becn com..><:tcd for their oppositc
oriental ions. The speed of lhis wave can be estimalcd by comparing lhe lillie difference
of lhe first major trough in Channel I and major peak in Channel 2. The acouslic wave
dala from this tesl is much more clearly interpreled fromlhe dala acquired in COSTA-A.
The modes of lhe responses are much more clearly defincd. This configuration seemed
10 work fairly well al capturing the acoustic waves and was utilized for all subsequenl
COSTAlests.
;; 2
E-
o
c
8. 0
~
'" -1
-2
l-t- ~l----Ch2 (A2)
nf---
A lill ~I\ !LJ,
-\. I"
"rrIt 'iY rrvvI-t--~ Y
-3
...QOO1 -0.0005 0 0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003
Time (Seconds)
_____---.J
Figure 6.56: COSTA-C Acoustic Wave Response al 70g.
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Acoustic wave speeds were calculated at various ccntrifugal acccleT:ltions using the same
process described for COSTA-A in section 6.1. Table 6.11 summarizes the analysis of
the calculated wavc speeds for all g-Icvels at which acoustic wave responsc data was
collected. both during swing-up and swing-down. Thc maximum ealculatcd wave speed
of 388.36 m/s occurrcd at 70 g following the earthquake actuation. Wave spccds
typically gct larger as centrifugal accelcration increases. This is most likely duc to
incrcasedeoupling between the soil skeleton and the accelerometer dcviec. lflhissctllp
was indeed measuring !'-waves. it docs scem to indicate that the model was poorly
saturated. as described by Ishihar.J et al. (2004). Howcvcr. at the time of this test and
throughout the completion of the five COSTA tests work was ongoing by project
colillborlltors to characterize the nmurc of the wllves tllat this hammer device was
ereming. Unfortunately, at the conclusion of this research this work was ongoing and
inconclusive. It is however. possible tlmt this model was inadequately saturated thus
increasing the sensitivity of this model to failure. Another possibility is that this
experiment captured complimcntary shear waves that arc produccd by the hammer
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Table 6.11: COSTA-C Acoustic Wave Response Summary.
G·Level
,
"25
35
"60
70
70
60
50
<0
30
20
"
Wave Velocity (mls)
93,52
114.12
174.14
19612
217,20
272.97
360,71
388,46
374.07
348,28
336,67
315,63
292.75
243.37
Acoustic wave. or in this case primary wave (P-wave). velocity can be more accurately
measured from the differential time of the first breaks of the P-wave on the two receiving
accelerometers rather than from the first peaks, as calculated here. Additionally, Iliot
theory may be Ileeded I predict P-wave velocity in saturated porous media where the pore
nuid is not water and has both scaled dcnsity and viscosity. However, dramatic illcrcase
in P-wave velocity with increased saturation can only be uscdasa 'relative indicator', so
more complex assessment of quantitative P-wave velocity is not required ill these lypeS
or tests.
6.3,1 1A2475 Eurt1lqu/lke At'tuatitm
The testing regime for the COSTA-C test was comprised of only one 2A2475 even!. Thc
top ponion of Figure 6.57 illustrates the desired 21\2475 acceleration-time history in
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model seale. The bottolll portion of Figure 6.57 shows the observed earthquake signal in
Tz, which is in the direction of shaking. Figure 6.58 shows thc fast Fouricr transfonllS
(FF'T) of these two signals. The two signals compare rclatively wcll with respect to
frequency as well as magnitude. ThcaelU:tlobscrvedearthquakebcingmarginally larger
in magnitude in both the negative and positive directions. In tenus of frcqucney conlent.
as observed in the FFT signals, it is observed that the EQS delivered an earthquake with
:tlmost identical content in the 40 to 50 Hz and 50 to 60 Hz ranges. These results can be
considered as a very good :tgrecment between thc prescribed and observed earthquake
motions. Figure 6.59 illustr:ttes the response of the triaxi:tl accelerometer in the vertical
direction. This response w:ts captured by Ty and shows thaI there is a spurious vcrtical
motion that is experienced during the earthquake event. The range of this acceleralion
ranges between +6 to -3.5 g and is characterized by a more regular Illotion that closely
resembles the horizontal motion, as compared to the observations from the applied
earthquakes in COSTA-A and COSTA-B, which as previously memioned had trouble
withtheTyaecelerometer.
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Figure 6.57: Comparison of2A2475 Earthquake Rewrd & Observed COSTA-C Tz
Acceleration.
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,!""
"
.,
F~(Hz)
.'igun· 6.51': Comparison of2A2475 Earthquake R...-.:ord & Obscrved COSTA-C Tz
Acceleration.
Figure 6.59: COSTA-C 2A2475 Observed Ty Vertical Acceleration Response.
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6.3,3 1111475 Shu,'-Tum rt'~·ting Instrument Rt'spfmst's
All instrumenlS were monitored during and shortly after the 2A2475 earthquake e\cnt.
Figures 6,60 through 6.64 illustrate the observed rt.'Sponses in the \'arious instruments
during a 0.5 second period.
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Figure 6.60: COSTA-C 2A247S Short-Tenn Accelcrometcr Response for A I-AS.
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Figure 6.61: COSTA-C 2A2475 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for A5·AIO.
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Figure 6.62: COSTA-C 2A2475 Shon-Tcnn PPT Response for PI-I'S.
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Figure 6.63: COSTA-C lA2475 Short·Tcnn PPT Response for 1'6-1'9.
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Figurcli.64: COSTA-C 2A2475 Short-Ternl LVOT Deformation & Lateral Laser
DisplaccmcnI Responses.
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In the shon-term. it is evident that there is a large increase in the tendency of the
accelcromcters to measure neg;;ltive spikes with increased elevation in the modcl. This is
especially evident in the acceleromcters thaI arc above the silt layer (A8. A9. & A 10).
There is also evidcnce to show that therc is quicker dissipation of gcncratcd pore
pressures above the silt layer than below it. Upon zooming in on the response of the
aeeelcrometers above the silt layer there is evidence of small downslope acceleration
following the eanhquake event. indicating slope movement. Liquefaction occurs in all
I'I'Ts except 1'7 and P9. although. it comes very close to happening in 1'9 above the silt
layer. Evidenceofliqucf;'ction is evident quicker directly beneath the silt layer in plyrs
such as P4 and 1'5 ;;It approximately 5.52 scwnds. Liqucraction is also apparent in the
deeper scctions of modeL as shown inthc responses of 1'], 1'2 & 1'3. This liquel:1ction
rcsponscdoes not however occur until approximately 5.58 sccondsor later.
In tcrms of surf;;Ice effects, there is a noticeable changc during the shaking. Both LI and
L3 show that the model scules at their locations. 6.4 mm and 9.5 mm respectively. Near
the toe of the slope L4 shows that there is a slll;;lll amount of heave in the shon-tenn,
approximately 4.6 IlIm. Given that 1'8 does show liquel:1ction in this ;o;one. it is likely Ihat
the pad that the LVOT rod for L4 sits on became embeddcd undcr the surface as
movement occurred and material collected downslope. The responsc of L2. which
measures downslope movement, indicates that the movement of the slope does not
commence until approximately 0.15 seconds after the stan of shaking. rcsulting in
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approximately 2.6 nlln of downslope mOllemeni. Similar to the second larger earthquake
client applied in the COSTA-Il test the responses in the upslope LVDTs (L1 & L3) are
delayed from the start of shaking by approximately 0.05 seconds where the midslopc
healle. shown in L4, took longer to appear in the instrument.
6.3.4 2AU75 LOllg-Term Tt'~·rillg Ills/rumellt Re~"pom·e.\·
The long-term responses wcre collected to exam inc thc behalliour of the model for
several seconds aftcrthe 2A2475 earthquake client. Figures 6.65 through 6.69 illustrate
thcse responses
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Figure 6.65: COSTA~C 2A247S Long-Ternl Aecelerorneler Response for A I-AS.
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Figure 6.66: COSTA-C 2A2475 Long-Term Accelerometer Response for A6-Al0.
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Figure 6.67; COSTA-C 2A2475 Long-Term PPT Response for 1'1-1'5.
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.'igllrc 6.68: COSTA-C 2A2475 Long-Term PPT Response for 1'6·1'9.
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t-'igure 6.69: COSTA...c 2A2475 Long-Tcnn LYDT Deformation & Lateral Laser
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The long-teml results show th:lt there is indeed a great deal of slower pore pressure
dissipation below the sill layer than above it. P5, 1'6, and 1'7 arc good examples of this
where it lakes several seconds for the pore pressure to return to its pre-shake levels. This
delayed dissipation is the major trl.'nd of all of the I'PTs that arc directly below the silt
layer. This is ill contrast to 1'9 whcre the pore pressure returns to its pre-shake level
shortly after the cessation of the quake. but where some unique behaviour is observed
near the end of the shaking event and for the period of about one second following it. due
to the elevation change of this instrument as the slope l:1ils. The positive behaviour of 1'9
from the period of 7 to 9 seconds indicates that there is downslope movement following
the earthquake. There is also some evidence of excess pore pressure migr'Jting in an
upslope direction for several seconds after the shaking has ceased. The excess pore
pressure in the most downslope PPT. 1'8. dissipates quite quickly as eompmed to the most
upslope PPT, N. where at the conclusion of the long-term observation period Ihe
instrument is still experiencing some excess pore pressure beyond its pre-shake level.
Long-term liquefaction occurs only ill 1'4, which is upslope under the silt laycr. whcre it
continues until about 7 seconds in the record. which is 1.3 seconds after the majority of
the shaking stops a\ 5.7 Sl..'Conds.
The responses of 1.1 and 1.3 seem to indicate that there is continllcd selllcment or failure
of the model in the upslope area after the cessation of shaking with 2 and 8 111m of
settlcment occurring at these locations after the short-term observation period
respectively. The behaviour of L4 at approximately 7.8 seconds. where there is a large
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change in displaccment, indicales lhat this is likely where the spindle of lhe LVDT
slipped off the pad due 10 the movement of lhe slope. Inlerestingly. the responsc of L2
indicates a approximately 10 mm of downslope movement conlinues in the model for the
2 seconds following the cessation of shaking, indicating a delay before a second
downslope movement even!. causcd by upward migraling exccss pore prcssufC from
lower deplhs in lhe model. A tOial of 26 mm of downslope was observed during and
directly allcrthccanhquake simulalion
6.1.5 p(J~·I-Tc.\·1 Ohscn'IlI;OIU'
During the monitoring of the transducers during swing-down all Pl'Ts seemed 10
experience lhe correcl rale of reduction of pore pressure as lhe g-Ievel decreased and
mOSl of the I'PTs relurned to a value close 10 zero indiealing lhat there were no large
changes in pore pressure during swing-down. However, il should be noted thaI the
rcsponse of 1'3 did not eomplelely return 10 a zero level indicating that there may have
been some sort of electrical problem wilh thaI instrument. LJ and L4 show liltle change
during the swing-down period. L I seems to experience a large displacement. of
approximately 7 mm. al approximately 325 seconds. This is most likely caused by the
LVDT spindle slipping offlhe eonlael pad. Aller the spindle slid otT the pad. il became
embedded inlo lhe soil. which was observed following the test. There is also a large
downslope movement ofapproximmely 11 mm observed from lhe responsc of L2, which
is likely due to the slacking ofthc string mechanism also experienced during swing-up.
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Temperature measurements of the model werc taken periodically before and after the
loading of the model on to the centrifuge arm, as well as after the test. In previous tests
warm oil circulating in the hydr,lUlic mechanisms of the shaker have been observed to
signifieamly eOcet thc temperature of the model. A h.:mperature probe was installed
during pluvimion deep in the loose sand Table 6.12 displays these observed
temperatures
T:lbl('6.12: COSTA-C Observed Model Temperature Response.
Time
10:30AM
11:30AM
1:15PM
1:30PM
2:30PM
On Lab Floor
On Arm
Or'lArm
0,,,,",
On Arm
Temperature! C)
t9.2
t9.7
22.'
22.4
24.9
It was observed that the temperature at the time of shaking was approximately 25°C.
Therefore. the design of the pore fluid was valid in this experiment.
After the centrifuge flight was completed. the profile of the model surface was measured
while the model was still situated on arm. The results showed reduction in height on the
farfidd upslope surface as well as some collcction of material at the toc. In addition. it
appears that the crest of the slope has failed and moved about 50 mm horizontally. There
is also the collection ofa significant amount of material at the loe of the slope. Table
6.13 and Figure 6.70 give a comparison of the prc- and post-test slope heights.
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Table 6.13: COSTA-C Post-Test Surface Profile.
Distance from Pre·TestSorface Post-TestUpslope End Height (mm) Surface Height
0 3<3 335
50 3<3 335
100 3<2 329
150 3<3 329
200 3<, 326
250 3<0 326
300 3<0 322
350 339 323
<00 339 324
<50 319 316
500 294 300
550
'"
277
600 248 251
650 223 231
700 189 216
737 184 215
100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Distance from Upslope End (mm)
Figure 6.70: COSTA-C Post-Test Surface Profile.
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Small white pieccs of gravel were placed on thc modcl slope faec prior to So.1turation in a
square grid measuring approximatcly 25 111m by 25 mm grid to makc qualitative
comparisons oflhe Illovcmcnt ofthc slope face during the test. Howevcr. no photographs
of the prc- and post-lest conditions of this marker grid were collected for the COSTA-C
Following the test the model was transportcd ofTthe centrifugc arm to the l:lb noor where
it was drained and excav:lted. During excavation. the positions of the internal
instruments were noted as shown in Chapter 5. Additionally, the location of the installed
silt layer was mcasured and the height of this laycr as well of a comparison with its
intended position is given in Table 6.14 and Figure 6.71. Thc values presented arc for the
top of the sill layer. It was also observed that the silt layer had compressed slightly
leaving it approximatcly 10-15 llllll thickness in model scale. No significant mi... ing of
the Fraser River sand and the Sil-Co-Sil silt was observl,.'\l. It appeared that the silt layer
had acted as a single clement and had slid down the underlying sandslope until it C3lne 10
rest against thc downslope end wall of the model container. The sill layer was not
observed to have broken in any major way.
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Table 6.14: COSTA-C Silt Layer Profile.
up~:::;~~~~:m) Pre-Test Silt Profile pos;-:~~:Silt
100
120
150
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250
JOO
350
"'0
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650
700
7J7
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"3
339
330
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312
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Figure 6.71: COSTA-C Silt Layer Profile.
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6.4 COSTA-D
6.4.1 Pr,,-Te.\·rOhsen·urio/U'
The pre-lest surf.1ce protiles arc shown in Table 6.15 and Figure 6.n. There is little
change between the post-saturation and post-test profile. with the model slaying f.1irly
true 10 lhe construction geometry. The crest of the slope had only settled at most 5 mm
during saturation and transportation. which docs not reprcscllt a significant change.
Tallie 6.15: COSTA-D Pre-Test Surface Protile.
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Figure 6.72: COSTA-D Pre-Test Surface Profile.
During the swing-up of the centrifuge 10 [cst speed the pore pressure transducers were
monitored for any irregular changes. 1'1-1'8 seemed 10 increase :ltthe correct rates during
the increase in g-levcl and 10 the proper levels considering their locations in lhe model.
This indicates thm these instruments were operating correctly. I-Iowever. Ihe response of
1'9 seemed to indicate there was SOllle problem with the response oflhm inslnulleni. This
is likely due to Ihe poor saturation orthe instrument, which tends to delay the response of
these types ofPPTs. L I & L3 were found to be malfunctioning during swing-up, so their
rcsponscs arc not includcd in this report. The response of L4 showed that the
compression due to self-wcight is on the order of 2 mm. L4 did however experience
sollle electrical problems during swing-up, most likely caused by an interminent loss of
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power to the instrument. A noticeable positive response in L2 was observed and again it
can most likely be allTibuted to the tightening of any slack in the horizontal LVDT string
and pulley system that was used for this instrumcnt. Table 6.16 shows the estimated
relative density based upon the prc-test observations. The calculatcd relativc dcnsity
directly leading up to thc earthquake is 34%. but this calculation is unrc1iable duc to thc
loss of instruments LI & 1.3. as described in the following sectiOl1S. However. no further
calculations were available at this location due to the malfunction ofLI.
Table 6.16: COSTA-D Pre-Shake Observed Relative Density at Farfield
Settlement (mm)
"fA
0.0
0.0
"fA
Relative Densit %1
"
"
""fA
As was done in COSTA-C the ~lUration of this model was to be checked by observing
the traveltime of acoustic waves through the model. The intention was to observe these
acoustic wave responses at test speed a few moments before the initiation of the model
earthquake. The generation of these waves was achieved by tapping the upslope cnd of
the model container with a small solenoid operated hammer. This generated signal is
then observed by two accelerometers (in this ease A3 and A2) pl:lccd in-line along the
cenlre axis of the model at a known distance apart (107 nlln). The captured signal in
these two accelerometers al 70 g is shown in Figure 6.73. The :leeelerorncter data shown
in this figure has not been corrected for their opposite orientations. The SIX-ed of this
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wave can be estimated by comparing the time difference of lhe firSl major lrough in
Channell and Illajorpcak in Channel 2.
-2 1---+-----1---1--
·0,001 -0.0005 0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003
Time (Seconds)
Figure 6.73: COSTA-lJ ACOUSlic Wave Responseal 70g
Acollstic wave speeds were ealculaled at variolls centrifugal accelerations using lhc 5.11lle
process described for COSTA-A in section 6.1. Table 6.17 Sutmnarilcs the analysis of
lhe calculaled wave speeds for all g-1cvels at which acoustic wave response data was
collected. bolh during swing-up and swing--down. The maximum calculalcd wave speed
of289.19 m/s occurred at 70 g previous to lhe ear1hquakc acluation. The lrend of wave
speeds gClling larger as cenlrifugal acceleration increases that was observed in COSTA-C
is alw observed here. If this setup was indeed measuring P-wave5, il docs seem 10
indicalc that lhc model was poorly saturalcd. as deseribed by Ishihara Cl al. (2004). As
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mentioned in section 6.3 work was ongoing by projcct collaborators to char,lcterize the
nature of the waves that this hammer device was creating. Unfortlmately. at the
conclusion of this research this work was ongoing alld inconclusive. It is howevcr.
possible that this model was inadequately saturated thus increasing the sensitivity of this
modcllO failure.
Table 6.17: COSTA-D Acoustic Wave Response Summary.
G-Level
1
10
20
30
"70
70
60
50
"30
10
1
Wave Velocity jmls)
82.95
117.58
\56.20
\81.36
225.02
289.19
265.33
274.36
257.63
237.76
218.37
147.59
148.61
6.4.2 2A2475 Eartllquake ACluut;OIl
The testing regime for the COSTA-D test was comprised of only one 2A2475 event. The
top portion of Figure 6.74 ilIustmtes the desired 2A2475 acceleration-time history in
model scale. The bottom portion of Figure 6.74 shows the observed earthquake signal in
Tz. which is in the direction of shaking. Figure 6.75 shows the fast Fourier transfonns
(FFl) of these two signals. The two signals compare relativcly well with respect to
frequency as well as magnitude. The actual observed earthquake being marginally larger
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in magnitude in both the negative and positive directions. In terms of frequency content.
as observed in the FFT signals. it is observed that the EQS delivered an earthquake with
almost identical content in the 40 to SO Hz and 50 to 60 Hz ranges. These results can be
eonsidell..'d as a very good agreement between the prescribed and observed earthquake
motions. Figure 6.76 illustrates the response of the triaxial accelerometer in the vertical
direction. This response was captured by Ty and shows that there is a spurious vertical
motion th<lt is experienced during the earthquake event. The range of this acceleration
ranges between +4 to -4 g <lnd like this instrument's responsc in COSTA-C is
characterized by a more regular motion that closely resembles the horizontal motion. as
compared to the observations from the applied earthquakes in COSTA-A and COSTA-B
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Hgure 6.74: Comparison of21\2475 Earthquake Record & Observed COSTA-D Tl.
Acceleration
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00
Figure 6.75: FFr Comparison of2A2475 Earthquake Record & Observed COSTA-D T1.
Acceleration.
"
_1 M".... -3,6IJ
Figurl.' 6.76: COSTA·D 2A2475 Observed Ty Vertical Acceleration Response.
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6.4.3 lA2475 Sf/ort-Term Teslillg lIU·/rumelll Re~p(l/I.\·e.\·
All instruments IVere monitored during and shortly after the 2A2475 earthquake evenl.
Figures 6.77 through 6.81 illustrate thc observed responses in thc variOlls instruments
during a 0.5 seeond period. Although no silt I(lycr is used in this model. the locations of
the instruments are dcscribcd in the figuresrclntive to the location oflhcsi1t I(lycr in the
previous COSTA-B & COSTA-C tests for comparison purposes.
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"'igure 6.77: COSTA-D2A2475 Short-Term Accelerometer Response AI-AS.
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J.'igure 6.78: COSTA-D 2A2475 Shon·Tcrm Accelerometer Response A6-A 10.
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Figurf' 6,81: COSTA-D 2A2475 Shon-Tenn LVDT Dcfonn:nion & Lateral Laser
Displacement Responses.
In thc shon-tcrnl, it is evident that there is a largc increase in the tcndcncy of the
acceleromcters to measure negative spikes with increased elevation in the model. This is
especially evident in thc accelerometers that arc above the location of the sill laycr in
COSTA.C (AS, A9. & A10). However, lhese spikes are nOl as pronounced as thcy were
in the 2A2475 evelll in the COSTA-C tes\. The accelerometers above the silt la)'er
location in previous teslS have a more significant posilive componenlthnn in COSTA-C
where measured acceleralion was almost exclusively in lhe negative direction.
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The I'PTs below lhe previous silt layer location (1'4-1'8) displayed larger peak pore
pressures lhan when there was a sill layer prescnt. Above the sill layer local ion, as is
shown by lhe response of £>9, the pore pressure is more stable lhan wh..-n a silt layer was
present. This behaviour was also probably allenu;Jled by lhe poor inslrumenl salUralion
Ihal was previously discussed. Although, two of the I'I'Ts above the silt layer (1'7 & 1'8)
displayed negalive spikes lhat correspond 10 the negalive pikes in the accelerometers in
similarposiliolls.
Liquefaction occurs in a variely of instruments but is first evident aboul 0.05 seconds
after the Slart of the 2A2475 earthquake in 1'8 al lhe mosl downslope locmion
Liquefaction condilions appear to move progressively upslope occurring in 1'5 and 1'4
shortly after 1'8. Thesc liquefaction conditions in lhe upslope portion were more
prolonged that what was experienced deeper in lhe model. As was scen in previous teslS
somc liquefaction occurred in the deeper portions in the model after it had occurred
shallower in the model. This call be seen by the liquefaelion occurring in 1'1 :lIld I'). lhm
docs not take place until 0.1 sccondsafter it had appeared in I') and 1'5.
The surface sen1cment changes on Ihe slope face. provided by the response of L4. shows
lhat there was 4.7 mill of settlement in the short-tenn. In lerms of downslope movement.
there was no discemable movement from the observation oflhe response ofL2. with only
a slight heave of approximalely 0.1 mm taking place.
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6.4.4 2A2475 LOl/g.Ter", TeMi/lg /m·/rumell/ Re.lplJIl.l"e.\'
The long-tcnn rcsponscs wcrc collectcd to CX;lmine the behaviour of thc modcl for
scvcral sceonds after the 2A2475 earthquakc cvcnt. Figurcs 6.82 through 6.86 illustrate
thesc responscs
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Figurc6.82: COSTA-D 2A2475 Long-Tenn Accelerometer Response AI-AS.
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Figure 6.83: COSTA-D 2A2475 Long-Term Accelerometer Response A6-A [0.
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Figure 6.84: COSTA-I) 2A2475 Long-Tcnn PPT Response 1'1-1'5.
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seconds
Figure 6.85: COSTA-D 2A2475 Long-Tenn PPT Response 1'6-1'9.
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.'igure 6.86: COSTA-D 2A2475 Long-Term LVOT Deformation & Lateral Lascr
Displacement Responses.
The long-term accelerometer results exemplify the negative spikes that were previously
discussed with much orthe acceleration in the model ccasing after the completion orlhe
majority of shaking at 0.8 seconds. There is some evidence of post-carthquukc
movement, in such instruments as AS, where there is some observed movement up to
approximately 0.5 seconds following shake cessation.
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The long-term results show that the dccp in lhc model. as observcd by PI-J, poore
pressure generation behaviour is similar to COSTA-C where a silt layer was present
taking scveral seconds to dissipate. With respect to the poore pressure generation
undcOleath the silt I,lyer location. 1'5 and 1'6 both showcd that the generaTed poorc pressure
dissipated faster to pre-shake levcls than in COSTA-C. 1'9 showcd that in this case there
was a sharp decrease in poore pressure during thesh,lking followed by an overall increase.
where when a silt layer was present this decrease was not observed. but again this was
most likely an atlcnuatcd rcspoonsedue to poore saturation of the instrument.
1'4 experienced liquefaction for a prolonged period. for approximately 2 st."Conds afler the
earthquake cvent. This is in contrast to a similarly poositioned I'I'T (1'5) where a condition
of liquefaction is only sustained for approximatcly 0.5 seconds after shaking. I'll. which
is Ihc most downslope I'I'T, also cxperiences prolonged liquefaction conditions as thc
cxcesspoore pressure dissipates. This would indicate that generatcd excess poore pressure
is persistently migrating upward from deeper in the model in these areas.
The LVDTs did not show any significant respoonse during in the long-tcnn response. with
nodownslopc movement observed. The sharp heave ofjust over I mm observed in L4 at
4.25 seconds can most likely be allribuled to the instrument housing slipping slightly in
its bracket. which would be interprcted asa heaving respoonse.
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6.4.5 Post·TestObservafiOlu·
Similarly to swing~up. the PPT and LVDT responses were monitored during swing-down
to ensure integrity of the model and to observe any radical changes that may occur. All
I'lyrs seem to experience the correct mte in reduction of pore pressure as the g-level
decreases indicating that there were no large <:hllllges in pore pressufC during swing-
down. Most of the rPTs return to a value elose to zero. The change from their original
v(llue could be caused by the movement of the PI'T in thc sand during sh(lking. llowever.
it should be noted that the response of 1'3 did not completely return to a zero level. This
most likely indic(ltes that there is some electrical problem with the response of this
instrulllent. L4 continued to show the electrical probleills cxpericn<:ed during swing-up
and thc observed relatively large displacement of L2 is likely due to the slacking of the
string mechanism alsoexpcrieneed during swing-up.
TemperatuTC measuremellts of the model were taken periodically before and after the
loading of the model on to the centrifuge arm. (IS well as after the test. In previous tests
warm oil circulating in the hydroulic mechanisms of the shaker have been observed to
signifkantly eITect the temperoture of the model. A temperature probe was illst(llled
during pluvi(ltion deep in the loose s.1nd. Table 6.18 displays these observed
temperatures.
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Table 6.18: COSTA-D Observed Model Temperature,
Time location Comments Temperature ( C)
9:30AM On lab Floor 19.7
11:30AM On Arm 19,6
2:30PM 0,,,,,,, .., 23,2
3:45PM On Arm -Test 24.3
After the centrifuge night was completed, the profile of the model surt:1ce was mCilsurcd
while the model was still situated on ann. The results showcd reduction in height on the
upslope surfilce as wcll as some eolk-ction of material at the toc. Table 6.19 ilnd Figure
6.87 illustrate these pre- and post- tcst conditions. No significant movcmcnt ofthc slope
crest in the downslope direction was observed. Much like thc response during COSTA-
A. only surfaec scttlement, of approximately 10 mm, in the upslope farfield was observed
with very lillie accumulation of material occurring at the toc.
Table 6.19: COSTA-D Post-Test Surface Profile
Distance from Pre-Teslsurface
Hel ht mm
3'3
3"
3'2
3'1
3'0
3"
3"
339
338
317
293
269
2"
216
191
174
269
Post-Test Surface
Hel ht mm
331
330
329
329
327
327
327
326
324
315
294
272
242
220
194
188
700100 200 300 400 500 600
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Figure 6.87: COSTA-D Post-Test Surface I'ro/ilc
Sm:lllll'hilC pieces of gravel were placed on the model slope face prior 10 saturation in a
square grid measuring approximately 25 mm by 25 mm grid. A pholOgraph of this grid
35 placed pre-test is shown in Figure 6.88. This was done [0 make qualit3livc
comparisons orthe llIovement orlhe slope face during the [esl.
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Figur£ 6.88: COSTA-D Pre-Test Slope Marker Grid.
Following the test a photograph of the model slope. similar to that shown in Figure 6.88
was also taken. The post-test marker grid conditions arc shown in Figure 6.89. [t is
shown that no significant horizontal deformation of the marker grid occurred duriflg slope
failure. This ifldicatcs that flO significant friction wasobscrved bctwccn the sill1dandthe
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intcrfacc of the walls of the model \:Ofltainer. This figure also SOO\\S hat there was no
significant movement or failure of the slope during the application of the eanhquake
event. much like what is obsen·ed by Taboada-Urtuzuastegui et al. (2002)
Figure6.89: COSTA-D Post-Test Slope Marker Grid.
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6.5 COSTA-I-:
6.5./ P,r-TrsIOb~'rrl'(/Iiofls
The pre-test surface profiles are shown in Table 6.20 and Figure 6.90. There is liule
change between the post-saturation and post-test profile, with the model staying fairly
true to the construction geometry. The crest of the slope had settled at most 7 111m during
saturation and transportation. which docs 110t represetll a significant change.
Table 6.20: COSTA-E Pre-Test Surface Profile.
Oislancefrom
U 10"" End mm
o
50
100
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200
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550
600
650
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PostConstructlon
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343
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343
343
319
295
271
247
223
199
175
273
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340
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340
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Figure 6.90: COSTA-E Pre-Test Surface Prolile.
During Ihe swing-up of the centrifuge to lest speed the pore pressure tmnsduccrs were
monitored for any irregular changes. 1'1 through 1'7 and 1'9 seemed to increase at the
correci rales during the increase in g-Ievel and to the proper levels considering their
locations in Ihe model. This indic(l1cs that these instruments werc operating correctly.
However, the response of 1'8 showed that there was 11 problem regarding the proper
funClioning of thai instrument. Therefore. its response in nOI included in Ihis seclion.
Thc response of 1'3 seemed 10 indicate Ihere was some problem with Ihe response of Ihal
instrument. This is likely due to Ihe poor saluralion of thc instrument. which tends to
delay the response of these types of PPTs. L1 & L2 were found to be malfunctioning
during swing-up, so their responses are not included in this report. The response of IA
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showed that the compression due to self-weight is on the order of 1.5-3 mm. Table 6.21
shows the estimated relative density based upon the pre-test observations. The calculated
relative dcnsity directly leading up to the eanhquake is 36%. Howcver. no funhcr
calculations were available at this location due to the malfunction ofL I.
Table 6.21: COSTA-E Pre-Shake Observcd Relative Density at Farfield.
Settlement mm
N/A
0.0
0.0
N/A
RelaliveOensil %)
28
28
28
N/A
As was attempted in thc previous two tests the saturation of this model was to be checked
by observing the travcl time of acoustic waves through the modd. The intention was to
observe these acoustic wave responses at test speed a few moments before thc initiation
of thc model eanhquake. The gencration of lhese waves was achieved by tapping the
upslope end of the model container with a small solenoid operated hammer. This
generated signal is then observed by two accelerometers (in this case AJ and A2) placed
in-line along the centre axis of the model at a known distance apan (107 mm). Thc
captured signal in these two accelerometers at 70 g is shown in Figure 6.91. The
accelerometer data shown in this figure has not been corrected for their opposite
orientations. The speed of this wave can be estimated by comparing the time difference
of the first major trough in Channell and major peak in Channel 2. It should be also
noted lhat there is some clipping of data in Channell. This clipping is inconsequential
since the first response trough of Channel I was adequately captured.
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Figur~ 6.91: COSTA-E Acoustic Wave Responseal 70g.
ACOUSlic wave speeds were calculated al \'arious centrifugal accelerations using the s:amc
process described for COSTA-A in section 6.1. Table 6,22 summarizes the analysis of
Ihc calculated wave speeds for all g-Ie\'e1s at .... hieh acoustic W;l\"C response data was
collt:cted, both during swing-up and swing-down. The ma.x[mum calculated wave speed
of 298.55 m/s occurred al 70 g following earthquake aClUation. The trend of wave speeds
gelling larger as centrifugal acceleration increases that was obSCT\'cd in COSTA·C and
COSTA-I) is also observed here. If this setup was indeed measuring "-waves. il docs
seem to indicate thm Ihc model was poorly saturated. :IS described by Ishihara el al.
(2004). As mentioned in section 6.3 work was ongoing by project collaboralors to
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characterize the nature of the waves that this hammer device was creating.
Unfortunately, at the conclusion of this research this work was ongoing and inconclusive.
It is however, possible th:!t this model was inadequately saturated thus incre:!sing the
sensitivity of this model to failure.
Table 6.22: COSTA-E Acoustic Wave Response Summary.
1
"20
40
50
60
70
70
60
50
40
20
10
1
Wave Velocity (m/sl
61.13
106,74
150.37
170.25
190.74
200,00
221.50
29655
267.53
254,32
242,35
186.99
17311
144.06
6.5.1 COSTA·E Earthquake ACluufitm
This test comprised of the application of six earthquake signals to the model geometry.
First. the A475 earthquake signal was applied to the model at test speed. Following this
event, generated pore pressures were allowed to dissipate for several minutes. The A475
earthquake event was applied four more times. allowing for pore pressure dissipation
following each event. The final earthquake applied to the model was the larger 2A2475
event. However, for the COSTA-E test a change was made in the configuration of the
triaxial accelerometer that was used to observe the base acceleration response of the
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mood. This change resulted in [his instrument being no longer C01l\lXItible with the data
acquisition system. Therefore. data for its response was unavailable. Based on lhe
results for previous earthquake tests, COSTA-A through COSTA-E. it has been shown
that the EQS can reliably reproouce these given signals
6.5.3 A'175-1 Short-Term Te~·ti"g bUrri/IIII'll' Rl'sp/J/U"l's
All operating instruments were Illonitored during and shortly after the first 1\475
earthquake event. Figures 6.92 through 6.96 illustrate the observed responses in [he
various instruments during a 0.5 second pcrioo.
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Figure6.92: COSTA-E A475-1 Short-Term Accelerometer Rcspons.; for AI-AS.
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Figure 6.93: COSTA-E A475-1 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for A6-A to.
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Figur£ 6.94: COSTA-E A475-1 Shor1-Teml PPT Response for Pl-1'5.
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Figure6.95: COSTA-E A475-1 Short-Tcnn rPT Response for 1'6-1>9.
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Figure 6.96: COSTA-E A475-1 Short-Term LV[)T Deformation Response.
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Noting thc responses of the accelerometers it is evident that the responscs throughout the
model at different elevation that the magnitudes of the acceleration in both directions is
relatively constant. Additionally. no large negative spikes arc prescnt in those responses
There is a noticeable amount of porc pressure gcnero.llion under lhe sill layer but very
lillie pore pressure generation above the silt layer. Liquefaction occurred only in P4 at
approximately 0.175 SI.:<:onds in the short-term record. This condition continued
throughout the short-tenn time period.
The model featured sCIl1cment both at the crest, less than 2 mm, and on the slope. cven
though it was very small bcing approximately 0.2 nun.
6.5.4 A475-1 Lung-Term Te~"ing Instrumen' HespOlU"/:s
The long-tcrm responses wcre collected to examine thc behaviour of thc model for
sevcral seconds after the first A475 earthquake evcnt. Figures 6.97 through 6.101
illustrate thesc responscs.
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Figure 6.97: COSTA-E A475-1 Long-Ternl Accelerometer Response for A I·AS.
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"-igure 6.98: COSTA-E A475-1 Long-Term Accelerometer Response for A6-A 10.
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Figure 6.99: COSTA-E A475-1 Long-Term I'PT Response for 1'1-1'5.
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Figure 6.100: COSTA-E A475-1 Long-Term PPT Response for 1'6-1"9.
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Figure 6.101: COSTA-E A47S-1 Long-Term LVDT Defonnation Response.
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The accelerometer responses during the long-term observation period all show a mode
shape similar to the A475 earthquake record. None of the negative aeceleralion spikes
that were caplured in the previous COSTA tests appears here.
The long-tenll responses show thaI for the most pan the generated pore pressures
dissip<ltc by the conclusion of the specified long-term observation period of six seconds.
This pore pressure dissipation occurs in alll'lYrs at a similarly shaped rate. indicating that
elevation in the model did not have an efTect on this dissipation. The liquefaction thaI
was observed in 1'4 in the shon teml concluded shortly after the cessation of the A475
shakingevenl.
No significant surface movement was detected in L3 or L4 following the conclusion of
the shaking event and the shon-term observation period
6.5.5 A475-Z SIIfJrt-Tl'rm Testing In.Wmmellf Re.~p()llsf!S
All operating instruments were monitored during and shortly after the second A475
eanhquake event. Figures 6.102 through 6.106 illustrate the observed responses in the
various instruments during a 0.5 seeondpcriod.
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Figure 6.102: COSTA~EA475-2 Short-Tcnll Accelerometer Response for A I-A5.
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."igllre 6.103: COSTA-E A475-2 Shon·Tcnn Accelerometer Response for A6-AlO.
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Figurc6.104: COSTA-E A47S·2 Shon-Tcnn rrT Response for I'I-PS.
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fo'igurt 6.105: COSTA-E A475-2 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for P6-P9.
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Figurc6.106: COSTA·E A475-2 Short-Term LVDT Deformation Response.
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The res[)Onses in the instruments in thc A475·2 ellcnt were IIcry similar to the rcs[)Onscs
for the A475-1 Client discllsscd in section 6.5.3. Pore pressurc gcneration dcrreascd for
the most pan in all instruments. Model settlement at the creSl was obserlled to be 1.2 mm
and the midslopc scnlement was found to be felalillclysmall at 0.12 mm
6.5.6 A475-2 Ltmg-Term Te.,·/;ng J"~lrUflll'''' Re~plJlu·e~
Thc long-term rcspoonses were eollcrtcd to examine the behalliour of the model for
SClleral seconds aftcr the sccond A475 canhquake Client Figures 6.107 through 6.111
illustratcthescrespoollscs.
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.'igure 6.107: COSTA-E A475-2 Long-Ternl Accelerometer Response for AI-AS.
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Figure 6.108: COSTA-E A475-2 Long-Tcnn Accelerometer Response for A6-AIO
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Figure 6.109: COSTA-E A47S·2 Long-Term PPT Response for 1'l-P5.
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Figure 6.110: COSTA·EA475-2 Long-Term PPT Response for P6-1'9.
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Figure 6.111: COSTA-E ;\475-2 Long-Term LVDT Defomlalion Response.
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The long-term behaviour of the model during this second event was very similar to the
previous event, as discussed in section 6.5.4. However, it was observed that in A8-10 the
magnitude of the negative acceleration in the short-teml responses was slightly larger.
6.5.7 A475·j Shor/·Term Te~·fillJ: bUfruml'lIf Re~"pulI.~I'.\·
All operating instruments were monitored during and shortly after the third A475
earthquake event. Figures 6.112 through 6.116 illustrate the observed responses in the
various instruments during a 0.5 second period.
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FigUTl" 6.112: COSTA-E A475-3 Short-Tenn Acceleromeler Response for A I-AS.
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Figure 6.113: COSTA-E A475-3 Short-Tenn Accelerometer Response for A6-AIO.
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Figure 6.114: COSTA-EA475-3 Short-Term PPT Response for PlopS.
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t-'igure6.116: COSTA-E ;\475-3 Short-Tenn LVDT Dcfoml:llion Response.
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The responscs in thc instruments in the A475-3 cvcnt wcre vcry similar to the responses
for thc A475·2 event. The trend of decreased pore pressure as compared to prcvious
earthquakes in this test continued and as a result. no liquef.1etion was detected in P4.
Settlement at the crest of thc slope and on the l1lidslope was further limited to 0.84 ,Ill
0.08 nun respectively,
6.5.8 A475-J Long-Term Te~'/jng bufrl/nlt'1I1 KI'.~po"u~·
The long-tcnn responses were collected to c:'\amine the behaviour of the model for
several seconds after the third A475 earthquake event. Figures 6.117 through 6.[21
illustrate these responses.
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Figure 6.117: COSTA-EA475·J Long-Ternl Accelerometer Response for AI-AS.
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Figure 6.118: COSTA-E A475·3 Long-Tcnn Accelerometer Response for A6-AIO. I
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F'igurc6.119: COSTA-E A475·3 Long-Term PPT Response for PI-P5.
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Figure6.120: CQSTA·E A475·) Long-Term PPT RCSl'Onse for 1'6-1'9.
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Figure 6.121: COSTA-E A475-3 Long-Term LVDl' Dcfonnatioll Response.
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The long-term behaviour of the model during this third event was \leI)' similar to the
previous event. Very little pore pressure is evident at deeper locations in the model, as
shown bythc rclati\lcly flat responses in Pl. 1'2& 1'3.
6.5.9 A475·4 Short-Term Testillg Ills/rllmellt Re.\polI.\"e.\·
All operating instruments were monitored during and shortly after the fourth A475
ear1hquake event. Figures 6.122 through 6.126 illustrate the observed responses in lhe
various instrumelltsduringaO.5sceondperiod
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Figure 6.122: COSTi\-E 1'1475-4 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for A 1-1'15.
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Figure 6.123: COSTA-EA475-4 Shorl-Ternl Accelerometer Response for A6·A10.
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Figun~ 6.124: COSTA-E A475-4 Shon-Term PPT Response for 1'1-1'5.
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.'igure 6.126: COSTA-E A475-4 Short-Term LVDT Deformation Response.
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The responses in the instruments in the A475-4 evellt were very silllilJr to the responses
for the A475-3 event. The pore pressure generJtion continues to decrease for the most
part in all I'PTs, The vertical settlement also continues to decrease with successive
shakings with the crest settling 0.53 mill Jnd the midslopc position settling 0.06 mm.
6.5.Jfi A475-4 L(Jllg-Term Tntillg IlIsrrultlcllt Rc~p(llllil.'~·
The long-term responses were collected to examine the behaviour of the model for
several seconds after the founh A475 earthquake evellt. Figures 6.127 through 6.131
illustrate these responses. Evident 011 Figure 6.127 and 6.12K at approximately 3.9
seconds is a snml1cr sccondJry motion. This motion is attributable 10 the centrifuge
JXlyload Jnd eJrthquake actuator reecntralizing itself on the centrifuge swing aftcr the
earthquake actuation. This motion was nOI intended to occur in the model test and
Jppcars not to have any significant effect on the model in terms of long-term pore
pressure or displacemellt response
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Figure 6.127: COSTA-E A475-4 Long.Tcnn Accelerometer Response for AI-AS.
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Figurc6.128: COSTA-E A475-4 Long-Terrn Accelerometer Response for 1\6-1\10
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Figure 6.129: COSTA-E A475-4 Long-Term rPT Response for PI-PS.
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Figure 6.131: COSTA-E A475-4 Long-Term LVDT Defonnation Response
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The long-lenll behaviour of the model during this fourth event was vcry similar to the
previous even!. Nevertheless, there was some observed allerlllation in the magnitude of
thencgativeaecelcrationobservedinA8-10.
6.5. f I A475-5 S/wrt-Term Te.\·t;lIg InstrUmi'1I1 Rt!sp()IISe~'
All operating instruments were monitored during and shortly aller the fifth A475
earthquake even!. Figures 6.132 through 6.136 illustrate the observed responses in the
various inSlrUlllents during a 0.5 second period.
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Figure 6.132: COSTA·E A475-5 Shon-Term Accelerometer RCSPOllSC for AI-AS.
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Figure6.IJJ: COSTA-E A475-5 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for A5-AIO.
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•'igurt 6.135: COSTA-E A475-5 Short-Term PPT Response for 1'6-1'9.
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Figure 6.136: COSTA-EA475-5 Short-Tern} LVDT Dcfonn:ltion Response.
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The responses in the instrUlllents in the A475-5 evcnt werc vcry similar to thc respollscs
for the A475-4 cvcn\. Again. porc pressure dissipation continued to decrease. albeit just
slightly. This revcals an overall trend in the decrease in generated excess pore pressure
with successive shakings as all I'I'T instrumcnts responded with dccreased readings in
each successive A475 earthquake. The vcnical settlcmcnt. as shown in L3 and lAo also
displays a similar trend ovcr the five successive A475 eanhquake eyents as thesettlement
in this event was further reduced to 0.27 and 0.05 rnm in the crest and rnidslope positions
rcspectively.
6.5.11 A475·5 Llmg-Term Tel"tillg Ills/rUn/I'm RI'SpOIlSel'
The long-term responses werc collected to examine the behaviour of the model for
several seconds aftcr lhe fifth A475 earthquake evcnt. Figures 6,137 through 6.141
illustrate thesc responscs
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figurc6.137: COSTA-E A475-5 Long.Tcnn Accelerometer Response for AI-AS.
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F"igurr 6.138: COSTA-E A475-5 Long-Term Accelerometer Response for A6-A 10.
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Figure 6.139: COSTA·EA475-5 Long-Tcnlll'lyr Response for 1'1-1'5.
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Figu re 6.141: COSTA-E A475-5 Long-Term LVDl' Ddom13lion Response.
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The final A475 event applied in this test also resulted in similar responses fOf all of the
instruments to the responses observed in the A475-4 evcnt as Ilell as the other thrcc
previous events. The long-tlmn I'I'T results silo" \ery linle pore prcssure gcneration
with exposurc to this earthqU3ke.
6.5.13 ]AU75 Short-Tum T~j,·t;"g l"st,um~,,'Rnpons'U
All operating instruments "ere monitored during and shortl) aller the 2AN75
earthquakc c\cnt. Figurc5 6.142 through 6.1..J6 illustrate the ob.scn'ed responses in the
\'arious instrurmnts during a 0.5 second period,
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Figure6.142: COSTA-E 2A2475 Short-Term Accelerometer Response for Al-A5.
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.'igure 6.143: COSTA-E 2A247S Short-Ternl Accelerometer Response for A6-AIO.
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Figurc6.144: COSTA-E 2A2475 Short-Tenn PI'T Response for I'l-PS.
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Figure 6.146: COSTA-E 2A2475 Short-Term LVDT Deformation Response.
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Some of the trends observed following the smaller earthquakes event are also evident in
this larger shaking event. There is a 1I10re pronounced increase in negmive accelcratiun
spikes as elcvation increases in thc model. Most noticeably is this behaviour in the
accclerometers above the silt layer (1\8, 1\9 & AIO) where there are elear large dilation
spikes of gremer than 60 g, which is far beyond the magnitude of the maximum input
accclerationofapproximately24g.
In addition. below the silt layer. in P5, there is a distinct corresponding drop of porc
pressure to below zero during the shaking event. Expectedly the genermed pore pressures
and aeeeicrations arc larger than in the smatter five earthquakes. Liquefaetionconditions
also appear at P4 under the silt layer at approximately 0.155 seconds and continue
throughollt the short-tenn observation period. Liquefaction also slightly occurs under the
silt layer in the 1'5 position. The generllted pore pressure also peaks ovcr the liquefaction
level deep in the ~>.1nd model in both PI and 1'3, however it docs not occur m thesc
locations Ilntil 0.25 scconds.
The LVDTs showed moderme responsc in surface scnlemenl. The crest of the slope. as
measured by LJ, scttled approximately 5,5 mm, while the slope r.,ce sen led II little
greaterthan2mm.
m
6.5./4 lA1475 LOlIg-Term T/,.\'/;lIg l,ulruf/le/ll RespOIlSl!s
The long-term responses were collected to examine the bch:lViour of the mood for
several seconds after the 2A2475 earthquake event Figures 6,147 through 6.151
illustrate these responses,
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FigUf(, 6.147: COSTA-E 2A2475 Long-Tefm Accelerometer Response for AI-A5
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i"igure 6.148: COSTA-E 2A2475 Long-Term Acceleromcter Response for A6-AIO.
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Figure 6.149: COSTA-E 2A2475 Long-Term PPT Response for 1'1-1'5.
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Figu re 6.151: COSTA-E 2A2475 Long-Term LVDT Defomlalion Response.
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The 1011g-term accelerometer records further emphasize the negative spikes that were
evident in the short-term records. especially in the A6through A 10 positions.
The long-term trends also show that there is prolonged dissipation of generated pore
pressures. Nevertheless. the most notable PIYf response in the long term is the initial
dct;rease in pore pressure followed by a relatively large increase. In contrast to Ihe pore
pressure dissipation observed in the smaller A2475 evems, the pore pressures observed
after this event do not for the most part fully dissipate during the long-term observation
period. Prolonged liquefaction is evidem in P4. which continues until 1.75 seconds.
No significant vertical sclliement occurs in L3 and L4 following the shOrl-term
observation period.
6,5.15 Po~·/·Test ObwrI'u/iutI.\'
Similarly to swing-up, the PPT and LVDT responses were monitored during swing-down
to ensure integrity of the modd and to observe any radical changes th:lt llI:lyoccur. All
Pl'Ts seelll to experience the correct rate in rf..'<!uetion of pore pressure as the g-lcvel
dcrreases indicating th:lt there were no large changes in pore pressure during swing-
down. Most of the 1'l'Ts return to a value c10sc to zero. TIle change from their original
value could be eallscd by the movement of the PPT in the sand during shaking. However.
it should be noted that the response of 1'3 did not completely return to a zero level. This
most likely indicates that there is some electrical problem with the response of this
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instrument. All LVDTs show little change during the swing-down period. but it appears
that the model rebounds during swing-down about I mm or less in both functioning
LVDTs.
Temperature measurements of the model were taken periodically before and after the
loading of the model on to the centrifuge arm, as well as after the test. In previous tests
warm oil circulating in the hydraulic mechanisms of the shaker have been observed to
signific:mtly eITect the temperature of the mode1. A temperature probe was installed
during pluviation deep in the loose sand. Table 6.23 displays thes<: observed
temperatures.
Table 6.23: COSTA-E Observed Model Temperature Response.
Time L(M;i1tJon Comments Temperature(C)
8:00AM On Lab Floor Pre Loadin 17.6
8:45AM On Arm 20.8
11:15AM On Arm 20.5
12:00 PM On Arm
"
20.3
1:20PM 00",", ·Test 21.3
After the CCll1rifuge flight was completed, the profile of the model surface was measured
while the model was still situated on arm. Thc results showed reduction in hcight on the
upslope surface as well as some collection of material at the toe. Table 6.24 and Figure
6.152 illustratc thcse pre- and post- test conditions. No significant movement of the slope
crest in the downslope direction was observed. Much like thc response during COSTA-A
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and COSTA-IJ only surface scnlemcnt, ofapproximatcly 10 mm. in thc upslope farficld
was observcd with very lillie accumulation ofmatcrial occurring at the toc.
Table 6.24: COSTA-E Post-Test Surface Profile
Distance from
U sloooEnd mm
o
50
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Pre-Test Surface
Hel ht mm
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Figurr6.152: COSTA-E Post-Tcst Surface Profile.
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Small white pieces of gravel were placed on the model slope face prior to saturation in a
square grid mcasuring approximately 25 mm by 25 mill grid. A photograph of this grid
as placcd prc-test is shown in Figure 6.153. This was donc to make qualitative
comparisons of the movement of tile slope face during the test
Hgure 6.153: COSTA-E Pre-Test Slope Marker Grid.
Following the test a photograph of the model stope. simil(lr to that shown ill Figure 6.153
was also taken. The post-test nmrker grid conditions are showfl ifl Figure 6.154. It is
]42
shown that no some horizontal defonnation of the marker grid occurred during slope
failure. indicating there was a small amount of movement along the sidewalls eOlllpared
to the centre of the model. This figure also shows that there was no significant
movement or failure of the slope during the application of the earthquake events, further
showing the conditioning of the model against failure for the applied shaking regime.
•'igurc 6.154: COSTA-E Post,Test Slope Marker Grid.
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Following the test the model was transported ofTthe centrifuge arm to the lab tloor where
it was drained and excavated. During excavation, the positions of the internal
instruments were noted as shown in Chapter 5. Additionally. the location of the installed
sill layer was measured and the height of this layer as well of a comparison with its
intended position is given in Table 6.25 and Figure 6.155. The values presented an.: for
the top of the silt layer. It was also observed that the silt layer had compressed slightly
leaving it approximately 13-16 mm thickness in model scale. No significant mixing of
the Fraser River sand alld the Sil-Co-Sil silt was observed. No evidence was available to
show that an earthquake induced failure had occurred. The large movement of the silt
layer observed on COSTA-B and COSTA-C did not transpire in this test. The silt layer
was not observed to have broken in any major way and some small downslope movement
of the silt at the downslope breakout was observed to have taken place.
TahIr 6.25: COSTA-E Silt Layer Profile.
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Figure6.155: COSTA-E Silt Layer Profile.
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7 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING ANALYSIS
7.1 Effect of Silt Layer
Overall. two major observations can be made from looking at the results of the COSTA-
Band COSTA-C tests were that:
(I) there is selliement in the upslope farficld during eanhquake shaking: and
(2) pore pressure migrates from deeper in the model upward after the
earthquake shaking.
I-Iowever. there are additional observations that can be made by exam iningthercsults.
The first observation that can be made by funher examining the results of the centrifuge
Icsts is a comparison of the short- and long-term results of the COSTA-C and COSTA-D
tests in order to determine the effect of the pres.::nee of the relatively impermeable silt
layer. These two models experienced the same eanhquake shaking. the larger 2A2475
event. and the same test profile and geometry with the exception of the placement of a
5.5: I sloped silt layer in the COSTA-C model.
The biggest characteristic difference between the results ofCOSTA-C and COSTA-D is
thc long-tenn response of L2, which mcasures the horizolllal movement of the slope
material above the silt layer location. A comparison of these responses is shown in
Figure 7.1. In the COSTA-C test there is a large amount of downslope movement
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follo"ing the complelion of Ihc canhquakc c\·cnt. This conlinued deLa)«I slope
mo\emcnl is mosllikcl) due to the presencc of the impenneablc silt la)Cf.
COSTA-C Silt layer
COSTA·D No Silt L.ayer
. rr--------·------J""
~ .a440~·281_O"TopOl_SOlI~l.o<_ 15 ~_1.1
rigun' 7.1: Comparison of Long-Tcnn L2 lIorizOrllal LVDT Deformation in COSTA-C
& COSTA-D.
Comparing the short-tenn results ofboch the accelerometers and the PPTs for COSTA·C
and COSTA-D docs 001 reveal any effeel oflhe prt.'SCI1CC of the silt la)·cr. Figure 7.2
shows the short-teml bl:haviour of A7 & A8, "hich are below and above Ihe silt layer
respectively for both COSTA-C and COSTA-D. The magnitudes of the accelerations are
similar in both directions for the comparable IOClUions for the two different geollletries.
In A7. for the CQSTA-C test. there arc slightly more pronounced negative spikes but the
frequency of the response is similar in both tests at this location.
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Fi:;urr7.2: Comparison of Short-Term A7 & AS Accelerometer Responses in COSTA-C
& COSTA-D.
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Looking at lhe short-lerm response of the PPTs, a similar commcnl can be made thaI
lhere is lillie influence of lhe sill layer in terms of excess pore pressure general ion. An
example of this is the compared responses of 1'7 for both of these tesls, which arc very
similar. This comparison is illustraled in Figure 7.3. Bolh teslS fealure lhe simultaneous
negative spikes in both acceleralion and pore pressure,
COSTA-C Silt Layer
F~~~~~\~~~7"~~~~~-~"'''''~~~*~,li , I .,_~I'-~~:~
~of-,,-"""'SillL~
z"lU
'"
,L.--""""---c,,,,,---,,7..55'-o'o-~'-~~"--,',---,c~~"
COSTA-D No Slit Layer
)-'igure 7.3: Comparison of Short-Term P7 I'I'T Responses in COSTA-C & COSTA-D.
There is evidence of an upslope migration under lhe sill layer, or in similar locations in
lhe case of COSTA-D, of pore pressure in both tesls as PPTs in the most downslope
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locations. such as 1'7 and P8, seelllS 10 experience quicker dissipation lhat those in lhe
upslope local ions, such as 1'4 and 1'5. Therefore, it is evident lhat this effeel is nol
directly eoruribulory to instability.
The only noticeable differcnce in the short- and long-term responses of the I'I'Ts and
accelerometers occurs in the long-lenll behaviour of lhe I'I'Ts thaI arc placed dircctly
beneath the sill layer. This is exemplified in Figure 7.4 whcre the Plyr responses for 1'6
and 1'7 arc illustrated for both lests. A thin line has been added to these figures to show
lhe pre-shake pore pressure levels in e3ch of these instruments. Any response above this
level is the generalcd excess pore pressure. For lhese locations. il is shown lhat the
dissipalion of excess pore pressure occurs more quickly in COSTA-D. which features no
buried sill layer. At the completion of the long-lenn observation period. both 1'6 and 1'7
have virtually retumed to their pre-shake levels. indic3ling near to\(ll dissipalion of excess
pore pressure. [n contrast. thc response of 1'6 and 1'7 in the COSTA-C lest shows delayed
response and more significant residual excess pore pressure values at the completion of
lhis long-term period. Since lhis effect is the only nOleworthy differellce in the responses
of these instruments and slope failure was detected in COSTA·C. both by lhc response of
L2 and in the post-test observations. it can be eoneluded that this long-term delayed
dissipalion of generated exccss pore pressure is the cnuse ofthisobscrved failure.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of Long-Teml 1'6 & 1'7 Pl'T Responses for COSTA-C &
COSTA-D
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However, the response of 1'5 through 1'8 docs not exhibit prolonged liquefaction. The
pore pressure ratio only rises above one in these instruments during the earthquake event.
To examine the possible driving mechanism, a sliding block analysis can be undertaken
to see if the increased pore pressure under the silt layer is a contributing factor. Referring
to Figures 5.2 and 7.5 below, the effective weight (W') of the sliding block in Ihe
COSTA-C can be expressed as:
W':AIlY' (7.1)
where A is the eross·scctional area and y'isthe effective unit weight of the soiL and can
beealeulatedas:
11": ((II2XO.1016mXO.3556m)J7019.4kN 1fill]
11": 11.89kNlfII
)-'igure 7.5: COSTA.c Sliding Block Geometry.
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Following this. the driving stress (rw,,-;'Q:) ean be expressed as
(7.2)
whereOistheslopeangle.andeanbeealeulatedas:
r ...""" =[1 1.89kNlmlsin IOJ"
rdm"",=2.13kNlm
Then. ignoring the side friction of the side container. the normal resisting force (11.."...,..)
can be expressed as:
(T_...J ",[W'eosO-II,I,]tan¢ (7J)
where I, is the effective length of the silt in cross section upon which generated excess
pore pressure is acting. Estimating an average gencrolted excess pore pressure of 151d'a.
from looking at the response of P4 through P8 for COSTA-C and an effective shear stress
paramcterof32° for the silt. u_..oJcan be calculated as:
(T-.-/ ",l(11.89kN Im~eoslO.3·)-(15kP(lXO.578m)jtan32"
(T.......,j"'1.89kNlm
Since the nonnal resisting force has been found to be less than the resisting stress. a
failure can be expected from the mechanism of excess generated pore pressure beneath
the silt layer. which was observed in theCOSTA-C test
An additional erTectthat can be observed is in thc COSTA-A test, Although thcre is
increased prolonged excess pore pressure. and sometimes liquefaction, beneath the silt
layer (as shown in the 1'2. J>4, 1'5, 1'7, and 1'8 instruments in Figures 6.16 and 6.17), there
is no slope failure. Although this type of increased pore pressure should serve as a
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driving force for slope failure it is not large enough in this case to overcome the resisting
force created by the shear resistance of the in liqueliedoverlyingsand.
7.2 Effect of Earthquake Magnitude
Another set ofobscrvations that can be made is with respect to the effect of earthquake
magnitude. as three different earthquakes of dilTercnt magnitudes were applied to the
same test geometry with a buried 5.5:1 sloped relatively irnpermeable silt layer. These
comparable tests include: the first earthquake event of the COSTA-B test. where the
A2415 earthquake was applied; the only earthquake applied during the COSTi\-C test.
where the 2A2415 earthquake was applied; and the first earthquake event of the COSTA-
E test, where the smallest earthquake, the A415 earthquake was applied.
The accelerometer response of AI, which is the deepest placed accelcrometer, in the
COSTA-B 1\2415 and COSTA-C 2A2415 earthquakes is shown in Figure 7.6. These
twO earthquakes arc identical in frequency but the 2A245 earthquake is exactly doubled
in magnitude. The response for the A I accelerometer shows that the input earthqu3ke is
very nearly doubled in m3gnitude as experienced 3t the b3se of the model. in terms of
their maximum negative 3nd positive accelerations. with some of the negative spiking
behaviour that has been previously discussed bcgillnillg to 3ppear in the COSTA-C
response. The experienced maximum peak acceleration in the A2415 earthquake in the
COSTA-B test is approximately 20% greater than the prescribed earthquake as shown in
figure 5.18, while the same response in the 2A2415 earthquake in the COSTA-C test is
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approximately is also approximately 20% greater than the preseribed earthquake shown
in Figure 5.19. This shows that there is vcry good agrecment between the two tcsts in
terms of the EQS reproducing the salllc earthquake motion at different magnitudes.
COSTA·S A2475 Earthquake
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Figure 7.6: Comparison ofShort-Tenl1 A I AecclerOlllcter Responses for COSTA-B
A2475 & COSTA·C2A2475
Another effect that is apparent in the short-ternl responses of the accelerometers is with
regard to the presence of the negative aeCelerOllicter spikes. In the A2475 earthquake in
the COSTA-B test, these negative acceleration spikes are only present abo\'e the silt
layer, ]lowever, with the increased acceleration of2A2475 these ncgative acceleration
spikes are evident both beneath the silt layer, such as in downslope locations in A6 and
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1\ 7 as well as upslope locations like A4. and in deeper locations. such as in A2 as shown
in Figure 7.7 where its response is compared from COSTA-B to COSTA-C. Figure 7.7
also shows the response of this instrument for the tirsl COSTA-E A475 earthquake. All
accelerometers in all positions in this A475 earthquake event showed a virtually similar
response in terms of frequency and magnitude, which in turn is very similar to the
prescribed A475 earthquake signal shown in Figure 5.17. The A475 earthquake is about
half the magnitude of the A2475 evellt in terms ofpcak acceleration. but is dissimilar in
terms of frequency content. No negative spikes are apparent in the responses of the
COSTA-E A475 earthquakes. These types of results show that these negative spikes.
which have been attributed to dilative behaviour propagate deeper into the mooel with
inereascd magnitude of earthquake shaking
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Figurt' 7.7: Comparison ofShort-Tenn A2 Accelerometer Responses for COSTA-E
A475-1, COSTA-B 1\2475 &COSTA-C 2A2475.
In !cnus of a comparison of the short-term response of the I'I'Ts it is evident Ihat the
larger the earthquake in terms ofpcak acceleration, the higher the acceleration level the
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greater excess pore pressure production and the higher frequency of response. which may
however be related to the degree of So.1.luration of the model. The COSTA-E A475
earthquake showed comparatively linle 1'1'1' response as compared to the A2475 and
2A2475 earthquakes utilized in COSTA-B and COSTA-C respectively. especially above
the silt layer where only a minor increase in pore pressure was recorded. This is in
contrast to the responses in Ihe larger quakes where some negative spiking was observed
ine01~unction with the negative spiking in Ihe similarly placed aceelerorneters. Ekneath
the silt layer this dilative spiking is significantly more pronoullced in the 2A2475
earthquake than it is in the A2475 earthquake, evcn though thcir maximum e,~eess pore
preSSllre level is similar. as shown in Figurc 7.8.
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COSTA-B A2475 Earthquake
COSTA-C 2A2475 Earthquake
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Figure 7.8: Comparison ofShort-Tenn P71'I'T Responses for COSTA-B A2475 &
COSTA-C 2A2475
Liquefaction is evident in upslope locations under the silt layer in bolh tests. bUI oceurs
more readily in the model thaI experienced the larger earthquake. COSTA-Co Figure 7.9
illustrales how liquefaction occurs, wilh the ru nearing a value of one, sooner in 1'4 in
COSTA-C and occurs totally in 1'5 in COSTA-C while il docs not reach lhallevcl al all
in COSTA-B. LiquefaClion also takes place in lhe deeper locations of the COSTA-C
model while excess pore pressure generation is rather lempered in comparison under
smallereanhquake loading in COSTA-B, as shown in Figure 7.10. These results suggesl
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a grcatcrtcndency for liquefaction aldeeper locations. as well as at drain:lgc bound:lrics.
which include a relatillcly impermeable silt layer with incrcascdsh:lking
COSTA-B A2475 Earthquake
COSTA-C 2A2475 Earthquake
Figure 7.9: Comparison ofShon-Tenn P4 & PS PPT Responses forCOSTA-B A247S &
COSTA-C 2A247S.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison ofShon-Term 1'1 PPT Responses for COSTA-13 A2475 &
COSTA-C 2A2475.
Long-lenn PI'T responses for both the COSTA-B A2475 and the COSTA-C 2A275 event
show the type of delayed pore pressure dissip:llion discussed in section 7.1. due to the
presence Oflhc relatively impcrmcab1c sill layer.
The vertical LVDT displacements show seulcmcnt at both the farficld and crest local ions,
as measured by LI and L3 for both the 2A2475 earthquake CVCll\S. $cllicmenl was also
recorded in the COSTA-E A475-1 event, bUI no data was available for the farficld
location due to instrument malfunction. These results arc tabulated in Table 7.1 for the
short-tenll observation periods. Also included in this table is the response of L4 for these
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lests. which is placcd Oil thc slope face. This inslrument experienced senlement in
COSTA-B A2475 and COSTA-E A475-1. but experienced short-lerm heave in COSTA-
C 21\475. The only other lest in which short-lenn heave was experienced on lhe slope
facc was during thc 21\2475 earthquake during the COSTA-B tests. These two tests.lhal
featured heave on the slope face. were also the two tests where slope failure was observed
from horiwntal LVDT data and from posl-obserValion tests. For lhis reason. short-lerm
slope face heave can be corrclated to evcntual slope failure. The table showsthm the
setllement responscs are increasingly larger for all locations with increased earthquake
shaking magnilude. the only exception being with respeel 10 the heave experienced in
COSTA-C, which is most likely larger lhan measured. due 10 the burying of the LVDT
p'd
Table 7.1: Summary of Vertical LVDT Responses in COST1\-1:: 1\475-1. COSTA-B
1\2475 & C05TI\-C-2A2475
Location
COSTA·E L3 Crest -1.8
"
Midslo ·0,2
U Farfield -1.8
L3 Crest 4.'
"
Midslo -0.6
U Farfleld -4.5
COSTA·C 2A2475 L3 Crest -9.4
"
Midslo >4.6
The only significanl long-lernl observed response in the LVDTs. both hori7.0ntal and
vertical. is in lhe COSTA-C 2A2475 earthqu3ke as discussed previously in seclion 7.2
where there was observed delayed horizonlal slopc movemenl
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7.3 [freel ofMulliple Earthquakes
The final type of comparison that can be made is regarding thc effcct of multiple
earthquakes to the model geometry featuring a buried 5.5: I sloped relatively
imperrneablesiltlayer. This can be accomplished by comparing and analyzing the results
ofCOSTA-C test, test where the model experienced the 2A2475 earthquake event only.
against the results obtained from the COSTA-E test where the model was pre-conditioned
with live small A475 earthquake events before being exposed to the same 2A2475
earthquake event used in COSTA-C.
The contention of Lee et al. (2004) is that ill submarine areas of large seismicity around
the margins of the United States there seems to be an almost inverse relation to landslide
occurrence. It has been postulated that seabed sediments in these areas become unusually
strong due 10 the process tcmled ··seismic strengthening'· Due to the high seismicity of
these areas, they arc exposed to several low intensity earthquakes and with each passing
of these earthquakes the excess pore pressure is increased, as expericm;ed in all tests in
thisrescareh. [fthese sedimentsdonol fail inunediately.the pore pressures will dissipate
and the sediment will densify creating increased strength. The COSTA·E test was
spceifieallyeonfigured to verify and examine this typc ofeffecl.
As previously discussed, in ooth Chapters 6 and 7. the results obtained during the
progression of the application of the five smaller A475 eilrthquakes in the COSTA-E test
had several notable characteristics. The observed i1cceleration records for all locations in
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lhe model remain similar throughollt each of the earthquakes, both in lhe short- and long-
lerm observalion periods. The aeeeleralion records also posses lhe characteriSlic mode
and frequency of the A475 inpUl record shown in Figure 5.17. This would show thaI the
A475 earthquake is nOl strong enough 10 induce any sort of movement from lhe
generation and subsequent migration of excess pore pressure al any elevalion of lhe
model. The PPT responses show modesl excess pore pressure generation, be il deep in
lhe model. underneath the Sill layer. or above lhe silt layer. With each successive A475
earthquake lhc maximum level Oflhis pore pressure generation is observed to decrease.
Figure 7.11 shows this pore pressure response for each conseculive earlhquake for 1'6.
which is situaled at midslope benealh the sill layer. The maximum observed pore
pressure decreases from 112 kPa in A475-1 1090 kPa in A475·2. The reduced observed
excess pore pressure wilh each passing earthquake is evidence lhat lhe sand isdensifying
and lhus building resistance 10 failure. The long-lerm responses of pore pressure show
full dissipalion above lhe sill layer. Some small amounl of excess pore pressure is slill
prescmbcloWlhesilllayeranddcepinthernodeLbutthiswasallowcd 10 fully dissipalc
by pausing fora period of one minute or more bcforc applying the nexlearthquake
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COSTA-E A41S-1 Earthquake
COSTA·E A415.2Earthquake
COSTA·E A415-3Earthquake
COSTA-E A475-4Earthquake
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.
COSTA-E A475-5Earthquake
Figure 7.11: Progression of Pore Pressure Generation in COSTA-E A475 Earthqu:lkes.
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Selliement was observed in eaehofthesc five smaller earthquakes on oolh theslopc face
and at the slope cres!. This selliement occurred almost exclusively during and
immediately following the earthquake shaking. No significant delayed post-shake
vertical movement was observed for any of the five A475 earthquakes. The relative
density of the modclcan be estimated for each phase of the test using the crest sclliement
data. as well as the spin-up and pre-test observation data. The relative density increases
from 49% before the earthquake to 57% after the fifth A475 earthquake. This confirms
the densifieation c1Tectdiseusscd by Lee et al. (2004).
Table 7.2: Relative Density at Slope Crest Observed after COSTA-E A475 Earthquakes.
Settlement (mm)
N/A
5.0
30
1.8
1.2
0.8
05
03
RelativeDensil (%)
54
43
49
52
54
55
56
57
The negative dilative response of the accelerometers in the upslope direction that has
been observed in this research is evidem in ooth the COSTi\-C and COSTA-E 2A2475
earthquakes. In post-test observations of the failure observed on COSTi\-C occurred as
the silt layer moved downslope due to the prolonged presence of excess generated pore
pressure underneath the impermeable layer A comparison of the short-teml
accelerometer responses aoove the silt layer betwcen COSTA-C and COSTA·E for the
larger earthquake shows that the negative spikes are more significant in the model that
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has experienced previous earthquake loading. Figure 7.12 illustr:ltes a comparison of
these responses for the two tests for AS and A9. These stronger upslope spikes in the
model thatexpcrienced smaller previous eanhquakes indieatesthat there isa reduction in
permanent lateral displacement as compared to the model that did Ilot receive any
"seislIlicstrengthening."
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of Short-Term AS & A9 Accelerometer Responses for
COSTA-C 2A2475 & COSTA·E 2A2475
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Underneath the silt layer excess pore pressure generation is typically less in the COSTA-
E 2A2475 earthquake than it was in the COSTA-C 2A2475 earthquake. This is due to
the densification that occurred during the exposure to the previous small earthquakes.
However. there is a noticeable efTC1:1 of more significant dilative behaviour under the silt
layer in the COSTA-E model. further serving to restrict significant hori7.0lItal movement.
Figure 7.13 exemplifies this response for P5. where peak pore pressure levels are higher
in the non-preconditioned model but the negative spikes arc larger in the preconditioned
model
COSTA-C 2A2475 Earthquake
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Figu rc 7.13: Comparison of Short-Teflll P5 PPT Responses for COSTA-C 2A2475 &
COSTA-E 2A2475
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Unfortunately. no comparison of horizontal slope movemCllt between these two models is
possible. due to the malfunction of L2 during the COSTA-E test. However. there is a
notable difference in the response of L4 between the two models. The ShOrHerm
response of this instrument, which measures the vertical displacemell1 of the surface of
the model on the slope face. indicated 4.6 mill of heave ;n the COSTA-C test as
compared to 2.3 mill of settlement in the COSTA-E tcs\. The difference in vertical
response is most likely attributable to the increased resistance to failure from
densifieation and subsequent increased dilation effects. Figure 1.14 presents these 1.4
responses.
COSTA-C 2A2575 Earthquake
t==;f--. 1:'::
5.4 5.5 55 5.55 5.6 5.65 51 515 5.6
COSTA-E 2A2475 Earthquake
.......~~ }:::
Seconds
Figure 7.14: Comparison of Short-Term 1.4 Vertical LVDT Deformation in COSTA-C
2A2475 &COSTA-E 21\2415.
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In ternlS of long-tern} pore pressure dissipation. the response of the two tests is similar.
with delayed pore pressure dissipation occurring following thc 2A2475 earthquakes in
both the COSTA-C and COSTA-E tests. Nevertheless. with less excess pore pressure
being generated in the COSTA-E test. this delayed dissipation has less of an impact on
the stability of the slope.
No long-teml vertical deformations were detected in COSTA-E for the two instruments
that were functioning. LJ & L4. This is in contrast to the observed response for the
COSTA-D 2A2475 earthquake. where some crest movement was detected in the t\\O
sceonds following theeessation of the earthquake as displayed in Figure 7.15 below.
COSTA-C 2A2475 Earthquake
I'
_5 Max=-2.23
·10 ~
.15 M,,,,,,-196
11
20
COSTA-E 2A2475 Earthquake
Figurt 7.15: Comparison of Long-Term L3 Vertical LVOT Oefomlation inCOSTA-C
2A2475 & COSTA-E 2A2475
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7.4 Comparison of Results to FEA Analyses
As mentioned ;ltthe beginning ofChaptcr 5 onc ofthc purposes of this research was to
compare thc results of the centrifuge tcsting to finitc clement analyses. The full scale
comparison of these two an;llytical methods. physical versus numerical. is beyond the
scope of this research but is fully investigatcd by thc doctoml research of Earthquake
Induced Damagc Mitigation from Soil Liquefaction Projcet that is bcing completcd
joimly by researchers at the University of British Columbia and the Memorial UnillCrsity
of Newfoundland.
Howcller, it is possiblc to take a brief look at how thcsc analyses compare. For
comparison purposes. the COSTA-D homogeneous sand ccntrifugc test was identical to
the CT6 tcst undertaken in the above mentioned project. Before this tcst was completcd.
Nacsgaard et al. (2005) presented a Class A Prediction of the testing results completed
using the software program FLAC and the UBCSAND constitutive effective stress
model.
The short-term predicted responses of accelerometers AI through A 10. pore pressure
transducers 1'1 through 1'9. and displacement transducers LI through L5 are shown below
in Figures 7.15. 7.16. and 7.17 respectively. It should be noted that displacements and
accelerations. as well as time are shown in prototype scale. These results can be directly
J72
compared to the results pn.:senlcd in Section 6.4.3 in order to understand the relationship
bt'ty,een a finite element anal)sis prediction and a centrifuge model test.
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Figur!' 7.16: CT6/COSTA-D Predicted Accelerometer Responses.
Aner Nacsgaard et al. (2005).
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Figure 7.17: CT6/COSTA-D Predicted PPT Responses.
After Naesgaard CI al. (2005).
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In terms of acceleration response. there is not a great deal of agreement between the
predicted movements shown in Figure 7.15 and the observed responses shown in Figures
6.77 and 6.78. Almost all of the predicted responses show an identical response in tenns
of mode, but with increased acceleration magnitude closer to the surface of the model
However. this is not the ease in the observed responses. where the instruments show
negative acceleration tendendes, which is most pronounced towards the surface of the
model. The prescribed base Illotion was matched fairly well by the EQS. as shown in
Figure 6.75, so there is not enough a discrepaney to explain these differences.
The IlI'T response shown in Figure 7.16. however, shows some interesting similarities
The deeper 1'1'Ts. 1'1 through 1'3 match well for magnitude of generated excess pore
pressure and match the trend shown in thc experiments. ill Figure 6.79, of prolonged
delayed pore pressure generation following the earthquake event. The upslope I'I'1's. that
would bcsituated underlhe silt layer in other tests, also match \\'ell for the magnitude of
excess generated pore pressure and show prolonged elevated pore pressure. as the
instrument responses show in Figures 6.79 and 6.80. f'4 matches \\'ell with the
prediction, but higher levels of post-test sustained excess pore pressure existed in lhe
model test at the 1'5 and 1'6 locations than in the predictions. Downslope and near
surface PIlTs, 1'7 through 1'9 also matched the predictions well in the sense that they
showed little to no post-test elevated pore pressure reading as compared to the pre-test
static levels.
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In tcnus of displacemcnt transducers. only 1.2. L4. and 1.5 functioned properly. as shown
in Figure 6.81. limiting the amount of comparison to the predicted responses. The in-
slope horizontal displact'lI1ent transducer. L2. was predictcd to move appro.~im;ltcly 1.5
In in prototype scale, while in the model this movement was Illeasured to be
approximately 0.1 Illln in model scale, or 0.007 m in prototype scalc. far less than
prcdieted. In the test. L4 showed appro.~imately 5 nlln of midslope sell1crnent in model
scale, which is completcly contrary to the prcdicted heave. However. the movement of
L5. which tracks the hori7.0ntal movement of the modcl itself. matehcd the predictions
well
The comparison of finite elcment analysis predictions to the observcd experimental
results show that some instruments responded as predicted and others did not. in the e;lse
of thc COSTA-D test. Pore pressurc responses matched well. while observed
acceleration throughout the model showed a phcnomcnon of llcg;ltive spiking that was
not prcdictcd. There could be scveral reasons for thcse discrepancies. not the Ie;lSt of
which would be the full understanding of how the physical boundary conditions of the
centrifuge modelling container ;Iffect the observed results. A full comparison of
numerical modelling methods and physical modelling methods would be available in the
results and repons of the Earthquake Induced Damage Mitigation from Soil Liqucfaction
Project
m
7.5 Comparison 10 Olher Work
The results of this work indicate the observation of similar phenomenon investigated by
other researchers, both in the areas of the effect of saturation, the seismic behaviour of
layered saturated soils, as well as with regard to the effects ofseismicstrengthening.
Mehrabadi (2006) discusses the effects of incomplete saturation on these lypes of
centrifuge models. Since the degree of saturation was unknown in the experiments
conducted in this research it is important to realize the impact this may have upon the
results. Mehrabadi (2006) notes a good agreement between the numerical results
obtained assuming perfect saturation und their experimental counterparts, supporting the
conclusion that the centrifuge models were \\"ell saturated. The models used by
Mehrabadi (2006) were prepared and constructed in an identical way under identical
conditions in the sume facility as the centrifuge tests discussed in the chapters above.
These results would seem to indicate that the COSTA-Canada centrifuge results were
adequ3tely satufated. despite direct experimental evidenee supporting this eonelusion.
As stated by Kokusho (2003). it was found that sand deposits of different penl1cability
arc prone to develop post-liquefaction void distributioll, stable water films, or transicnt
turbulence, at sublaycr boundaries, which may serve as a sliding surface in flow failure
even after the end of earthquake shaking. This is the Same type of movement found in
both the COSTA-B and COSTA·C tests. If this movement is observed in sand deposits
with sub layers of ditTering pemleabilities. it would serve to reason that the same effed
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could be extended to a silt layer embedded in a sand deposit. but with Illore pronounced
effects. as observed in this work with noticeable downslope movement. Additionally. it
was found by Kokusho (2003) that this water film mechanism can facilitate large flow
displacements without mobilization of liquefaction dilatancy. This is because the
developed water film servesaSa shear stress isolator, but ina uniform sand deposit. such
as in COSTA-D. flow displacement would only occur because of dilatalley. Kokusho
and Kojima (2002) further state that Ihese water films are easily fOtnled beneath a
sandwiched less permeable layer in a short lime period. but a simple two-layer systelll.
will not result in a stable water film but only a short-lived turbulence at the layer
boundary. However. a three-layer system. such as presented here in the COSTA lests.
with a sandwiched middle layer of finer soil ean generate astable waterfilm beneath the
middle layer. The results observed in the COSTA tests where movement was observed
seem to fit this mechanism. a stable build up of pore pressure beneath the silt layer
erealing flow displacement not only owed to the dilalancy of the soil itself.
Malviek et al. (2002) and Kulasingam et al. (2004) have also found a number of factors
that can influence the amount of void redistribution of water film generation. including
relative density. seismic event duration, volume of sand below lower permeability layer.
shaking sequence. permeability contraSI of the soils. maximum excess pore pressure ratio
developed during shaking. slope geometry. and soil stratigraphy; some of which have
been investigated in this research. These include, permeability contrast of the soils as
analyzed in Section 7.1. scismie event dUTation or magnitude as discussed in Section 7,2.
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and finally shaking sequence as prcsentcd in Section 7.3. Thisfcsearch appears to further
confirm the work of these researchers with rcspect to thcse variables.
The seismic strengthening elTects mentioned in Section 7.3 also seem to expand upon the
ideas of past research, spccifically that of Lee et al. (2004) where a real-lifc natural
silUation is discussed where an unfailed slope lies between two large slopc failures in the
seabed olTthecoast ofCalifomia. It is suggested that this unfailed slope has survived
failure due to the process of seismic strengthening. increasing thescdiment"se.~cess pore
pressure with each passing earthquake then allowing the sediment to dcnsify as pore
prcssure increases if failure docs not occur. Laboratory simulations by Lee et at (2004)
servc 10 confirm thishypothcsis
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8 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusions
According to the results obtained from the centrifuge modelling of the seismic initiation
of the instability of submarine slopes. the following conclusions can be drawn:
(I) Submarinc slope ccntrifuge models have been successfully constructed at the C-
CORE Centrifuge Ccntre. Construction and saturation methods havc been refined
lInd improved with each successivc tcst to ensure minimal disturbanec and
subsequent Ilegative effect 011 the obtained relative density oflhe modcl sand during
modelpreparatioll.
(2) The C-CORE EQS has been proven to reasonably reproduce the given earthquake
motions on 11 model scale in a reliable fashion. This reproduction is done with
respect to peak aeeeicration levels, signal frequency. and the expericnced
acceleration in instruments placed close to the bottom of the model
(3) No significant frictional sidewall effects were obscrved, This WlIS detemlined
through the placement of a gravel llIarker grid upon thc face of the slope. The
minimization of these effects was accomplished with the application of petroleum
jelly as well as very fine sand at the interface of the silt layer with the sidewall
boundaries
(4) Slope failure was only observed in models exposed to the 2A2475 earthquake
motion, This was only evident in the COSTA-I) & COSTA-C tests. where slope
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movements were detected in posHest observations as well as in the responses of
testmgmstmmcnts.
(5) fcst results showed thatexeess pore pressure and subsequent liquefaetiolloceurred
first ill downslope and deeper areas and progressed upslope lind upwllrds to the
drainllge boundllry <ltthe most upslope area of the model. This was experienced in
models that included a silt layer as well as for the mooelthat did not cont<lin a silt
layer.
(6) fhc prescnce ofa silt layer impeded long-tenn dissipation of generated cxeess porc
pressures as compared to models that did not posses a silt layer configuration. This
delayed pore pressure generation was observed to be a contributing factor in models
where failure was achieved. In addition, pore pressure transducers that were placed
above the silt layer also experienced more rapid dissipation.
(7) A dilative response, ehllrllcterized by large upslope (neglltive) spikes in the
accelerometer records coupled with negative spikes in pore pressure were induced
by the exposure of the models to the A2475 and 2A2475 ellrthquake signals. This
dilative IJ.ehaviour serves to reduce permanent lateral displacements.
(8) A small alllount of short-tcnTl surface hcave was observed on the slope l:1ee of
models that were observed to have flliled This heaving was typiclIlly followed by
10ng-tenTlsettlement.
(9) Movement of the slope. both hori7.0ntally and vertically. was detected after the
ceSS;ltion of the earthquake following shaking in the COSTA-Il and COSTA-C
tests. This was detected using LVDTs to measure these movements
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(10) In the tests in which failure was observed. COSTA-13 and COSTA-C. posHesl
observations revealed that the silt layer slid down the underlying sand slope acting
as one single unit. No breakage of the silt layer was observed to have taken pl.:!cc
When this happened. the silt layer slid until its movement was impeded by the
downslope end wall of the model container where the silt proceeded to accumulate
This movement was most likely caused by the prolonged presence of the excess
pore pressure under the silt layer, as compared to the lack of failure in COSTA-A
where the overlying sand provided an overriding driving force
(11) The dilative response and upslope migration of excess pore pressures was observed
with or without the presenceofa relatively permeable silt layer.
(12) The tendency towards stronger negative acceleration spikes was observed to
increase with increased elevation in the modcl
(13) Larger ear1hquake magnitude. in terms of peak acceleration levels. induces the
propagation of dilative behaviour to greater depths in the sand layer beneath the
impermeable silt layer. Increased ear1hquake magnitude was also observed to have
created increased excess pore pressure generation during the ear1hquake shaking as
well as increased ver1ical surface settlcment, except when failure occurred and the
short-term heaving was observed.
(14) Liquefaction was found to occur more readily in larger earthquake motions both at
dceper locations in the model as well as at drainage boundaries.
(15) Densification and seismic strengthening of the model was experienced with the
exposure to a series of smaller seismic motions. This was concluded from surface
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settlement dala as well as the decreased excess pore pressure generation thallVas
caused in each successive smaller earthquake. No failure was observed in the
modcl that had been exposed to Ihis series of smaller earthquakes. either during the
application of the series of small A475 earthquakcs or during the subsequent
applicationoflhe larger more signilicant 2A2475 earthquake.
(16) A larger dilative response was observed in thc seismically strengthened model
during thc application of the large 2A2475 earthquake. Since this dilation has becn
found to lead to indieale failure resistance in the model. this respollse is logical with
the conclusion Ihat the densification Icads to slrengthening oflhe slope
(17) The increase in failure resistance caused by the dilative response was overcome by
the delayed dissipation of the generated excess pore pressure undcnleath the silt
layer. Failure was then characterized by long-term slope movcments. short-Ierm
slope face surface heave. and the evidence of silt layer movement in post-test
observalions.
8.2 Recommendations
In this research. centrifuge tesls were carried out to invesligale the behaviour of
submarine slopes under seismic loading. Good data and results have been obtained
throughout Ihis program. According to Ihc results and experience obtained ill this
research, it is recommended thai future research 011 the seismic initiation of submarine
instability should be concentrated on the following aspects:
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(I) Further inllestigation should be undertaken to further characterize the influence of
seismic strengthening. One such area would be to determine the threshold
earthquake magnitude whereby significant instability occurs instead of
strengthening effects.
(2) Centrifuge tests may be carried out to determine the effect of the depth of the silt
layer and conllersely the thickness of the deep sand below the relatillely
impermeab1csiltlayer. It has been discussed during this rcsearehthat thethiekness
of the sand beneath the impermeable layer may halle an effect on the magnitude of
the generated excess pore pressure
(3) Additionally. centrifuge tests Illay be carried out to determine the behalliour of a
stratified soil geometry consisting of lIarious "permeable·' and "impemleable"
layers. This type of testing would halle a similar effect to the centrifuge testing
regime suggested abolle. A layered profile would feature thinner sand layers and
would produce results also indicating the effects of less sand material below a
relatillely impcnneable layer. The stratified profile would also possibly gille results
that furthereharaeterize the nature of these types of failures by offering some sort
of correlation between the lellcl of excess pore pressuTC and slope mOllement
(4) Further work should be carried out to minimize boundary effects caused by the
modeling limitations themsellles. as drainage boundaries and seismic reflections can
cause effects on the observed effccts.
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In addition to the above testing recommendations. further suggestions can be made in
gencral with respect to the seismiceentrifuge testing of submarineslopes:
(I) The EQS at C-CORE. while providing reasonably reliable and well produced
eanhquake signals for this research. should continue to be refined and advanced to
provide more reliable and greatly replicated eanhquake motions within its designed
perfonllaneeenvelope.
(2) A system should be developed to more accurately characterize the degree of
saturation of the model imlllediately prior to the eanhquake aelUation. This is
especially imponant since the stability of submarine slopes has been shown to be
especially sensitive to the degrce of saturation. This can most likely be utilized
using the characteristics of acoustic waves by apply them to and observing there
response in the model. as previously discussed in the available literature. Basic
observations using this type of system are presented in this thesis. but the full
development of this system is beyond the scope of this research.
(3) Funher work should be performed to develop saturation procedures that ensure a
greater degree of saturation with a substitute pore nuid that more accurately renects
prototype conditions, evcn though this work is morc idealizcd in naturc. Better
saturation can perhaps be achieved through the application of greater vacuum
pressure during the satuflltion process.
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APPENDIX A
TESTING INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS
,..
DRUCK PJ>CR HI Mil/il/lur.. Pore Pre,~.fure Trll/l.wluter
POCR 81
DimI'IIs;o/U':
OpeN/linl: Pre.f~·ureRllIIg....f:
Excilalifl/l VtJ!luge:
Outpul Voltage:
ZerIJ°fber:
SPI/II Set/ing:
OUlpUI Impel/eneI':
LOUlllmpedellce:
Re,mlufj(m;
Operating Temperflture:
MecfumiculSlwck:
Weight:
6.51> 11.7mm
100 and 200 psi
5 volts6manomin31
75mV
± 10 mY maximum
± 20% of nominal output
1000 ohms
Grcaterlhall IOOkohms
Infinite
-5 °'0 250°F
1000 g for 1 ms in each axes will not affccl
calibration
I.050lWilh 15 fCCloftable
For IIfldir;oflof illformulillll emu'lIlt:
hlln:llwww.druck.com/usaiproductsIMini:llurcScrics.odf
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PCR Pil,>T'Jlrrmic,\' .H3RIH Mil/iuru,!' lIi!!II-FfI'(I/II'flq, Ouurtz ICP Accelerometer
Mus.~:
VoffllgeSeflyili1'ity:
Meu.mrl.'meIlfRullge:
FrequencyRlIlIge:
Muu/lled ReYOlIlIlICe Freqllellcy:
8,ul./(fbufl(fRe~·olutioll:
Operating Temperature Hallge:
SeIlY;lIgElemenl:
Efecl,iCIIICtJllIJcclor:
MOlllllillg T1l,eUlI:
1.8 grams
7.1 x 18.8mm
10 mV/g± 5%
± 500g peak
Ito 10000Hl±5%
>70kl-ll
O.005grms
-6510250°1'
Quartz Shear
10-32Coaxi:llrrop
5-40 Male
FormlditiollufilljormutilJllcOl/sull:
hnn:llwww.pcb.com/nroducts/svs/sys151bI8.hlml
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TrulI.\'-Tek S",il'.I·140 Gellrrul Pumfl.I'I' CV LvnT
Wurk;lI/; Rlmge;
Muximum Wurking RUII/;e:
Input:
NUn/illuf Outpur;
lnputCurrem:
Nou-Lineurit)':
lnlefllufCurrierFreqllellc)':
% Ripple:
Outputimpelltlllce:
Frequl!lIc)'Re.\"jIolIse:
TemperlltureRullge:
Resoluliol/:
±25.4mm
±38.1 mm
6t030 VDC
4.6t024.8VDC
8.3-52 rnA
±0.5% over working range, ± 1% over usable range
3200l-lz
0.8
56000hrns
1001-1;:
-5410 121°C
Infinite
For mldilimwl ill/ornrflliuu com'ull:
hnn:/lwww.transtekinc.com/Catalog I'DFs-OI/LVDTslSer240 OIF.pdf
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flaumrr OAD.\llO/446fJ1S/4C LlIftr DifluncrSrnwJf
/);mem-imu':
Ml'usuring Rangr:
Rr$u/ation:
Linearity £"or:
RrsponM Timr:
Stn5ing E/tmrnl:
OutpUI:
S~'ilclring Curunt:
Indicators:
Vallagt Supp/)'.'
Maximum Supplr Gnunl:
Ught Suuru:
LtutrClass:
WIlI'tlength:
Operaling Trmprrulurt Rangr:
/.userBeamDium/'trr:
CQllIIl'ctor.":
20.4 mrn x SO mm x 6S Imn
3010130mm
<0-06 mm
±0.2mm
< !Oms
Photoelectric Array
Analog/4-20mA 10-10 VOC
< 100 rnA
LED Green (Pol'cr On) & LED Red (Soiled Lens)
12to28VOC
< 120mA
Pulsed Red Laser Diode
2
67Snm
OtoSOC
2 ... ln1ln
ES34C
For/ldditionul;lIjurllluti/IIIC(1//Sult:
htln:llwww.baumcrsellsorsolulions.com/prooucl.hlrnl?id..>fc.i12f8Jfd3a8a'?21b206cJ59aO
8c629&lang cn&prodllC!=34336&category=31&sub 222
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GS Srnwlr.\' Ilnm!ified Triaxia! Acu!utlmrtu GSAJ106
Dim~ns;O/rJ:
Mass:
Excitation:
OjjSd at l~ro:
Output !m~d~nu:
Linearily:
T,uns,'us~St.'ns;Ii";tyo'
O~rutin~ Ttmpt'ruluu Rungt.'o'
Frtqut'lU:y Rtspon~o'
JOmmxJOmmx25mm
JOgl'3ffiS
10 to 36 VDC
2.5VDC
100hmsnominai
'2%
<3%
-40 to 80°C
500 Hz in z-axis. 100 III. in x-axis. 1000 III. in).
axis
"·or ulltli/;onu! ;n/tlfmution com'u!t:
hnp:llwww gS5CnSQfS com/catalogue/index prod.phpJ
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